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FOREWORD 

It is common knowledge that Tawheed is the basis of the religion 
of Islaam and that it is most precisely expressed in the formula: 
"La e/aah il-lal-laah" {There is no God but Allaah) which states 
that there is only one true God and that He alone deserves to be 
worshipped. This seemingly simple formula forms the dividing 
_ line between Eemaan ( true belief in God) and Kufr (disbelief), 
according to the tenets of Islaam. Because of this principle of 
Tawheed, the Islamic belief in God is considered to be unitarian 
and Islaam is counted among the world's monotheistic religions 
along with Judaism and Christianity. Yet, according to the 
Islamic unitarian concept (Tawheed), Christianity is classified 
as polytheism and Judaism is considered a subtle form of 
idolatry. 

Thus, the principle of Tawheed is quite profound and needs 
further clarification even among Muslims. This point is vividly 
illustrated by the fact that some Muslims like lbn 'Ara bee 1 

understood Tawheed to mean that Allaah is all and all is Allaah; 
that there is only one existence which is Allaah. Yet, such 
beliefs are classified by mainstream Islaam as pantheism and, as 

1 Muhammad ibn 'Alee ibn 'Arabee was born in Spain in the year 1165CE and 
died in Damascus in the year 1240CE. He claimed to possess inner light and 
knowledge of Allaah's greatest name and referred to himself as the seal of 
the sainthood which he implied was a status higher than prophethood. In the 
centuries following his death, his followers elevated him to the status of 
saint, and gave him the title of ash-Shaykh al-Akbar (The Greatest Master) , 
but the majority of Muslim legal scholars considered him a heretic. His prin
ciple works are al-Futoohaat al-Makkeeyah and Fusoos al-Hikam (H.A.R. 
Gibb and J.H. Kramers, Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam, (Ithaca, New York: 
Cornell University Press, 1953), pp. 146-7). 
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such, Kufr. Other Muslims such as the Mu'tazilah1 felt that 
Tawheed consisted of stripping Allaah of all His attributes and 
asserting that He is present everywhere and in everything. Yet, 
these ideas were also rejected by orthodox Islaam, and consi
dered heretical. In fact, almost all of the various heretical sects 
which broke off from the main body of Islaam, from the 
Prophet's time till today, all began their divergence from the 
point of Tawheed. All of those who worked for the destruction 
of Islaam and the misguidance of its followers have attempted to 
neutralize the principle of Tawheed, because it represents the 
very essence of the divine message of Islaam brought by all the 
prophets. They have introduced concepts about Allaah totally 
alien to Islaam; concepts designed to take man away from the 
worship of Allaah alone. Once people accept these pagan 
philosophies about God, they become easily susceptible to a 
multitude of other deviant ideas all of which eventually lead 
those who accept them to the worship of created things under 
the guise of the trµe worship of God. 

The Prophet ( ~ ) himself, vividly warned Muslims to beware 
of such deviations as· had befallen the nations before them. He 
encouraged them to stick closely to the path which he had tread. 
One day as he sat with his companions, he drew a straight line 
in the dirt, He then drew a series of lines branching off from 
either side of it. When the companions asked him what it meant, 
he pointed to the branches and told them that they represented 
the various paths of misguidance in this life . He went on to say . 

1 
A rationalist philosophical school founded in the Umayyad period (i.e. early 
8th century CE) by Waasil ibn 'Ataa and 'Amr ibn 'Ubayd. It gained sway 
over the' Abbaasid state for over a hundred years and continued to influence 
Islamic thought until the 12\h century (Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam, pp. 

421 -6). 
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that at the head of each path_ sat a devil inviting people to it. 
After that, he pointed to the straight line in the middle and told 
them that it represented the path of Allaah. When the compan
ions asked for further clarification, he told them that it was his 
path and he recited the following verse: 

j~~l\' > f::.s..-}." > ~1-;,/ -~ ·>~.,. , ..... t ~ ... l.,, ,~~Jo......__,\9 .,o ,.,. ;.\~...\!Jbv1• ..r;;- ..,-:;;- _,,, "J? J 

., l , . • - - • ' • 

I:'. ~ ,,,,.~>. ,,,,._,,..,,.,..,. 

... ~~ :--'-'P 

''This is my path leading straight, so follow it. And 
do not follow the other paths or else you will be sepa
rated from His (Allaab's) patti1 ". 2 

It is therefore of the utmost importance that Tawheed be clearly 
understood in the way it was taught by the Prophet ( • ) and 
understood by his companions; or else one could easily end up 
on one of the many deviant paths while claiming Tawheed, pray
ing, paying Zakaah, 3 fasting and making Hajj. Allaah, Most 
Wise, has pointed to this phenomena when He said in the 
Qur'aan, 

"Most of them claim to believe in Allaah but they 
really commit shirk. ,,4 

1 Soorah al-An'aam 6:153. 
2 Reported by lbn Mas'ood and collected by an-Nasaa'ee, Ahmad and ad

Daarimee. 
3 Annual Compulsory Chairity. 
4 Soorah Yoosuf 12:106. 
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However, when an English reader compares the large number 
of books written in English on Salaah, Zakaah, Sawm (fasting) 
and Hajj or on Islamic economics and politics to the one or two 
pamphlets and booklets written on Tawheed, he or she could 
only conclude that Tawheed is of little significance in Islaam. 
This assumption is further strengthened when one reads even 
the most comprehensive books on Islaam, wherein, Tawheed is 
usually discussed in about a half a page while the rest of the book 
is devoted to an elaboration of the other pillars of Islaam. Yet, 
Tawheed is the very foundation of Islaam on which all the other 
pillars and principles depend. If one's Tawheed is not sound, the 
rest of one's Islaam becomes, in effect, a series of pagan rituals. 
Without a doubt, much more needs to be translated and written 
in the field of Tawheed to fill the void and correct mistaken 
beliefs rampant among Muslims and non-Muslims alike. 

The present work represents a humble attempt to provide 
English speaking readers with a basic analysis of the major areas 
of the Islamic Science of Tawheed. Although this book is based 
on the approach used in classical Arabic texts on the science of 
Tawheed such as al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, 1 I have deliber
ately avoided the presentation of the theological issues found in 
classical works which have little or no relevance to modem 
English readers. 

The majority of the material for this book was gathered from 
Tawheed lessons which I prepared and taught in grades seven 
through twelve at Manaret ar-Riyadh English Medium Islamic 
School; hence, the language is purposely uncomplicated. Many 
of these lessons as well as other lessons in Fiqh (Islamic law), 

1 lbn Abil-'Ezz al-Hanafee, Sharh al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, (Beirut: al

Maktab al-lslaamee, 8th ed., 1984). 
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Hadeeth (prophetic traditions) and Ta/seer (exegesis) have been 
circulated in Muslim communities across the United States and 
in the West Indies. Based on a postive response and a great 
demand for more of such material, I decided to put this book 
together by revising the Tawheed lessons and by adding a few 
more pertinent topics. I pray that Allaah accept this effort and 
make it of real benefit to all who read it, for it is ultimately 
Allaah's acceptance alone that really counts, and success is only 
by His will. 

Abu Ameenah Bilal Philips 
Ramadaan 1982 

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. I 

1 Due to a number of socio-economic factors. I was unable to publish this work 

until this year, 1989. However, in preparing the manuscript for publication, 
further modifications and improvements have been introduced, which- God 
willing - will increase the value of this work. 
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1. CHAPTER ON THE CATEGORIES OF TA WHEED 

Literally Tawheed means "unification" (making something one) 
or "asserting oneness'.', and it comes from the Arabic verb J>J 

(wahhada) which itself means to unite, unify or consolidate.1 

However, when the term Tawheed is used in reference to Allaah 
(i.e. Tawheedul/aah2), it means the realizing and maintaining of 
Allaah's unity in all of man's actions which directly or indirectly 
relate to Him. It is the belief that Allaah is One, without partner 
in His dominion and His actions (Ruboobeeyah), One without 
similitude in His essence and attributes (Asmaa wa Sifaat), and 
One without rival in His divinity and in worship ( Uloohee'yah/ 
'Ebaadah). These three aspects form the basis for the categories 
into which the science of Tawheed has be·en traditionally 
divided. The three overlap and are inseparable to such a degree 
that whoever omits any one aspect has failed to complete the 
requirements of Tawheed. The omission df any of the above 
mentioned aspects of Tawheed is referred to as "Shirk" (lit. 
sharing); the association of partners with Allaah, which, in 
Islamic terms, is in fact idolatry. 

1 J.M. Cowan, The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, (Spoken 
Language Services Inc., New York, 3rd. ed., 1976), p. 1055. 

2 The word Tawheed does not actually occur in either the Qur'aan or in the 
statements (Hadeeths) bf the Prophet ( jfi ). However, when the Prophet 
( i,i) sent Mu'aadh ibn Jabal as governor of Yemen in 9AH, he told him, 
"You will be going to Christians and Jews (ahl al-Kitaab), so the first thing 
you should invite them to is the assertation of the oneness .of Allaah 
(Yuwahhidoo Allaah)." (Narrated by lbn 'Abbaas and collected by al- = 

- 1 -
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The three categories of Tawheed are commonly referred to by 
the following titles: 

1. Tawheed ar-Ruboobeeyah (lit. "Maintaining the Unity of 
Lordship") 

2. Tawheed al-Asmaa was-Sifaat (lit. "Maintaining the Unity of 
Allaah's Names and Attributes") 

3. Tawheed al-'Ebaadah (lit. "Maintaining the Unity of 
Allaah's Worship")1 

The division of Tawheed into its components was not done by 
the Prophet ( ~ ) nor by his companions, as there was no 
necessity to analyse such a basic principle of faith in this fashion. 
However, the foundations of the components are all implied in 
the verses of the Qur'aan and in the explanatory statements of 
the Prophet ( ~) and his companions, as will became evident 
to the reader when each category is dealt with in more detail 
later in this chapter. 

The necessity for this analytical approach to the principle of 
Tawh,eed arose after lslaam spread into Egypt, Byzantium, Per
sia and India and absorbed the cultures of these regions. It is 
only natural to expect that when the peoples of these lands 
entered the fold of Islaam, they would carry with them some of 
the remnants of their former beliefs. When some of these new 
converts began to express in writings and discussions, their var-

= Bukhaaree (Muhammad Muhsin Khan, Sahih Al-Bukhari, (Arabic
English), (Riyadh: Maktabah ar-Riyaad al-Hadeethah, 1981), vol. 9, pp. 
348-9, no. 469) and Muslim (Abdul Hamid Siddiq, Sahih Muslim (English 
Trans.), (Lahore: Sh. Muhammad Ashraf Publishers, 1987), vol. l, pp. 14-5, 
no. 27). In this Hadeeth the present tense of the verb from which the verbal 
noun Tawheed is derived was used by the Prophet ( * ). 

1 Ibn Abil-'Ezz al-Hanafee, Sharh al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p. 78. 
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ious philosophical concepts of God, confusion arose in which the 
pure and simple unitarian belief of Islaam became threatened. 
There were also others who had outwardly accepted Islaam but 
secretly worked to destroy the religion from within, due to their 
inability to oppose it militarily. This group began to actively 
propagate distorted ideas about Allaah among the masses in 
order to tear down the first pillar of Eemaan (faith) and with it 
Islaam itself. 

According to Muslim historians, the first Muslim to express the 
position of man's free-will and the absence of destiny (Qadar) 
was an Iraqi convert from Christianity by the name of Sausan. 
Sausan later reverted to Christianity but not before infecting his 
student, Ma'bad ibn Khaalid al-Juhanee from Basrah. Ma'bad 
spread the teachings of his master until he was caught and exe
cuted by the Umayyad Caliph, 'Abdul-Malik ibn Marwaan 
(685-705), in the year 700 CE. 1 The younger Sahaabah (compan
ions of the Prophet [ ~ ]) who were alive during this period, like 
'Abdullaah ibn 'Umar (d. 694 CE) and 'Abdullaah in Abee Awfaa 
(d. 705CE), advised the people not to greet those who denied 
destiny nor make funeral prayers for those of them who died. 
That is, they considered them to be disbelievers. 2 However, 
Christian philosophical arguments for free-will continued to 
find new supporters. Ghailaan ibn Muslim from Damascus 
studied under Ma 'bad and championed the cause of free-will 
until he was brought before Caliph 'Umar ibn 'Abdul-'Azeez 
(717-720CE). He recanted his beliefs publically, however, on the 
caliph's death, he resumed teaching free-will. The following 

1 Ibn Hajar, Tahdheebat-Tahdheeb, (Hydrabad, 1325-7)vol. 10, p. 225. 
2 'Abdul-Qaahir ibn Taahir al-Baghdaadee, Al-Farq bain al-Firaq, (Beirut: 

Daar al-Ma'rifah), pp. 19-20. 
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caliph, Hishaam ibn 'Abdul-Malik (724-743CE), had him arrested, 
tried and executed.3 Another prominent figure in this con
trover-sy was al-Ja'd ibn Dirham, who not only supported the 
philosophy of free-will, but also attempted to re-interpret the 
Qur'anic verses containing descriptions of Allaah's qualities 
according to neo-platonic philosophy. AI-Ja'd was at one point 
a tutor for the Umayyad prince, Marwaan ibn Muhammad, who 
later became the fourteenth caliph (744-750CE). During his lec
tures in Damascus, he openly denied some of Allaah's attri
butes, like seeing, hearing etc., until the Umayyad governor 
expelled him.2 He then fled to Kufah, where he continued to 
propound his ideas and gather followers until his heretical opin
ions became widely publicized and the Umayyad governor, 
Khaalid ibn Abdillaah, had him publically executed in 736 CE. 
However, his main disciple, Jahm ibn Safwaan, continued to 
defend his master's doctrines in philosopical circles in Tirmiz 
and Balakh, when his heresies became widespread, he was exe
cuted by the Umayyad governor, Nasr ibn Sayyaar, in 743CE. 3 

The early caliphs and their governors were closer to Islamic 
principles and the consciousness of the masses was higher due to 
the presence of the Prophet's companions and their students. 
Hence, the demand for the elimination of open heretics 
received immediate response from the rulers. In contrast, the 
later Umayyad caliphs were more corrupt and as such cared lit
tle about such religious issues. The masses were also less lslam
ically conscious and thus were more susceptible to deviant 

1 Muhammad ibn 'Abdul-Kareem ash-Shahrastaanee, Al-Mila/ wan-Nihal, 

(Beirut: Daar al-Ma'rifah, 2nd ed., 1975), vol. 1, p. 30. 
2 Ahmad ibn Hanbal,. Ar-Radd 'alaa al-Jahmeeyah, (Riyadh: Daar al-Liwaa, 

1st ed., 1977), pp. 41-43. 
3 Muhammad ibn ' Abdul-Kareem ash-Sharastaanee, Al-Mila/ wan-Nihal, 

vol. 1, p. 46. 
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ideas. As greater numbers of people entered Islaam, and the 
learning of an increasing number of conquered nations was 
absorbed, the execution of apostates was no longer used to stem 
the rising tide of heresy. The task of opposing the tide of heresy 
fell on the shoulders of the Muslim scholars of this period who 
rose to meet the challenge intellectually. They systematically 
opposed the various alien philosophies and creeds by categoriz
ing them and countering them with principles deduced from the 
Qur'aan and the Sunnah. It was out of this defense that the sci
ence of Tawheed emerged with its precisely defined categories 
and components. This process of specialization occurred simul
taneously in all of the other areas of Islamic knowledge as it has 
done in the various secular sciences of today. Therefore, as the 
categories of Tawheed are studied separately and in more 
depth, it must not be forgotten that they are all a part of an 
organic whole which is itself the foundation of a greater whole, 
Islaam itself. 

Tawheed ar-Ruboobeeyah (Maintaining the Unity of Lordship) 

This category is based on the fundamental concept that Allaah 
alone caused all things to exist when there was nothing; He sus
tains and maintains creation without any need from it or for it; 
and He is the sole Lord of the universe and its inhabitants with
out any real challenge to His sovereignity. In Arabic the word 
used to describe this creator-sustainer quality is Ruboobeeyah 
which is derived from the root "Rabb" (Lord). According to this 
category, since God is the only real power in existence, it is He 
who gave all things the power to move and to change. Nothing 
happens in creation except what He allows to happen. In recog
nition of this reality, Prophet Muhammad ( Ii ) used to often 
repeat the exclamatory phrase "La haw/a wa laa quwwata illaa 
billaah" (There is no movement nor power except by Allaah's 
will). 

- 5 ·-
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The basis for the Ruboobeeyah concept can be found in many 
Qur'anic verses. For example, Allaah says: 

"Allaah created all things and He is the agent on 
which all things depend.''1 

"And Allaah created you all and whatever you do. 2 

''It was not you who threw, when you threw, but it 
was Allaah who threw."3 

"And no calamity strikes except by Allaah's permis
sion.',4 

The Prophet ( ffi ) further elaborated on this concept saying, 
"Be aware that if the whole of mankind gathered together in order 
to do something to help you, they would only be able to do some-

1 Soorah az-Zumar 39:62. 
2 Soorah as-Saaffaat 37:96. 
3 Soorah al-Anfaal 8: 17. This was in reference to a miraculous incident which 

took place when the Prophet ( * ) gathered some dust in his hand and 
threw it at the enemy (at the beginning of the Battle of Badr). Allaahcaused 
the dust to reach the faces o( the enemy in spite of their great distance. 

4 Soorah at-Taghaabun 64:11. 

- 6 -
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· thing · for you which Allaah had already written for you. 
Likewise, if the whole of mankind gathered together to harm you, 
they would only be able to do something to harm you which 
Allaah had already written to happen to you"1 

Thus, what man conceives as good fortune and misfortune are 
merely events predestined by Allaah as part of the tests of this 
life. The incidents follow patterns set only by Allaah. Allaah has 
said in the Qur'aan, 

~~~~j1;~j\:,~~1r;;,;~;.J\ (;J~ 
c. > > ~ • 1-: ·Ll 
~.J..)~\t~r~=~U 

"0 Believers! Surely there is in your wives and chil
dren an enemy for you, so beware of them."2 

That is, within the good things of this life there are severe tests 
of one's faith in God. Likewise, in the terrible events of life 
there lies test as is mentioned in the verse, 

J;·t..r,-:- • :~-- S:~\"" ~·"'.if-:- -.. ·" ~~ .... ~-
... ~ :J i.7!~.J i;;;;;. !J ... ~ ~ ,~r . !J 

_,,, ~ ,, ., ,, • ~ ,, > ,.: .,, ,. ~\ . ., ~:'"'•\( ··~( 
~- ~J --~!J~ !J ,,_, -,.-- --

''Surely We will test you with fear, hunger, loss of 
wealth and life and the fruits of your work, so give 
glad tidinp to those who are patient."3 

1 Reported by lbn 'Abbaas and collected by at-Tinnidhee. See Ezzeddin 
Ibrahim and Denys Johnson - Davies, An-Nawawi's Forty Hadith, (English 
Trans.), (Damascus, Syria: The Holy Koran Publishing House, 1976), p. 68, 
no.19. 

2 
Soorah at-Taghaabun 64:14. 3 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:155. 
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Sometimes the patterns are recognizable, as in the case of cause 
and effect relationships, and sometimes they are not, as in the 
case when apparently good results come from evil means or bad 
results from good means. God has explained that the wisdom 
behind these apparent irregularities is often beyond man's 
immediate comprehension due to his limited scope of know
ledge. 

~>c- -.J~;:.;,;~ ~PJ~; 
!tf!~ .,.,.,,.-;,~ ~ .'t---------rri..,..., •. ~I.JI~.., 

/ ,;s.. ·;,.S • .> J.,. r1 •:,J.~f--
-::...:.,.,J ,I__...:., '.J - 4'J) ~ 

"Perhaps you may dislike something which is really 
good for you or like something bad for you, but 
Allaah knows (what is best for you), and you do 
not."1 

Apparently evil events in human lives sometimes tum out to be 
for the best and apparently good things which people desire tum 
out to be harmful. Consequently, man's realm of influence in 
the course of events which make up his life is limited to the men
tal choice between options presented to him and not the actual 
results.,of his choice. In other words "man proposes and God dis
poses". Apparent "good fortune" and "misfortune" are both 
from Allaah and can not be caused by good-luck charms such as 
rabbit's feet, four-leaf clovers, wishbones, lucky numbers, zodia
cal signs, etc., or by omens of bad luck like Friday the thir
teenth, breaking mirrors, black cats, etc. In fact, the belief in 
charms and omens is a manisfestation of the grave sin of Shirk 

1 Soorah al-Baqarah, 2:216. 
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(association) in this form of Tawheed. 'Uqbah, one of the com
panions of the Prophet ( * ), reported that once a group of 
men approached Allaah's messenger to give their allegiance to 
him, and he accepted the oath from nine of them but refused to 
accept it from one. When they asked him why he refused their 
companion's oath , he replied, "Verily, he is wearing an 
amulet. "1 The man who was wearing the amulet put his hand in 
his cloak, pulled the amulet off and broke it then made the oath. 
The Prophet ( * ) then said, "Whoever wears an amulet has 
committed Shirk. "2 

As for using the Qur'aan like a charm or amulet by wearing or 
carrying Qur'anic verses on chains or in pouches to ward off evil 
or to bring good fortune, there is little difference between such 
practices and those of the pagans. Neither the Prophet ( * ) 
nor his companions used the Qur'aan in this fashion, and the 
Prophet ( ~ ) said, "Whoever innovates in Islaam something 
which does not belong to it will have it rejected. "3 It is true that 
the Qur'anic chapters, an-Naas and al-Falaq, were revealed 
specifically for exorcism (that is, for removing evil spells), but 
the Prophet ( ~ ) demonstrated the proper method by which 
they should be used. On an occasion when a spell had been cast 
on him, he told 'Alee ibn Abee Taalib to recite the two chapters 
verse by verse and when he became ill he used to recite them on 

1
. A charm worn to bring good fortune or avert evil. 

2 Collected by Ahmad. 
3 

Reported by 'Aaeshah and collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari, 
(Arabic - English) vol. 3, p. 535, no. 861), Muslim (Sahih Muslim, (English 
Trans.) vol. 3, p. 931, no. 4266 and no. 4267) and Abu Daawood (Ahmad 
Hasan, Sunan Abu Dawud (English Tr;ms.), (Lahore: Sh. Muhammad 
Ashraf Publishers, 1st. ed., 1984), vol. 3, p . 1294). 
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himself, 1. He did not write them down and hang them around 
his neck, tie them on his arm or around his waist, nor did he tell 
others to do so. 

Tawbeed al-Asmaa was-Sifaat (Maintaining the Unity of 
Allaab's Names and Attributes). 

This category of Tawheed has five main aspects: 

1. For the unity of Allaah's names and attributes to be main
tained in the first aspect, Allaah must be referred to according 
to how He and His Prophet ( • ) have described Him without 
explaining away His names and attributes by giving them mean
ings other than their obvious meanings. For example, Allaah in 
the Qur'aan says He gets angry with the disbelievers and the 
hypocrites. He says: 

.1/ .,.,.,,.,, I""' • .,.1.,, .,, .,,,..,,,.,,,, .,,.,. .. , ~ . ~' .--t,.~ J •'t\.,- 'ia_!'~]\.~\ ....:::..,~"' 
,,,,, ~.J -.,,,.~-'.,,,. _, • .,,,.,,,. • .,,, -~ 

~•~(\-!"" -,,, r-.;~E •~(,~ ~ ~l / ~t ~( 
~ •.it J - ~ ~~'t ~ \ 

-·-\f ,,,, • i' .... .,,~~.,,.: ;,1""'t--;,;j,,~· .,,.,,_,,:1\,; ,:.,, 
- "·\.o.M • ~' • ,. ~ ~ ~~· ~~ !) ~ .,,. . ,, :J 

''That He may punish the hyprocrites, men and women, 
and the pagans men and women, who have an evil 
opinion of Allaab. A circle of evil is around them; 
Allaab is !!!l!2 with them, curses them and has pre
pared for them an evil end. 2 

Thus, anger is one of God's attributes. It is incorrect to say that 
His anger must mean His punishment since anger is a sign of 

1 Reported by 'Aa'eshah and collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari, 
(Atabic-English) , vol. 6, p. 495, no. 535) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim, (En
glish Trans.), vol. 3, p. 1195, no. 5439 and 5440). 

2 Soorah al-Fat-h 48:6. 
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weakness in man and, as such,_ not befitting of Allaah. What 
Allaah has stated should be accepted with the qualification that 
His anger is not like human anger, based on Allaah'sstatement, 
"There is nothing like him". 1 The process of so-called "ra
tional" interpretation when taken to its logical conclusion 
results in the denial of God's very existence. For, Allaah 
describes Himself as living and man lives, therefore, according 
to the rationalist argument, God is neither living nor existing. 
The fact is that the similarity between God's attributes and 
those of mankind is only in name and not in degree. Wh~n attri
butes are used in reference to God, they are to be ti1ken in the 
absolute sense, free from human deficiencies. 

2. The second aspect of Tawheed al-Asmaa was-Sifaat involves 
referring to Allaah as He has referred to Himself without giving 
Him any new names or attributes. For example, Allaah may not 
be given the name al-Ghaadib (the Angry one), inspite of the 
fact that He has said that He gets angry, because neither Allaah 
nor His messenger has used this name. This may seem to be a 
very fine point, but it must be maintained in order to prevent the 
false description of God. That is, finite man is in no position to 
define the infinite Lord of creation. 

3. In the third aspect of Tawheed al-Asmaa was-Sifaat Allaah is 
referred to without giving Him the attributes of His creation. 
For example, it is claimed in the Bible and Torah that Allaah 
spent the first six days creating the universe then slept on the 
seventh. 2 For this reason, Jews and Christians take either 

1 Soorah ash-Shooraa 42: 11. 
2 Genesis 2:2, "And on the seventh day God fihished his work which he had 

done. and he rested on the seventh day from all his work which he had 

done." (Holy Bible, Revised Standard Versio~ (Nelson, 1951), p. 2). 
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Saturday or Sunday as a day of rest in which work is looked at 
as a sin. Such a claim assigns to God the attributes of His crea
tion. It is man who tires after heavy work and needs sleep to 
recuperate . 1 Elsewhere in the Bible and Torah, God is por
trayed as repenting for His bad thoughts in the same way that 
humans do when they realize their errors. 2 Similarly the claim 
that God is a spirit or has a spirit completely ruins this area of 
Tawheed. Allaah does not refer to Himself as a spirit anywhere 
in the Qur'aan nor does His Prophet ( ffi ) express anything of 
that nature in Hadeeth. In fact, Allaah refers to the spirit as part 
of His creation. 3 

The key principle which should be followed when dealing with 
Allaah's attributes is the Qur'anic formula, 

~\t:,~.\, ... ,., ; . -. ': ~ /{\ 
\ - ,, . .... ~J ,.~,~~ 

''There is nothing like Him and He is bearer and seer 
of all.,,4. 

The attributes of hearing and seeing are among human attri
butes, but when they are attributed to The Divine Being they 
are without comparison in their perfection. However, when 

1 In contrast Allaah says explicity in the Qur'aan, "No tiredness overcomes 

Him nor sleep ... " (Soorah al-Baqarah 2:255). 
2 Exodus 32: 14, "And the Lord repented of the evil which he thought to do to 

his people." (Holy Bible, Revised Standard Version), 
3 Allaah clearly states that in the following verse: "They ask you (Muhammad) 

about the spirit. Tell (them) that the spirit (exists) by my Lord's command" 
(Soorah al-Israa 17:85). 

4 Soorah ash-Shooraa 42-11. 
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these attributes are associated with men they necessitate ear and 
eye apparatuses which can not be attributed to God. What man 
knows about the Creator is only what little He has revealed to 
him through His prophets. Therefore, man is obliged to stay 
within these narrow limits. When man gives free rein to his ~ntel
lect in describing God, he is liable to fall into errors by assigning 
to Allaah the attributes of His creation. 

In their love of pictorial representations, Christians have 
painted, carved and molded innumerable human likenesses and 
called them images of God. These have served to pave the way 
for the acceptance of Jesus' divinity among the masses. Once 
they accepted the conception of the Creator as being like a 
human being, accepting Jesus as God presented no real prob
lem. 

4. The third aspect of Tawheed al-Asmaa was-Sifaat requires 
that man not be given the attributes of Allaah. For example, in 
the New Testament Paul takes the figure of Melchizedek, king 
of Salem, from the Torah (Genesis 14:18-20) and gives both.him 
and Jesus the divine attribute of having no beginning or end/ 

"1 For this Melchizedek, king of Salem, priest of the 

most high God, met Abraham returning from the 
slaughter of the kings and blessed him, 2 and to him 
Abraham apportioned a tenth part of everything. 
He is first, by translation of his name, king of right
eousness, and then he is also king of Salem, that is, 
king of peace. 3 He is without father or mother or 
genealogy, and has neither beginning of days nor 
end of life, but resembling the son of God he con
tinues a priest forever."1 

1 Hebrews 7:1-3, (Holy Bible, Revised Standard Version). 
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"5 So also Christ did not exalt himself to be made a 
high priest, but was appointed by him who said to 
him, 'Thou art my son, today I have begotten 
thee'; 6 as he says also in another place, 'Thou art a 
priest for ever, after the order of Melchizedek'. "1 

Most Shi'ite sects ( with the exception of the Zaidites of Yemen) 
have given their "lmaams" divine attributes of absolute infalli
bility ,2 knowledge of the past, the future and the unseen, the 
ability to change destiny3 and control ·over the atoms of crea
tion. 4 In so doing they set up rivals who share God's unique 
attributes and who, in fact, become gods besides Allaah. 

5. Maintaining the unity of Allaah's names also means that 
Allaah's names in the definite form cannot be given to His crea-

1 Hebrews, 5:5-6, (Holy Bible, Revised Standard Version). 
2 Muhammad Rida al-Muzaffar states in his book Faith of Shi'a Islam, 

(U.S.A.: Muhammadi Trust of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 2nd ed. 
1983): "We believe that, like the prophet, an Imam must be infallible, that 
is to say incapable of 111aking errors or doing wrong, either inwardly or out
wardly, from his birth to his death, either intentionally or unintentionally, 
because the Imams are the preservers of Islam and it is under their protec
tion." (p. 32). See also Islam, (Teheran: A Group of Muslim Brothers, 
1973), p. 35, by Sayed Saeed Akhtar Rizvi. 

3 AI-Muzaffar further states: "We maintain that the powers of the Imams to 
receive inspiration has reached the highest degree of excellence, and we say 
that it is a Divinely - given power. By this means the Imam is able to under
stand information about anything, anywhere, and at any time, and he under
stands by means of this Divinely - given power at once, without recourse to 
methodological reasoning or guidance from a teacher. · 

4 Al-Khomeini states: "Certainly the Imam has a dignified station, a lofty 
rank, a creational caliphate, and sovereignty and mastery over all atoms of 
creation." (Aayatullah Musavi al-Khomeini, al-Hukoomah al-ls/aameeyah, 

(Beirut: at-Talee'ah Press, Arabic ed., 1979), p. 52). 
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tion unless preceded by the prefix 'Abd meaning "slave of' or 
"servant of'. Many of the Divine names in their indefinite form 
like Ra'oof and Raheem are allowable names for men because 
Allaah has used some of them in their indefinite forms to refer 
to the Prophet ( ii ) : 

J ,f.J • ~ ·"b ,1·.t :- .. >>' > .... '4:--:-_:r...- .r;J 
., - J..~ (' .,. ~--...-J ..,.....Jr- ·~ 

/. . :>it--~~ ~ .,, .1 ---~ ~...,....:-I ~ ~..r ~ 
J> -,; ». >.,. 
~.)--9J,.J 

"A messenger has come to you from among your
selves to whom anything which burdens you ~ griev
ious. He is full of concern for you and is full of pity 
(Ra'oof) and full of mercy (Rllheem)".1 

But ar-Ra'oof(the One Most Full of Pity) and ar-Raheem (the 
Most Merciful) can only be used to refer to men if they are pre
ceded by 'Abd as in 'Abdur-Ra' oof or 'Abdur-Raheem, since in 
the definite form they represent a level of perfection which only 
belongs to God. Similarly, names like 'Abdur-Rasool {slave of 
the messenger) , 'Abdun-Nabee (slave of the Prophet), 'Abdul
Husayn (slave of Husayn), etc., where people name themselves 
slaves to other than Allaah are also forbidden. Based on this 
principle, the Prophet ( ii ) forbade Muslims from referring to 
those put under their charge as 'Abdee (my slave) or Amatee 
(my slave girl).2 

Tawheed al-'Ebaadah (Maintaining The Unity of Worship) 

In spite of the wide implications of the first two categories of 

1 Soorah at-Tawbah 9:128. 
2 

(Sunan Abu Dawud, (English Trans.), vol.3, pp. 1385-86, no. 4957). 
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Tawheed, firm belief in them alone is not sufficient to fulfill the 
Islamic requirements of Tawheed. Tawheed ar-Ruboobeeyah 
and Tawheed al-Asmaa was-Sifaat must be accompanied by 
their complement, Tawheed al-'Ebaadah, in order for Tawheed 
to be considered complete according to Islaam. This point is 
substantiated by the fact that Allaah Himself has related in clear 
terms that the Mushrikoon (idolators) of the Prophet's time 
confirmed many aspects of the first two forms of Tawheed. In 
the Qur'aan Allaah tells the Prophet ( i5 ) to say to the pagans: 

11 "\"'. 1 ~ ... ,..,:- lt,,_i ·t,.-"> .,,.,, -~,.,, 
~ v.i~ ")'1,~~ir.J~ 

"Say: 'Who is it that gives you all sustenance from 
the sky and earth, governs sight and hearing, brings 
forth life from dead (matter) and death from the liv
ing, and plans the affairs of man?' They will all say: 
'Allaah'."' 

~~_;{J r4i,:~~~t:~_,· 
"If you asked them who created them, they would 
surely say, 'Allaah'. "2 

~ ~tJ,~~~(r: J~-:=1f /. J~~ .~ ~:1~c:J ... 
~_; ... > - .... ~ u~ ~!.J 

~~,~1)14; .,.. ~~ 
4U ~ - ~,.. -~ 

1 Soorah Yoonus 10:31. 
2 Soorah az-Zukhruf, 43:87. 
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"If you asked them who brings down water from the 
sky and with it brings the earth to life after its death? 
They will most certainly say, 'Allaah'. " 1 

The pagan Makkans all knew that Allaah was their creator, sus
tainer, their Lord and Master yet that knowledge did not make 
them Muslims according to God. In fact, Allaah said: 

"Most of them do not believe in Allaah except while 
joining partners to Him."2 

Mujaahid's3 commentary on this verse was as follows: "Their 
belief in Allaah represented by their statement, 'Allaah created 
us, provides for us and takes our lives', did not stop them from 
worshipping other gods along with Allaah. "4 From the previ
ously mentioned verses, it is clear that the Kuffaar (disbeliev
~rs) knew of Allaah's sovereignty, dominion and power. In fact, 
they used to faithfully devote various types of worship to Him 
like Hajj, charity, animal sacrifices, vows and even prayers in 
times of dire necessity and calamity. They even used to claim 
that they were following the religion of Abraham. Because 
of that claim, Allaah revealed the verse: 

1 Soorah al-'Ankaboot, 29:63. 
2 Soorah Yoosuf, 12:106. 
3 Mujaahid ibn Jubayr al-Makkee (642-722) was lbn • Abbaas' most outstand

ing student. The narrations of his Tafseer (commentary) of the Qur'aan has 
been compiled by 'Abdur-Rahmaan at-Taahir and published in two volumes 
under the title, Tafseer Mujaahid, (Islamabad: Majma' al-Buhooth). 

4 Collected by Ibn Jareer at-Tabaree. 
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"Abraham was not a Jew nor was he a Christian, but 
(he) was a true Muslim and not among those who 
joined partners with Allaah."1 

Some pagan Makkans even believed in the Resurrection and the 
Judgement and others in predestination (Qadar). Ample evi
dence of their belief can be found in pre-Islamic poetry. For 
example, the poet Zuhayr was reported·to have said: 

"It is either delayed, placed in a book and saved for 
the Day of Judgement or hastened and avenged." 

'Antarah was quoted as saying: 

"0 'Ebil to where will you run from death, if my 
Lord in the sky has destined it? "2 

In spite of the Makkans' confessions of Tawheed and their 
knowledge of Allaah, Allaah classified them as disbeliev~rs 
(Kuffaar) and pagans (Mushrikoon) simply because they wor
shipped other gods along with their worship of Allaah. 

Consequently, the most important aspect of Tawheed is that of 
Ta~heed al-'Ebaadah, maintaining the unity of Allaah's wor
ship. All forms of worship must be directed only to Allaah 
because He alone deserv~s worship, and it is He alone who can 

1 Soorah Aal'Imraan, 3:67. 

2·Quoted in Sulaymaan ibn 'Abdul-Wahhaab's Tayseer al-'Azeez al-Hameed, 
(Beirut: al-Maktab al-Islaamee, 2nd., 1970), p. 34. 
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grant benefit to man as a result of His worship. Furthermore, 
there is no need for any form of intercessor or intermediary bet
ween man and God. Allaah emphasized the importance of 
directing worship to Him alone by pointing out that this was the 
main purpose of man's creation and the essence of the message 
brought by all the prophets. Allaah says: 

"I did not create the Jinn and Mankind except for 
My worship. "-1 

"Verily, We have sent to every nation a messenger 
(saying), 'Worship Allaah and avoid false gods'. "2 

Understanding the purpose of creation in a complete sense is 
beyond man's innate abilities. Man is a finite created being and 
can not reasonably hope to, fully comprehend the actions of the 
infinite Creator. Hence, God made it a part of man's nature to 
worship Him, and He sent prophets and books of divine revela
tion to clarify the aspect of the purpose of creation which was 
within man's mental ability to grasp. That purpose is, as was pre
viously mentioned: the worship of God (' Ebaadah) and the 
main message of the prophets was to worship God alone, 
Tawheed al-'Ebaadah. Consequently, the gravest sin is Shirk, 

1 Soorah adh-Dhaariyaat, 51:56. 
2 Soorah an-Nahl, 16:36. 
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the worship of others instead of Allaah or along with Allaah. In 
Soorah al-Faatihah, which every Muslim is required to recite in 
his or her prayers at least seventeen times daily, verse four 
reads, "You alone do we worship and from You alone do we 
seek help". A clear statement that all forms of worship should 
only be directed to the One who can respond, Allaah. The 
Prophet Muhammad ( Ji ) confirmed the concept of unity of 
worship saying, "If you ask in prayer ask only Allaah, and if you 
seek help, seek it only from Allaah. "1 The absence of any need 
for intercession is further emphasized by the many verses indi
cating His closeness to man. For example: 

"When My servants ask you (0 Muhammad) about 
Me (tell them), 'Verily I am close (to them), I listen 
to the prayer of every one who calls on Me. So let 
them respond to Me and believe in Me in order that 
they may be guided aright."2 

1 Reported by Ibn 'Abbaas and collected by at-Tirmidhee. See An-Nawawi's 
Forty Hadith, (English Trans.), p. 68. -

2 Soorah al-Baqarah, 2:186. 
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''It is We who created_ man and We know what his 
soul whispers to him, for We are nearer to him than 
his jugular vein. "1 

The confirmation of Tawheed al-'Ebaadah conversely necessi
tates the denial of all forms of intercession or association of 
partners with Allaah. If someone prays to the dead seeking their 
influence on the lives of the living or the souls of those who have 
passed away, they have associated a partner with Allaah, 
because worship is being shared between Allaah and His crea
tion. The Prophet Muhammad ( *) said, in no uncertain 
terms, "Prayer (du'aa) is worship. "2 And, Allaah, Most Great 
and Glorious, said: 

.... .,, / .,,, •> >,.,,., ,.,, .,, ,;,1 > >> ,.,,,.,," 
~J l•: :'e~ 'J [. ;»lyJ.;)0-!~J.l. :• j\ 

.~.,. .... 
r-1~ 

"Do not worship besides Allaah that which ~ not 
help or harm you." 3 .. . 

::'~18\~w ~t:,p~c.,:ci&..u,t, ~ .,,,,,,. ,,, .,,, 7"' - ., !s,. 

''Those on whom you call besides Allaab are only 
slaves like yourselves." 4 

If someone prays to the Prophet ( ~ ), to so-called saints, 

1 Soorah Qaaf, 50:16. 
2 Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 1, p. 387, no. 1474. 

' Soorah al-Anbiyaa, 21 :6:6. 
4 

Soorah al-A'raaf, 7:194. 
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Jinns or angels asking for help or asking them to request help 
from Allaah for them, they have also committed Shirk. The con
cept of "Ghaus-i-Azam" (al-Ghawth al-A'dHam) , a title given 
by the ignorant to 'Abdul-Qaadir al-Jeelaanee, 1 is also an 
expression of Shirk in this form of Tawheed. The title literally 
means "the greatest source of rescue; the one most able to save 
someone from danger" and such a description only belongs to 
Allaah. When misfortune occurs, some people call on 'Abdul
Qaadir by this title seeking his aid and protection even though 
Allaah has already said: 

"If Allaah allows harm to befall you none can 
remove it except Him." 2 

According to the Qur'aan, when the Makkans were questioned 
about directing their prayers to their idols, they answered, 

1 'Abdul-Qaadir (1077-1166) was a principal of a school of Hanbalite Law and 
a Ribaat (monastery) in Baghdad. His Sermons (collected in al-Fat-h ar
Rabbaane, Cairo 1302) were strictly orthodox with some, mystic interpreta
tions of the Qur'aan. Ibn 'Arabee (born 1165) declared him the Qutb of his 
time and stated that he had a rank which placed him above all beings except 
God. 'Alee ibn Yousuf ash-Shattanawfee (d.1314 CE) wrote a book called 
Bahjat al-Asraar (Cairo, 1304) in which he attributed many miracles to 
'Abdul-Qaadir. The Qaadireeyah Sufi order is named after him and its 
spiritual exercises and regulations traced back to him. (Shorter Encyclopedia 
of Islam, pp. 5-7 and 202-205). 

2 Soorah al-An'aam, 6:17. 
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"We only worship them so that they may bring us 
closer to AJlaah.n1 

The idols were only used as intermediaries yet Allaah called 
them pagans for their practice. Those among Muslims who insist 
on praying to other than Allaah would do well to reflect on this 
fact . 

Christians, influenced by the teachings of Saul from- Tarsus 
(later called Paul), deified Prophet Jesus and directed their 
prayer to him and his mother. The Catholics among Christians 
have saints for every occasion to whom they direct t)leir prayers 
in the belief that these saints can directly influence the affairs of 
this world. The Catholics also use their priests as intercessors 
between themselves and Allaah in the mis~aken belief that the 
priests are closer to Allaah due to their celibacy and piety, and 
thus more likely to be listened to by Allaah. Most Shi'ite sects 
have devoted certain days of the week and hours of the day for 
prayer to 'Alee, Faatimah, Hasan and }{usayn2 due to their dis
torted belief in intercession. 

Worship ( 'Ebaadah) in the Islamic view, includes more than just 
fasting, paying Zakaah, Hajj and animal sacrifices. It includes 
emotions like love, trust, and fear, alt of which have degrees 
which should only be directed to G9d. Allaah has addressed 
these emotions and warned against excesses in them as follows: 

.,. ,,, ~ ~f ., ~ ,,, ,,, ,~, .. , / ,, 
r.) \..u, ;.u' ~.JJ ~ ~ i:.r- u::: ~ ~ .J 

4j el!.,\,:- -- ,; : j ,--:» ,~.,~;; .,. .,. . y ~ ... ~... ;. ~ ·--· 
1 

Soorah az-Zumar, 39:3. 
2 

Faatimah was the Prophet Muhammad's youngest daughtef who merried the 
Prophet's cousin 'Alee ibn Abee Taalib, and Hasan and Husayn were their 
son,. 
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''There are among men those who take (for worship) 
others besides Allaah as equals to Him. They love 
them as they should only love Allaah. But those who 
believe have a much greater love of Allaah .. " 1 

• >. ~ > ,,. ,,.,·-> ,,. ~ ,, ,, ~ >. ,,.,> ,,,,, 

\
l~__A,,. • ,:, • \ :.'/_-=v••,,.,. .~\,,-.'.,t 
~ .J ~· ' rt ~ '-' ===-u ~..,, ~~ J 

t:: ,, 
0~,,. ,.....~,. 'b ~~ ~,,. J ..,. _--;,, ,.,,,, : l, 
~ __, .J ("' '.J T ~ },.., J ~~~;. 

/ •>- >_>~\>•/ ~-:; ~ ~/'t>,:1-:'; >n'"'~'f 
~.Y _...:.:.)0,e.o ~01 ~I~ \9 >-f-> ~ I 

"Will you not fight people who broke their oaths, 
plotted to expel the messenger and were the first to 
(attack) you? Do you fear them? Allaah has more 
right to be feared if you are truly believers."2 

,,. ~> ,,. -y ·->~,,-: ~., ,,.,,. ,,. 
~Y .,.;...:J ~A\_,.o y! ~'Jc., 

"Put your trust in Allaah if you are truly believ
ers." 3 

Since the term 'Ebaadah means total obedience and Allaah is 
considered the ultimate Lawgiver, the implementation of secu
lar legal systems not based on divine law (Sharee'ah) is an act of 
disbelief in the divine law and belief in the correctness of such 
systems, such a belief constitutes a form of worshipping other 
than Allaah (Shirk). Allaah said in the Qur'aan: 

1 Soorah al-Baqarah, 2:165. 

2 Soorah at-Tawbah 9:13. 

~ Soorah al-Maa'idah, 5:23. 
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''Those who do not rule by what Allaah has revealed 
are disbelievers (Kaafiroon). "1 

On one occasion, the Prophet's companion, 'Adee ibn 
Haatim, who was a convert from Christianity, heard the Prophet ( * ) recite the Qur'anic verse, "They have taken their rabbis 
and monks as lords besides Allaah," 2 so he said: 'Surely we did 
not worship them, ' The Prophet ( ~ ) turned to him and said 
'Did they not make forbidden (Haraam) what Allaah had made 
allowable (Halaalf, and you all mae it Haraam, and did they 
not make Halaal what Allaah made Haraam4 and you all made it 
Halaal ?' He replied, 'We certainly did.' The Prophet ( ~ ) then 
said, 'That was how you worshipped them'. "5 

Hence, a significant part of Tawheed al-'Ebaadah involves 
the implementation of Sharee'ah, especially in lands where 
Muslims form the majority of the population. Divine law has to 
be re-introduced in the many so-called Muslim countries where 
governments now rule according to imported capitalist or com
munist constitutions, and Islamic law is either totally extinct or 
relegated to a few areas of minor importance. Likewise, Muslim 
countries, where Islamic law is on the books but secular laws are 
in force, have also to be brought in line with the Sharee'ah as it 

1 Soorah al-Maa'idah, 5:44. 

2 Soorah at-Tawbah, 9:31. 
3 Christian clergy made Haraam the marrying of more than one wife and the 

marrying of first cousins. Roman Catholicism forbade priests from marry
ing and forbade divorce in general. 

4 The Christian Church made Halaal the consumption of pork, blood and 
alcohol. Some of them also made allowable painting and statues depicting 
God as a man. 

5 Collected by at-Tirmidhee. 
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pertains to all aspects of life. The acceptance of non-Islamic rule 
in place of Sharee'ah in Muslim lands is Shirk and an act of Kufr. 
Those in a position to change it must do so; while those unable 
to do so must speak out against the rule of Kufr and call for the 
implementation of Sharee'ah. If even this becomes impossible, 
un-lslamic government must be sincerely hated and despised for 
the pleasure of God and the upholding of Tawheed. 
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l. CHAPTER ON THE CATEGORIES OF SHIRK 

The study of Tawheed cannot be considered complete without a 
careful analysis of its opposite, Shirk. Some mention of Shirk 
has already been made in the previous chapter and e,camples of 
it have been given to illustrate how Tawheed may be obliter
ated. However, in . this chapter Shirk will be looked at as a sepa
rate topic whose grave importance Allaah has attested to in the 
Qur'aan, 

1~. --- 1~,s 0~c>~~~;r:5J) ~~ ~,i1 -~ _,,,, ~ :,,,,r;-_,.,~_,l,, ~ .,,,, -

"Surely Allaah will not forgive the association of 
partners (Shirk) with Him, but He forgies (sins) less 
than that of whomever He wishes." 

Because the sin of Shirk denies the very purpose of man's 
creation, it is to God the gravest of sins; the unforgiveable sin. 

Shirk literally means partnership, sharing or associating,2 but 
Islamically it refers to the act of assigning partners to Allaah in 
whatever form it may take. The following analysis of Shirk is 
according to the three broad categories developed in the study 
of Tawheed. Hence, we will first look at the main ways in which 
Shirk can occur in the area of Ruboobeeyah (Lordship) , then 
Asmaa wa-Sifaat (Divine Names and Attributes) and finally in 
'Ebaadah (Worship). 

1 Soorah an-Nisaa, 4:48. 
2 The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern W,itten Arabic, p. 468. 
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Shirk in Rubool>eeyah 

This category of Shirk refers to either the belief that others 
share Allaah's Lordship over creation as His equal or near 
equal, or to the belief that there exists no Lord over creation at 
all. Most religious systems fall into the first aspect of Shirk in 
Ruboobeeyah while it is the philosophers and their man-made 
philosophies who tend to fill the second aspect. 

(A) Shirk by Association: 

Beliefs which fall under this sub-category are ones in which a 
main God or Supreme Being over creation is recognized, how
ever His dominion is shared by other lesser gods, spirits, mor
tals, heavenly bodies or earthly objects. Su<;:h belief systems are 
commonly referred to by theologians and philosophers as either 
monotheistic (having one God) or polytheistic (having more 
than one God). According to Islaam, all of these systems are 
polytheistic and many represent various degrees in the degen
eration of divinely revealed religious systems all of which were 
originally based on Tawheed. 

Within Hinduism the Supreme Being, Brahman is conceived as 
indwelling, all-pervading, unchangeable and eternal, the 
abstract impersonal Absolute, in which all things have their ori
gin and end. While the god Brahma is the personified creator of 
the universe who forms a trinity with the preserver god, Vishnu 
and the destroyer god, Shiva. 1 Thus, Shirk in Ruboobeeyah is 
expressed in Hinduism by the delegation of God's creative, 
destructive and preservative powers to other gods. 

Christian belief states that the one God reveals himself in the 

1 W.L. Reese, Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion, (New Jersey: 
Humanities Press, 1980), pp. 66-67 and 586-7. See also John Hinnells, Dic-

tionary of Religions (England: Penguin Books, 1984) pp. 67-8. 
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three persons of Father, Son (Jesus Christ). and Holy Spirit. 
These three persons are nevertheless regarded as a unity, shar
ing one 'substance'1 Prophet Jesus is elevated to divinity, sits on 
the right hand of God and judges the world. The Holy Spirit, 
who in the Hebrew Bible is the means by which God exercises 
his creative power, in Christian thought becomes a part of the 
God-head. Paul made the Holy Spirit the alter ego of Christ, the 
guide and help of Christians, first manifesting itself on the day 
of Penecost. 2 Consequently, Shirk in Ruboobeeyah occurs in 
the Christian belief that Jesus and the Holy Spirit are God's 
partners in all of His dominion, in their belief that Jesus alone 
pronounces judgement on the world and in their belief that 
Christians are helped and guided by the Holy Spirit. 

Zoroastrians (Parsis) conceive of God, Ahura Mazda, as being 
the cre.ator of all that is good, and is alone worthy of absolute 
worship. Fire is one of the seven creations of Ahura Mazda and 
is considered his son or representative. But they also commit 
Shirk in Ruboobeeyah by conceiving of evil , violence and death 
as being the creation of another god called Angra Mai1J.yu whom 
they represent by the symbol darkness. 3 Hence, God's sovereig
nity over all creation (i.e. His Ruboobeeyah) is shared with an 
evil spirit elevated to the level of an opposing god due to man's 
desire to not attribute evil to God. 

In the Yoruba religion, followed by over 10 million people in 
West Africa (mainly Nigeria), there is one supreme God, 
Olorius (Lord of Heaven) or Olodumare. Nevertheless, mod
em Yoruba religion is characterized by a multitude of Orish-a 

1 Dictionary of Religions, p. 337. 
2 

Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion, p. 231. 
3 Dictionary of Religions, pp. 361-2. 
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worship, so that Yoruba religion appears as strict polytheism.1 

Consequently, Y orubas commit Shirk in Ruboobeeyah by turn
ing over all of God's functions to minor gods and spirits. 

The Zulus of South Africa believe in one God, Unkulunkulu, 
meaning the ancient, the first, the most revered one. The princi
pal specific titles for God are; Nkosi yaphezulu (Lord-of-the
Sky) and uMvelingqanqi (the first to appear). Their Supreme 
Being is represented as a male, who, along with the earth 
female, briQg forth the human world. Thunder and Lightening 
are in Zulu reli~ion acts of God, whereas sickness and other 
troubles in life may be caused by the ancestors , the "ldlozi" or 
"abaphansi" (those under the earth). Tpe ancestors also protect 
the living, ask for food, are pleased with ritual and sacrifice, 
punish neglect and take possession of fortune tellers (in
yanga). 2 Thus, Shirk in Ruboobeeyah takes place in the Zulu 
religion not only in their concept of the creation of the human 
world but also their attribution of good and evil in human life to 
the work of ancestral spirits. 

Among some Muslim people, Shirk in Rubopbeeyah is man
ifested in their belief that the souls of saints and other righteous 
humans can affect the affairs of this world, even after their 
deaths. Their souls, it is believed, can fulfill one's needs, 
remove calamities and aid whoever calls on them. Therefore, 
grave worshippers assign to human souls the divine ability to 
cause events in this life which in fact only Allaah can cause. 

Common among many Sufis (Muslim mystics) is the belief in "Rijaa/ al
Ghayb"3 chief of whom occupies the station called"Qutub"from 

1 Dictionary of Religions, p. 358. 
2 Ibid., p. 363. 
3 Literally, "men of the unseen world". The world is supposed to endure du,~ = 
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which the affairs of this world are governed. 1 

(B) Shirk by Negation 

This sub-category represents the various philosophies and 
ideologies which deny the existence of God either explicitly or 
implicitly. That is, in some cases God's non-existence is stated 
(Atheism), while in other cases His existence is claimed, but the 
way in which He is conceived actually denies His existence 
(Patheism) 

There are a few ancient religious "systems" in which God does 
not exist, foremost among them is the system attributed to 
Gautama Buddha. l3uddhism, a reformist movement in Hin· 
duism opposed to the caste system, was founded in the 6th cen
tury BC during the same period as Jainism. During the 3rd cen
tury BC it became the state religion. Eventually it was assimi
lated by Hinduism, Buddha himself becoming one of the 
Avatars (incarnations of God). It disappeared from India but 
became dominant in China and other Eastern nations. 
Hinayana Buddhism (400-250 BC), the earlier and more strict 
of the two interpretations of Buddhism which arose after 
Gautama Buddha's death, makes it clear that there is no God; 
hence the burden of salvation belongs to the individual alone2• 

Thus, this ancient strain of Buddhism could be classified as ~n 
example of Shirk in Ruboobeeyah wherein God's existence is 
explicity denied. 

Similarly in the teachings of Jainism as systematized by Var-

= to the intercessions of a hierarchy of "averting" Saints whose number are 
fixed, the place of one who dies being immediately filled. (Shorter 
Enclopedia of Islam, p. 582). 

1 Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam, pp. 55. 
2 Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion, p. 72. 
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dhamana, there is no God, but liberated souls achieve some
thing of this status, having immortality and omniscience; and 
the religious community treats the liberated ones as though they 
were divine, building temples to them and venerating their 
images. 1 

Another ancient example is that of the Pharaoh of Prophet 
Moses' time. Allaah mentioned in the Qur'aan that he negated 
the existence of God and claimed to Moses and the people of 
Egypt that he, Pharaoh, was the only true lord of all creation. 
Allaah quoted him as saying to Moses, "If you chose a god 
besides me, I wlll surely Imprison you04 and to the people, "He 
proclaimed, 'I am your Lord, the Most High' " 3 

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries a number of European 
philosophers asserted the non-existence of God in what 
became know as the "death of God philosophy" . The German 
philosopher Philipp Mainlander (1841-1876) in his principal 
writing, The Philosophy of Redemption, 1876, states that the 
world begins with the death of God, since God is a principle of 
unity shattered in the plurality of the world and a principle of joy 
denied in the law of suffering which dominates the world. 4 In 
Prussia Friedrich Nietzsche ( 1844-1900) supported the idea of the 
"death of God" proposing th:tt God was nothing more than a 
projection of man's uneasy conscience and that man was the 
bridge to the Superman. 5 Jean Paul Sartre, a French 

1 Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion, pp. 262-3. 
2 Soorah ash-Shooraa, 26:29. 

3 Soorah an-Naazi'aat, 79:24. 
4 Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion, p. 327. 

5 Ibid., p . 391. 
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philosopher of the twentieth century also echoed the "death of 
God" thought. He claimed that God could not exist because He 
was a contradiction in terms. The idea of God, according to him, 
is a projection which man must make being what he is. 1 

Darwin's ( d. 1882) proposal that man was merely a glorified ape 
was widely adopted in the theories of social scientists and 
philosophers of the nineteenth century as it provided a "scien
tific" basis for the non-existence of God. According to them 
religion evolved from animism to monotheism along with 
man's supposed social evolution from an independant indi
vidual to a national state and his physical evolution from ape to 
man. 

They attempt to escape the questions surrounding creation by 
claiming that there was none and by attributing Allaah's attri
bute of being without beginning and end to matter which He has 
created. Present day holders of this belief are the followers of 
Karl Marx, communists and scientific socialists, who claim that 
the origin of everything in existence is matter in motion. They 
further claim that God is a figment of man's imagination created 
by the ruling classes to justify their hereditary rule and divert the 
attention of the oppressed masses from the realities in which 
they live. 

An example of this form of Shirk among some Muslims is that of 
many Sufis like Ibn 'Arabee who claim that only Allaah exists 
(All is Allaah, and Allaah is all). They deny the separate exis
tence of Allaah and thereby in fact deny His existence. This idea 
was also expressed in the 17th century by the Dutch Jewish 
philosopher, Baruch Spinoza, who claimed that God is the total 
of all parts of the universe including man. 

1 Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion, pp. 508-9. 
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Shirk in al-Asmaa was-Sifaat 

Shirk in this category includes both the common pagan practise 
of giving Allaah the attributes of His creation as well as the act 
of giving created beings Allaah's names and attributes. 

(A) Shirk by Humanization 

In this aspect of Shirk in al-Asmaa was-Sifaat, Allaah is given 
the form and qualities of human beings and animals. Due to 
man's superiority over animals, the human form is more com
monly used by idolaters to represent God in creation. Con
sequently, the image of the Creator is often painted, moulded or 
carved in the shape of human beings possessing the physical fea
tures of those who worship them. For example, Hindus and 
Buddhists worship countless idols in the likeness of Asian men 
and consider them manifestations of God in creation. Modern 
day Christian belief that Prophet Jesus was God incarnate; that 
the Creator became His creation, is another good example of 
this type of Shirk. There have been many so-called great Chris
tian painters like Michaelangelo ( d. 1565), who painted pict~res 
of God as a naked old European man with long flowing white 
hair and beard on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in the Vati
can. These pictures have in turn, been held by the Christian 
world in the highest of esteem. 

(B) Shirk by Deifttation 

This form of Shirk in al-Asmaa was-Sifaat relates to cases where 
created beings or things are given or claim Allaah's names or 
His attributes. For example, it was the practice of the ancient 
Arabs to worship idols whose names were derived from the 
names of Allaah. Their main three idols were: al-Laat taken 
from Allaah's name al-Elaah, al-'Uzza taken from al-'Azeez 
and al-Manaat taken from al-Mannaan. During the Prophet 
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Muhammad's era there was also a false prophet in a region of 
Arabia called Yamaamah, who took the name Rahmaan which 
only beongs to Allaah. 

Among the Shi'ite sects is the Nusayreeyah of Syria, who believe 
that the Prophet Muhammad's cousin and son-in-law, 'Alee ibn 
Abee Taalib, was a manifestation of Allaah and give him many 
of Allaah's qualities. Among them is also the lsmai'ils also know 
as Agha Khanis who consider their leader, the Agha Khan , to 
be God incarnate. Also included in this category are the Druze 
of Lebanon who believe that the Faatimid Caliph al-Haakim bi 
Amrillaah, was the last manifestation of Allaah among man
kind. 

Claims of Sufis (muslim mystics) like al-Hallaaj that they have 
become one with God and as such extst as manifestatiohs of the 
Creator within His creation may also be included in this aspect 
of Shirk in al-Asmaa was-sifaat. Modern-day spiritualists and 
mediums like Shirley Maclaine, J .Z. Knight, etc. , often claim 
divinity for themselves as well as mankind in general. Einstein's 
Theory of Relativity (E = mc2 , Energy is equal to mass times 
the square of the speed of light) taught in all schools is in fact an 
expression of Shirk in al-Asmaa wa as-Sifaat. The theory states 
that energy can neither be created nor destroyed; it merely 
transforms into matter and vice versa. However, both matter 
and energy are created entities and they both will be destroyed 
as Allaah clearly states: 

"Allaah is the creator of all things ... "1 

1 Soorah az-Zumar, 39:62. 
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' >-> ,, .,,.,,.,, ,..,,-~ ~"d'*'~~-
"Everytbing in (the world) will perish . .. "1 

The theory also implies that mass and energy are eternal having 
no beginning or end since they are supposed to be uncreated and 
transform into each other. However, this attribute belongs only 
to Allaah who alone is without beginning or end. 

Darwin's theory of evolution is also an attempt to explain the 
evolution of life and its forms from lifeless matter without the 
intervention of God. One of the leading Darwinists of this cen
tury , Sir Aldous Huxley expressed this thought as follows: 

"Darwinism removed the whole idea of God as the 
creator of organisms from the sphere of national 
discussion." 2 

Shirk in al-'Ebaadah 

In this category of Shirk, acts of worship are directed to other 
than God and the reward for worship is sought from the creation 
instead of the Creator. As in the case of the previous categories, 
Shirk in al-'Ebaadah has two main aspects. 

(A) Ash-Shirk al-Akbar (Major Shirk): 

This form of Shirk occurs when any act of worship is directed to 
other than Allaah. It represents the most obvious form of 
idolatry which the prophets were specifically sent by Allaah to 
call the masses of mankind away from. This concept is sup
ported by Allaah's statement in the Qur'aan: 

1 Soorah ar-Rahmaan, 55:26. 
2 Quoted in Francis Hitching's, The Neck of the Giraffe, (New York: Ticknor 

and Fields, 1982), p. 254 from Tax and Callender, 1960, vol. III, p. 45. 
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"Surely we have sent to every nation a messenger 
saying, worship Allaah and avoid Taaghoot (false 
gods)"] 

Taaghoot actually means anything which is worshipped along 
with Allaah or instead of Allaah. For example, love is a form of 
worship which, in its perfection, should only be directed to 
Allaah. In Islaam, the love of God is expressed by total obedi
ence to Him. It is not the type of love which man naturally feels 
toward creation; towards parents, children, food, etc. To direct 
that type of love towards God is to lower Him to the level of His 
creation which is Shirk in al-Asmaa was-Sifaat. Love which is 
worship is the total surrender of one's will to God. Consequently, 
Allaah told the Prophet ( ~ ) to tell the believers: 

''Say: If you love Allaah, follow me and Allaah will 
love you."2 

The Prophet ( ~ ) also told his companions, "None of you is a 
true believer until I become more beloved to him than his child, 
his father and the whole of mankind". 3 Love of the Prophet ( ~ ) 

1 Soorah an-Nahl, 16:36. 
2 Soorah Aal'lmraan, 3:31 . 
3 

Reported by Anas and collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Bukhari (English
Arabic), vol. 1. p. 20, no. 13) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.). 
vol. 1, p. 31, no. 71). 
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is not based on his humanity but on the divine origin of his 
message. Thus, like the love of Allaah, it is also expressed by 
total obedience to his commands. 

Allaah said in the final revelation: 

~\ f..l.1' .ii; j_?.J\ ~~ 
"Whoever obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allaah," 1 

and 

- j > ~,r-~\\ >_ \~ \~ 
~...J"'IJ '..JA-:e~ 

''Say: Obey Allaab and obey the Prophet .. . "2 

If man allows the love of anything or anyone to come between 
himself and Allaah, then he has worshipped that thing. In this 
way, money can become one's god or even one's desires could 
become a god. The Prophet ( ~ ) said, "The worshipper of the 
Dirham will always be miserable"3 and Allaah said in the 
Qur'aan 

~;,t.,1~i1r~ ~:.; . .... 
"Have you not seen the one who takes his desires as 
bis god?',4 

Much emphasis has been placed on the evils of Shirk in 
'Ebaadah (worship) because it contradicts the very purpose of 
creation as expressed in Allaah's statement: 

> Soorah an-Nisaa, 4:80. 
2 Soorah Aal'lmraan , 3:32. 
3 Reported by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Bukhari, (English-Arabic), vol. 8, p. 296, 

no. 443). 
4 Soorah al,Furqaan, 25:43. 
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4J 1':'l~I "·..Jf;~ 'it~:;~\.::" ... ~ . -... ~~ t !.J~ 'J 

"I have not created Jinn or mankind except for my 
worship."1 

Major Shirk represents the greatest act of rebellion against the 
Lord of the Universe, and is thus the ultimate sin. It is a sin so 
great that it virtu3:lly cancels out all good a person may do and 
guarantees its perpetrator eternal damnation in Hell. Con
sequently, false religion is based primarily on this form of Shirk. 
All man-made systems in one way or another invite their fol
lowers to the worship of creation. Christians are called upon to 
pray to a man, a Prophet of God named Jesus, whom they claim 
to have been God incarnate. Catholics among Christians pray to 
Mary as the "mother of God", to the angels like Michael who is 
honored on May 8 and September 29, Michaelmas Day, as St. 
Michael, 2 as well as to human saints, whether real or ficticious. 

Muslims whose acts of worship fall into this category of Shirk 
are those who pray to Prophet Muhammad ( jl ) or to mystics 
in the Sufi hierarchy of saints believing that they can answer 
their prayers, though Allaah has clearly said in the Qur'aan: 

4l)\---: ... ~~l!J\>~;, 1~ > ,~ .. t; ~, ~, ·~~-----J --,1 ,, J.- ~~-- y r--1,)~".) ~ 
... - .,,,, ·~ r ,, ., -
~~~C:,lC:,y-...G 

''Say: Think to yourselves, if Allaah's punishment 
came upon you or the Final Hour, would you then 
call on other than Allaah? (Reply) if you are truth
ful." 3 

1 Soorah adh-Dhaariyaat. 51:56. 
2 

William Halsey (ed.). Colliers Encyclopedia, (U.S.A: Crowell-Collier Edu
cational Foundation, 1970, vol. 16, p. 110. 

3 Soorah al-An'aam. 6:40. 
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(B) Ash-Shirk al-Asghar (Minor Shirk): 

Mahmood ibn Lubayd reported, "Allaah's messenger ( ~) 
said: "The thing I fear for you the most is ash-Shirk al-Asghar 
(minor shirk)." The companions asked "Ohl messenger of 
Allaah, what is minor Shirk?" He replied "Ar-Riyaa (showing 
off), for verily Allaah will say on the Day of Resurrection when 
people are receiving their rewards, "Go to those for whom you 
were showing off in the material world and see if you can find any 
reward from them'.'1 

Mahmood ibn Lubayd also said, "The Prophet ( ~ ) came out 
and announced, '0 people, beware of secret Shirk!1 The people 
asked, 'O messenger of Allaah, what is secret Shirk?' He replied, 
'When a man gets up to pray and strives to beautify his prayer 
because people are looking at him; that is secret Shirk.' ,ii 

Ar-Riyaa 

. Riyaa is the practise of performing any of the various forms of 
worship in order to be seen and praised by people. This sin 
destroys all the benefits that lie in righteous deeds and brings on 
the one who commits it a serious punishment. It is particularly 
dangerous, because it is natural for man to desire and enjoy the 
praise of his fellow men. Doing religious acts to impress people 
or in order to be praised by them is, therefore, an evil which 
deserves man's utmost caution. This danger is really significant 
to the believers whose goal is to make all of the acts of their lives 
religious acts dedicated to God. In fact, the likelihood that 
knowledgable true believers would commit ash-Shirk al-Akbar 
is small, since its pitfalls are so obvious. But , for the true 

1 Reported by Ahmad. at-Taharaancc and al-Bayhaqcc in az-Zuhd. Sec 
Tayseer af-'Azeez a/-Hameed, p. 118. 

2 Collected hy lhn Khuzaymah. 
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believer like everyone else, the chance of committing Riyaa is 
great because it is so hidden. It only involves the simple act of 
changing one's intention. The motivating forces behind it are also 
very strong, since it comes fro man's inner nature. lbn 'Abbaas 
alluded to this reality when he said, "Shirk is more hidden than 
a black ant creeping on a black stone in the middle of a moonless 
night. "1 

Thus, great care has to be taken to ensure that one's intentions 
begin pure and remain pure whenever righteous deeds are being 
done. In order to ensure this, the saying of Allaah's name is 
enjoined in Islaam before all acts of importance. A series of 
Du'aas (informal prayers) have also been prescribed by the 
Prophet ( ~ ) before and after all natural habits like eating, 
drinking, sleeping, sex, and even going to the toilet, in order to 
turn these everyday habits into acts of worship and develop in 
Muslims a keen awareness of Allaah. It is this awareness, called 
Taqwaa, which ultimately insures that intentions remain pure. 

The Prophet ( ~ ) also provided protection against the inevit
able acts of Shirk by teaching certain specific prayers which may 
be said anytime. Abu Moosaa said, "One day Allaah's mes
senger delivered a sermon saying 'O people, fear Shirk for it is 
more hidden than the creeping of an ant.' Those whom Allaah 
wished asked, 'And how do we avoid it when it is more hidden 
than the creeping of an ant, 0 Messenger of Allaah?' He replied, 
'Say: 

;,,;; 'J 11_ il~z= ·:J ~ i;i. Il~ ~t ~ i;,J u1 ;...u, 
Allaahumma lnnaa na'oodhu bika an nushrika bika shay'an 
na'lamuh, wa nastaghfiruka limaa laa na'lamuh (0 Allaah. we 

1 Reported by Ibn Abee Haatim and quoted in Tayseer al-Azeez al-Hameed, 

p. 587 
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seek refuge in you from knowingly committing shirk with you 
and we ask your forgiveness for what we do not know 
about).· " 1 

In the following chapters a more detailed look will be taken of 
the most prominent areas in which Shirk in all its three aspects 
most commonly occurs. 

1 Collected by Ahmad and at-Tabaraanee. 
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3. CHAPTER ON ALLAAH'S COVENANT WITH AADAM 

The Barzakh 

In Islaam there is no support for the Hindu belief in reincarna
tion or the transmigration of souls wherein souls inhabit new 
bodies after bodily death. 1 Some of those who embrace this 
doctrine believe in a principle known as Karma2 , that the deeds 
which a person accumulates in this life will determine the state 
in which he will be reborn. If he was bad, he is reborn in the 
womb of a woman from a lower level of society (caste) and he 
has to do good deeds so that he may be reborn on a higher level. 
If, on the other hand, he was good, he is reborn in the womb of 
a higher caste woman as a pious or holy man and continues to be 
reborn to successively higher caste women more pious and holy 
until he reaches perfection as a member of the Brahmin caste. 
When he becomes perfect, the cycle of rebirth ends with his soul 
dissolving and reuniting with the world soul, Brahma, in a pro
cess known as "Nirvana ... 

According to Islaam and all divinely revealed religions, when a 
person dies on earth he will not be reborn until the Day of 

1 This belief has been adopted by some heretical lsma'ilite Shi'ite sects like the 
Druze of Lebanon and the Nusayrites (Alawites) of Syria. (See Shorter 
Encyclopedia of /s/aam. pp. 94-5. 454-4). 

2 
Karma primarily means action, work or deed. In its secondary sense it sig
nifies the 'effect' of an action. or the sum total of 'effects' of past actions. 
Thus, it is stated in the Chandogya Upanishad (Veda) that those whose past 
deeds have been good will after death be reborn from the womb of a 
Brahman woman. whereas those whose deeds have been eyil will be reborn 
from the womb of an outcaste woman (See. Dictionary of Religions, p. 180). 
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Resurrection. After the destruction of the world, all of mankind 
will rise up from the dead to be judged by Allaah, the only God 
worthy of worship and the Greatest of Judges. From the time a 
man dies until he is resurrected, he remains in a suspended state 
known in Arabic as the "Barzakh ". 1 It should not seem strange 
to think that someone who died thousands of years ago, may be 
waiting for thousands of years before finally being brought back 
to life, because the Prophet ( ii ) had said that everyone's 
death is the beginning of his resurrection. Time only exists for 
those living on earth. Once a man dies, he leaves the time zone 
and a thousand years becomes a blinking of an eye. Allaah illus
trated that reality in a story which He related in Soorah al
Baqarah about a man who doubted Allaah's ability to resurrect 
a village; to bring it back to life after its death. So Allaah caused 
him to die for a hundred years and when he was resurrected, 
questioned him as to how long he had "slept" . He replied, "A 
day or a part of a day."2 Similarly people who awaken from 
long comas often think that little O( no time has passed. Often 
one sleeps for hours yet on awakening he feels as though he had 
only just closed his eyes. So there is no point in trying to imagine 
waiting for centuries in the Barzakh, because time in that state 
has no relevance. 

Pre-Creation 

Although Islaam rejects the notion of the soul's continuous 
rebirth, it does, however, recognize that the soul of each child 

1 Lit. a partition. Allaah said, "(They will remain in falsehood) until when 
death comes to one of them, he will say, '0 my Lord send me back that I may 
do the good deeds I neglected.' By no means! It is only words which he says. 
Behind them Is a partition (Barzakh) until the day they are raised up." 
(Soorah al-Mu'minoon 23:99-100). 

2 Soorah al-Baqarah. 2:259. 
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came into existence prior to its birth on earth. 

The Prophet ( ~ ) related that when Allaah created Aadam, 
He took a covenant from him in a place called Na'maan on the 
day of 'Arafah, 1 then He extracted from him all of his descen
dants who would be born until the end of the world, generation 
after generation, and spread them out in front of Him in order 
to take a covenant from them also. He spoke to them face to 
face saying: "Am I not your Lord?" and they all replied, "Yes, 
we testify to it." Allaah then explained why He had all of man
kind bear witness that He was their creator and only true God 
worthy of worship. He said, "That was in case you (mankind) 
should say on the Day of Resurrection, "Surely we were una
ware of all this. We had no idea that You, Allaah, were our 
God. No one told us that we were only supposed to worship 
You." Allaah went on to explain that it was also in case you 
should say: "It was our ancestors who made partners (with 
Allaah) and we are only their descendants; will You, then 
destroy us for what those liars did?2 " 3 This was the Prophet's ( * ) explanation of the Qur'anic verse in which Allaah said: 

> ,,, ,,, • t"' , >"-: .. > ~ >.1 ~ ,, ,, ,, ,, r ,,, >,, ,,, ,, .,, ~ 
t~!J~~~ ~j__,..;~i..,1~~&!~_;ki ~1_; 
r;.i,l~~tr !,-=-J.t) ~~,;,:-: ~~~~ 
~;;ra1 iJ~j~ ~1¼ _-::;, ~d, .1: ( .j, ,,,.., 'V' .. ,,.,,,. ~ !:-" .. ,_, 

1 The 9th of the 12th lunar month known as Dhul-Hijjah. 
2 Soorah al-A"raaf. 7:172-173. 

-' This is from a Saheeh (authentic). narrati~n of lbn · Abbaas collected by 
Ahmad, see al-Albaanee's Silsilah al-Ahaadeeth as-Saheehah, (Kuwait: ad
Daar as-Salafeeyah and Amman: al-Maktabah al-lslaameeyah. 2nd ed .. 
1983) vol. 4. p. 158. no. 1623. 
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"When your Lord drew forth from the loins of the 
children of Aadam, their descendants and made 
them testify concerning themselves. (Saying): 'Am I 
not your Lord' They said, 'Yes, we testify to it.' 
(This) in case you say on the Day of Judgement, 'We 
were unaware of this'. Or in case you say, 'It was our 
ancestors who made partners (with Allaah) and we 
are only their descendants. Will you then destroy us 
for what those liars did? " " 1 

The verse and prophetic explanation confirm the fact that 
everyone is responsible for belief in God and on the Day of 
Judgement excuses will not be accepted. Every human being 
has the belief in God imprinted on his soul and Allaah shows 
every idolator during the course of his life, signs that his idol is 
not God. Hence, every sane human being is required to believe 
in God beyond His creation and not manifest in it. 

The Prophet ( ~ ) then went on to say, "Allaah then placed 
between the two eyes of every human a flash of light showing their 
Eemaan and showed them all to Aadam. Aadam was awed by the 
sight of all these countless numbers of beings with flashes of 
light between their eyes so he asked Allaah, "O Lord, who are 
they?" Allaah told him that they were all of his descendants. 
Aadam then began looking closely at one whose flash of light 
amazed him, then he asked who he was and Allaah said, "That is 

1 Soorah al-A'raaf. 7:172-3. 
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a man called Daawood from the last of the nations among your 
descendents." Aadam then asked how old he was and when 

Allaah informed him that he was sixty, he said, "O Lord, 
increase his age by taking forty years from my age." But when 
Aadam's life span reached its end and the angel of death came, he 
said, "ls there not forty more years of my life still remaining?" 
The Angel replied, "Did you not give them to your descendent 
Daawood?" A.adam denied that he had done so and his descen
dants denied their promise to Allaah. Aadam later forgot his 
covenant to Allaah and so did his descendants and they all fell 
into error." 1 Aadam ate from the forbidden tree due to his 
forgetting his promise to Allaah and Satan's deceptive prod
ding, and most of mankind have ignored their responsibility to 
believe in God and worship Him alone, and have fallen into the 
worship of the creation. 

Following that, the Prophet ( * ) said, "Allaah then pointed to 
some of the descendants which He had extracted from Aadam 
and his children and said, "I have created these people for 
Paradise and they will do the deeds of the people of Paradise." He 
then pointed to the rest and said, "I have created these people for 
the Hellfire and they will do the deeds of the inhabitants of Hell." 
When the Prophet ( ~ ) said that, one of his companions asked, 
"O Messenger of Allaah, what then is the point of doing good 
deeds?" The Prophet ( * ) replied, "Verily, if Allaah created 
one of His servants for Paradise, He helps him do the deeds of the · 
people of Paradise until he dies doing one of their deeds, then He 
places him in Paradise because ofit. But if He created a man for 
the Hellfire, He helps him do the deeds of its inhabitants until he 

1 From an authentic narration of Abu Hurayrah collected by at-Tirmidhee 
(Saheeh, see footnote 221, p. 241, of al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, 8th ed. , 

1984) edited by al-Albaanee). 
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dies doing one of their deeds, then He puts him in the Fire because 
of it." 1 This statement of the Prophet ( ~ ) does not mean 
that people have no free will or choice between good and evil, 
for if that were so, the Judgement , reward and punishment 
would all be senseless. Allaah's creation of a person for paradise 
is His creation of a person knowing full well before his creation 
that he will be among the people of paradise due to his choice of 
faith over disbelief and good over evil. 

If someone sincerely believes in Allaah and tries to do good , 
Allaah will give him many opportunities to improve his belief 
and increase his good deeds. Allaah will never cause sincere 
belief to be wasted even if the believer falls off the path, He will 
help him get back on it. Allaah may punish him in this life when 
he goes off the right track to remind him of his errors and wake 
him up to make amends. In fact, Allaah will be so merciful as to 
take the life of the sincere believer while doing a good deed. 
thereby insuring that the believer will be among the fortunate 
dwellers of Paradise. If someone, on the other hand, disbelieves 
in Allaah and rejects righteousness, Allaah then makes evil 
deeds easy for him. Allaah gives him success when he does bad 
and that encourages him to do more evil until he dies in such a 

sinful state and is flung into the everlasting Fire because of his 
evil deeds. 

The Fitrah 

Since Allaah made all human beings swear to His Godhood 
when He created Aadam, this oath is printed on the human soul 

1 From an authentic narration of ·umar lbn al-Khattaab collected by Abu 
Oaawood (Sunan Abu Dawood, (English Trans. ,) vol. 3, p . 1318, no. 4686) 
and at-Tirmidhee and Ahmad . (See footnote 220. p . 240 of a l-Albaa nee·s 

authentication of al-Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah (8th ed. , 1984). 
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even before it enters the fetus in the fifth month of pregnancy. 
So when a child is born, it has with it a natural belief in Allaah. 
This natural belief is called in Arabic the "Fitrah".1 If the child 
were left alone, it would grow up aware of Allaah in His unity, 
but all children are affected by the pressures of their envi
ronment whether directly or indirectly. The Prophet ( ffi ) 
reported that Allaah said, "/ created My servants in the right 
religion but the devils made them go astray. "2 The Prophet ( ffi ) 
also said, "Each child is born in a state of "Fitrah", but his parents 
make him a Jew or a Christian. It is like the way an animal gives 
birth to a normal offspring. Have you noticed any (young animal) 
born mutilated before you mutilate them?"3 So, just as the child's 
body submits to the physical laws which Allaah has put in 
nature, its soul also submits naturally to the fact that Allaah is its 
Lord and Creator. But its parents try to make it follow their own 
way and the child is not strong enough in the early stages of its 
life to resist or oppose its parents. The religion which the child 
follows at this stage is one of custom and upbringing and Allaah 
does not hold it to account or punish it for this religion. When 
the child matures in youth and clear proofs of the falsehood of 
its religion are brought to it, the adult must now follow the relig
ion of knowledge and reason.4 At this point the devils try their 
best to encourage him to stay as he is or to go further astray. 
Evils are made pleasing to him and he must now live in the midst 
of a struggle between his Fitrah and his desires in order to find 
the right road. If he chooses his Fitrah, Allaah will help him 

1 A/- Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah. (Rth ed .. 1984) p . 245. 
2 Sahih Muslim {English Trans.), vol. 4, p. 1488, no. 6853. 

J Collected by Muslim . (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.). vol. 4. p. 1398. no. 
6423) and al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic-English}. vol. 8. pp. 
389-90. no. 597) 

~ Al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah. (5th ed .. 1972). p. 273. 
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overcome his desires even though it may take most of his life to 
escape, for many people enter lslaam in their old age although 
most tend to do so before that. 

Because of all these powerful forces fighting against the Fitrah 
Allaah chose certain righteous men and revealed to them clearly 
the right path in life. These men whom we call prophets were 
sent to help our Fitrah defeat its enemies. All the truths and 
good practices present in societies around the world today came 
from their teachings, and if it were not for their teachings, there 
would be no peace or safety in the world at all. For example, the 
laws of most Western countries are based on the "Ten Com
mandments" of Prophet Moses, like "Thou shalt not steal" and 
"Thou shalt not kill" etc., even though they claim to be "secu
lar" governments, free from the influence of religion. 

Thus, it is man's duty to follow the way of the prophets since it 
is the only way which is truly in harmony with his nature . He 
should also be very careful not to do things simply because his 
parents and their parents did it, especially if knowledge reaches 
him that these practices are wrong. If he does not follow the 
truth , he will be like those misguided people about whom 
Allaah says in The Qur'aan, 

"If they are told to follow what Allaah has revealed, 
they say: 'No, we will continue to follow what we 
found our foreparents doing!' Even though their 
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foreparents did not comprehend anything nor were 
they rightly guided"1 

Allaah forbids us from obeying our parents if what they want us 
to do is against the way of the prophets. He said, in the Qur'aan, 

:'\ ~\ '.:t\"'"',,,, I ..-\f ~~ ~""'.,..- ,,, "'.,i'\(~;;'" '-3-~ r,..!J J..p:-wy · ~~ ~ l · _ w 
~,,,.> .. I'-"':'~ -:'11~"'"'"',--
\, ' .. i12,,'-I! ,~~ \..t ,, ...N ; .,,,,;., -

"We advise man to be good to his parents, but if they 
try to make you do in My name what you know to be 
false, do not obey them"2. 

Born Muslim: 

Those who are fortunate to be born in Muslim families must be 
aware that all such "Muslims" are not automatically guaranteed 
paradise, because the Prophet ( ~ ) warned that a large part of 
the Muslim nation would follow the Jews and Christians so 
closely that if they entered a lizard hole Muslims would climb in 
afer them.3 He also said that before the Last Day some Mus
lims would actually worship idols. 4 All of these people will have 
Muslim names and consider themselves Muslims, but it will be 

1 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:170. 

2 Soorah al-'Ankaboot 29:8. 
3 Narrated by Abu Sa'eed al-Khudree and collected by al-Bukhaaree and 

Muslim (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic-English), vol. 9, pp. 314-5, no. 422 and 
Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol . 4, p. 1403, no. 6448). 

4 Narrated by Abu Hurayrah and collected by al-Bukhaaree and Muslim. 
(Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol. 4, p. 1506, no. 6944 & 6945 and Sahih 

Al-Bukhari (Arabic-English), vol. 9, p. 178, no. 232). 
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of no benefit to them on the Day of Judgement. Today, there 
are Muslims all around the world praying to the dead, building 
tombs and masjids over graves and even performing rites of 
worship around them. There are even some who claim to be 
Muslim and worship 'Alee as Allaah.1 Some have turned the 
Qur'aan into a good luck charm which they hang on chains 
around their necks, in their cars or on key chains etc. Therefore, 
those born into such a Muslim world who blindly follow what
ever their parents did or believed, have to stop and think 
whether they are simply a Muslim by chance or a Muslim by 
choice? Is lslaam what their parents, tribe, tribe, country, or nation did 
or does, or is it what the Qur'aan teaches and what the Prophet 
( ~ ) and his companions did? 

The ~ovenant: 

The covenant which every man made to Allaah during pre-crea
tion was that he would recognize Allaah as his Lord and not 
direct any form of worship to others besides Him. This is the 
essential meaning of the "Shahaadah" ( declaration of faith) 
which everyone must make in order to become a full fledged Mus
lim; laa elaaha illallaah (there is no god but Allaah) also known 
as "Kalimah at-Tawheed" the statement of Allah's Unity. Bear
ing witness to God's unity in this life is only a confirmation of the 
primordial declaration made in the spiritual state. But the ques
tion which remains is: How is the covenant to be fulfilled? 

The covenant is fulfilled by sincerely believing in Tawheed and 
putting that belief into practice in daily life. Tawheed is put into 
practice by avoiding all the acts of Shirk (setting up partners 
with God) and by closely following the last messenger whom 

1 
The Nusayris of Syria and the Dru us of Palestine and Lebanon . 
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Allaah sent as a practical and living example of life based on the 
principle of Tawheed. Because man has declared that Allaah is 
his Lord, he must then consider righteous deeds to be only those 
defined by Allaah and His Prophet ( * ) as being righteous, 
and evil deeds likewise. In so doing, the principle of Tawheed is 
put into practice mentally. This method is important because a 
deed may seem good when it is in fact evil. For.example, it has 
been said that when a poor man wants a king to do something for 
him, it is better for the poor man to get a prince or someone near 
to the king to speak on his behalf. Based on that it is further said 
that if one really wants Allaah to answer his prayers , he should 
pray to the Prophet or a saint to ask Allaah for him because he 
is dirty with the many sins he commits daily. This may seem log
ical , but both Allaah and His Prophet ( ~ ) have clearly told 
man to pray directly to Allaah without iny intermediaries. 1 

Likewise a deed may seem evil when it is in fact good. For exam
ple , someone might point out that cutting off someone's hand 
for stealing is barbaric or that lashing someone for drinking 
alcohol is inhumane, and one might feel that such punishments 
are too harsh and not good, yet , Allaah and His Prophet have 
prescribed these punishments and the good results of their 
application speak for themselves. 

1 Allaah has said in the Qur'aan: 
I,. 

M .. :: ·1-· > ·1 > ~~ "J.,, ,~ .... 
?'.J~ ~.r.) r~..) "'J 

"And your Lord says: 'Call on Me; I will answer your 
prayer' " (Soorah al-Ghaaflr, 40:60). 

and the Prophet ( * ) said, "If you ask in prayer, ask only Allaah; and if you 
seek help, seek it only from Allaah." (Reported by lbn ' Abbaas and collected 

by at-Tirmidhee. See An-Nawawi's Forty Hadith, (English Trans.). p. 68). 
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Therefore, the covenant with Allaah can only be fulfilled by a 
Muslim by choice, regardless of whether his parents were Mus
lims or not, and the application of the covenant is, in fact, the 
implementation of the principles of Islaam itself. Man's Fitrah is 
the basis of Islaam, so when he practices Islaam in its totality, his 
outer actions and deeds come into harmony with the very nature 
in which Allaah created man's inner being. When this takes 
place, man unites his inner being with his outer being which is a 
key aspect of Tawheed. The result of this aspect of Tawheed is the 
creation of the truly pious man in the mold of, Aadam, to whom 
Allaah made the angels bow and whom Allaah chose to rule the 
earth. Because, only man who lives Tawheed can judge and rule 
the earth with true justice. 
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4. CHAPTER ON CHARMS AND OMENS 

In the first chapter on Tawheed, Tawheed ar-Ruboobeeyyah 
(Unity of Lordship) was defined as the realization of Allaah as 
the Creator and Sustainer of the universe in all of man's rela
tions with Him. The creation, maintenance and eventual 
destruction of the universe and its contents are by Allaah 's com
mand and both goodluck and badluck occur according to 
Allaah's will. However, man, during all ages, has asked the 
question, "ls there any way of knowing before hand whether 
goodtimes or badtimes are coming?" For , if there is a way of 
knowing ahead of time, misfortune could then be avoided and 
success could be ensured. From the most ancient of times, 
some individuals have falsely claimed access to this hidden 
knowledge and the ignorant masses of mankind have flocked 
around them, paying huge sums to gain pieces of this vital infor
mation. Some of the contrived methods for averting misfortune 
became common knowledge; and, thus, a profusion of good-luck 
charms like those mentioned in this chapter can be found in 
most societies. Some of the imagined secret ways of knowing 
one's fortune also became common knowledge, and thus various 
types of omens and their interpretation can be found in all civili
zations. There is, however, a body of this knowledge which has 
remained a secret, handed down from generation to generation, 
in the various forms of the occult arts of fortune-tellng and 
magic. 

It is very important that a clear Islam1c concept of these prac-
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tices be developed because of their widespread occurrence in 
human societies. Perhaps, even more important, is the fact that , 
if they are not clearly understood, a Muslim could easily fall into 
the major sin of Shirk which is at the root of these practices. In 
the following four chapters, the Islamic position in relationship 
to these claims which contradict A_llaah 's unique attributes 
(Sifaat) and promote the worship ('Ebaadah) of creation will be 
looked at in greater detail. Each claim will be analysed, based 
on the Qur'aan and the Prophet's ( * ) Sunnah and an Islamic 
ruling will be placed on each of them as a guideline for those 
who honestly seek the reality of Tawheed. 

Charms 

It was the practice among the Arabs in the time of Prophet 
Muhammad ( ~ ) to wear arm bracelets, bangles , beaded 
necklaces, shells, etc., as charms to avert evil and bring good 
fortune. Talismans and amulets can also be found in all regions 
of the earth in a variety of forms. As was mentioned in previous 
chapters, faith in charms, amulets and talismans contradicts 
true belief in Allaah's Ruboobeeyah (Lordship) by attributing 
to created objects the power to avert evil and bring good for
tune. lstaam opposed all manifestations of such beliefs which 
appeared in Arabia during the time of the last Prophet ( ~ ) in order 
to establish a foundation on the basis of which similar beliefs and 
practises would also be condemned and prohibited whenever 
and wherever they later appeared. Such beliefs, in fact provide 
the ideological basis for idol worship in most pagan societies and 
the charms themselves represent a branch of idolatry. This 
relationship can easily be seen in the Catholic branch of Christ
ianity wherein Prophet Jesus is deified, his mother Mary and 
Saints are worshipped; and pictures, statues, and medallions 
with their imagined likenesses are kept and worn for good for
tune. 
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When people accepted Islaam during the Prophet's (~-)time, 
they often carried with them faith in charms collectively known 
in Arabic as Tamaa'im (sing Tameemah). Consequently, there 
are many recorded statements of the Prophet ( ii ) in which he 
strictly forbade such practises. The following are only a few 
examples: 

'Emraan ibn Husayn reported that when the Prophet ( ~ ) saw 
a brass bangle on a man's upper arm, he said to him, "Woe be on 
you!What is this?" The man replied that it was to protect him from 
a sickness called al-Waahinah1 The Prophet ( ~ ) then said, 
"Cast it off, for verily it would only increase your weakness. And, 
if you died with it on, you would never succeed. "2 

Thus, the wearing of copper, brass or iron bracelets, bangles, 
and rings by the sick or the healthy in the beiief that they will 
avert or cure sicknesses is strictly forbidden. Such practises also 
fall under the prohibition against the treatment of sickness with 
Haraam (forbidden) cures about which the Prophet ( ~ ) had 
said "Treat each other's sicknesses, but do not treat sicknesses 
with forbidden things. "3 

Abu Waaqid al-Laythee also reported that when Allaah's mes
senger ( ~ ) set out for Hunayn4

, ihey passed by a tree called 
Dhaatu Anwaat5. The idolators used to hang their weapons on 

1 Lit. weakness. Possibly referring to Arthritis. 
2 Collected by Ahmed, Ibn Maajah and Ibn Hibbaan. 
3 Collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud, (English Trans.) vol.3, 

p. 1087, no. 3865) and al-Bayhaqee. 
4 The site of the last major battle between the Prophet ( ~ ) and Arabian 

pagan tribes which took place in the 10th year after the Hijrah. 

~ Lit. "that which has things hanging on it." 
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its branches for good fortune. Some of the Sahaabah who were 
new in Islaam asked the Prophet ( ~ ) to designate a similar tree 
for them. The Prophet ( * ) replied, "Subhaanallah/1 This is 
just like what Moses' people said to him; "Make a god for us just 
like their gods!'il By the One in whose hand rests my soul, all of 
you will follow the path of those befor:e you. "3 

In this Hadeeth, the Prophet ( ~ ) not only rejects the concept 
of good luck charms but he also prophesies that the Muslims will 
imitate the practices of the Christians and the Jews. Dhikr beads 
in common use among Muslims imitate the rosary of the 
Catholics; Maw/id (celebration of the Prophet's birthday) 
imitates Christmas; and the belief among many Muslims in 
saints and their intercession is no different in principle from that 
found in Christianity. The prophesy has already come true! 

The Prophet ( ~ ) further emphasised the seriousness of wear
ing amulets by evoking Allaah's curse on those who do so. 
Uqbah ibn 'Aamir reported that the Prophet ( ffi ) once said, 
"May Allaah cause failure and unrest to whoever wears a talis
man or puts it on others". 4 

The Prophet's ( ffi ) companions strictly followed the 
Prophet's ( ~ ) commands with regard to charms and amulets. 
Consequently, there are many recorded incidents in which 
they openly opposed such practices in the society as well 
as among their families whenever they appeared. 'Urwah 
reported that when the Sahaabee, Hudhayfah, visited a sickman 

1 May Allaah be glorified. 
2 Soorah al-A'raaf7:138. 
3 Collected by at-Tirmidhee, an-Nasaa'ee and Ahmad. 
4 Collected by Ahmad and al-Haakim. 
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and saw a bracelet on the man's upperarm, he pulled it off and 
broke it. Hudhayfah then recited the verse "Most of them who 
believe in Allaah commit Shirk.1 " 2 On another occasion, he 
touched the upper arm of a sick man and discovered a Khayt 
(cord bracelet) around it. When he asked the man what it was, 
the man replied, "It is something containing a spell made espe
cially for me". Hudhayfah tore it off the man's arm and said, "If 
you had died with it on, I would never have made the funeral 
prayer for you!"3 'Abdullaah ibn Mas'oud's wife, Zaynab 
reported that once when lbn Masoud saw a cord necklace 
around her neck and he asked what it was, she replied, "It is a 
cord in which a spell has been placed to help me." He snatched 
it from her neck, broke it up and said "Surely the family of 'Ab
dullaah has no need for Shirk! I have heard Allaah's messenger 
say, 'Verily spells, talismans and charms are Shirk.' "Zaynab 
replied, "Why are you saying this? My eye used to twitch and 
when I went to so and so, the Jew, he put a spell on it and it stop
ped twitching!" lbn Masoud replied, "Verily it was only a 
devil prodding it with his hand so when you had it bewitched he 
left it. It would have been sufficient for you to have said as the 
Prophet ( * ) used to say: 

, !l .. LU ~1 .. LU ~ jl..!.ll ~f .....i..!.fJ loJ"'l:JI ~; ~l:JI ~~1• 
. ; \cl-- •;.)~ ~ i .. LU 

(Idh-habil-ba's Rabban-naas washfi antash-shaafee 
Laa shifaa' illaa shifaa'uk shiffaa'an laa 
yughaadiruhu saqamaa) Remove the suffering, 0 
Lord of mankind and heal it perfectly as You are the 
true healer. There is no cure except Your cure; a 

1 Soorah Yoosuf 12:106. 
2 Collected by Ibn Abee Haatim. 
3 Collected by lbn Wakee'. 
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cure which is not followed by sickness! " 2 

Ruling on Charms 

As was previously mentioned, the prohibition on amulets, talis
mans and charms is not limited to the Arabian forms opposed by 
the Prophet ( • ) . Wherever objects are used for the same pur
pose, this prohibition also applies. The use of a variety of 
charms is widespread in Western society today in spite of its 
technological advancements and its scientific achievements. 
Many talismans have become so interwoven in everyday life 
that few people stop to think about them, yet, when their origins 
are exposed, the Shirk which lies at their base becomes quite 
obvious. The following are only two examples of popular talis
mans in Western society: 

The Rabbit's foot: The hind paws of rabbits or gold 
and silver repicas of the hind paws are worn on 
chains and bracelets as good luck charms by mill
ions in the West. The origin of this belief is based on 
the rabbit's habit of thumping their hind legs on the 
ground. According to the ancients, rabbits talked 
with the underground spirits when they thumped 
the ground. Hence, the paws were saved as a means 
of conveying one's wishes to the spirits as well as an 
instrument for bringing good luck in general. 

Horseshoes: Many houses in America have horse
shoes nailed over their doors, miniature versions 

1 The du!aa is also reported by both 'Aa'eshah and Anas and collected by al
Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari, (Arabic-English), vol. 7, pp. 427-8, no. 5, 
638-9) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim, (English Trans.), vol. 3, p. 1195, no. 
5434). 

2 Collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud, (English Trans.), vol.3 p. 
1089, no. 3874), Ahmad, lbn Maajah and lbn Hibbaan. 
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are also worn on charm bracelets, key chains or 
necklaces, in the belief that they will bring good 
luck. The origin of this belief can be found in 
ancient Greek mythology. In ancient Greece, 
horses were considered sacred animals. If a horse's 
shoe was hung over the door of a house, it was 
thought to bring good fortune. The open end of the 
horseshoe had to point upward, though, so·it would 
hold the good luck. If it pointed downward, they 
believed that the good luck would spill out. 

The belief in charms gives created things the divine power to 
avert misfortune and thus , those who subscribe to such beliefs 
contend that Allaah's Ruboobeeyah (Lordship) is limited by His 
creation. In fact, they consider the charms to be more powerful 
than Allaah, because the charms are thought to be able to pre
vent misfortune which Allaah has destined. Therefore, the 
belief in charms is an obvious form of Shirk, as lbn Mas'oud had 
said in the previously mentioned Hadeeth. This ruling is further 
strengthened by the following Hadeeth. 

'Uqbah ibn 'Aamir reported that when a group of ten men came 
to the Prophet ( • ), he only accepted the oath of allegiance 
from nine. They asked, "Oh Messenger of Allaah, why did you 
take the covenant from nine of us and refuse this man?" The 
Prophet ( ~ ) answered, "Verily he has a talisman on him." The 
man then put his hand in his cloak, pulled out the talisman and 
broke it. When the Prophet ( ~ ) finished taking the oath /rpm 
him, he turned and said, "Whoever wears a talisman has commit
ted Shirk!"1 

Qur'anlc Charms: The Sahaabah like, Ibo Mas'oud, lbn 'Ab-

1 Collected by at-Tirmidhee and Ahmad. 
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baas and Hudhayfah, were all opposed to the wearing of 
Qur'anic charms. Some Scholars among the Taabi'oon (stu
dents of the Prophet's companions) allowed it, but most were 
against it. However, the texts of the Hadeeths on talismans , do 
not distinguish between charms containing Qur'aan and those 
which do not. And, we have no record of the Prophet ( ~ ) 
wearing Qur'anic verses or allowing them to be worn. The wear
ing of Qur'anic charms also contradicts the prophetic method of 
breaking spells and averting evil. The Sunnah is to recite certain 
Qur'anic chapters (113th and 114th) and verses (e.g. Aayatul
Kursee, 2:255)1 when evil approaches. The only prescribed 
method of gaining good fortune from the Qur'aan is also by its 
recitation and application. The Prophet ( ~ ) said, "Whoever 
recites a letter from Allaah's book earns a good deed and each 
good deed is worth ten times its value. I am not saying that Alif 
Laam Meem is one letter but that Alifis a letter, Laam is a letter 
and Meem is a letter. "2-Wearing the Qur'aan in an amulet is like 
a sick man given a prescription by a doctor. Instead of reading 
it and getting the medicine , he rolls it into a ball, puts it in a 
pouch and hangs it around his neck, believing that it will make 
him well. 
As long as one who wears a Our'anic charm believes that it will 
avert evil and bring good fortune , he has given a part of crea
tion the power to cancel what Allaah has already destined. 
Consequently, he will depend on it instead of Allaah. This is the 
essence of the Shirk involving charms, as is evident from the fol
lowing narration: 
'Eesaa ibn Hamzah said, "Once I came to visit 'Abdullaah ibn 
'Ukaym and found Hamzah with him, I asked 'Abdullaah, 

1 Narrated by Abu Hurayrah and collected by AI-Bukhaaree (Sahih A/
Bukhari, (Arabic-English) , vol. 6, p. 491 , no. 530). 

2 Collected by Ahmad and al-Haa)cim . 
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"Don't you wear a Tameemah (charm)?" He replied, "May 
Allaah give us refuge from that! Don't you know that Allaah's 
messenger ( ~ ) said, 'Whoever wears a necklace or bracelet, 
depends on it'. " 1 

The practise of producing miniature Qur'aans so small as to be 
unreadable with the naked eye for the purpose of wearing in loc
kets invites to Shirk. Similarly ornaments with Aayatul-Kursee 
written in minute, virtually illegible , lettering and worn as pen
dants also encourage Shirk: One who· wears such or~aments 
merely for decoration does not commit Shirk, but most who wear 
it do so for protection from evil, and, as such, fall into an aspect of 
Shirk in the fundamental Islamic principle of Tawheed. 

Muslims have to carefully avoid using the Qur'aan as a good
luck charm. By hanging it in their cars, on key chains, bracelets, 
necklaces the way non-Muslims use their various amulets and 
talismans, they open the door to Shirk. Thus, a conscious effort 
has to be made to purify one's belief of all that would detract 
from a pure concept of Tawheed. 

Omens 

Pre-Islamic Arabs used to consider the direction in which birds 
and animals moved to be a sign of impending good or bad for
tune and would plan their lives around such signs. The practise 
of reading good and bad omens in bird and animal movements 
was referred to as Tiyarah from the verb Taara which means "to 
take flight." For example, if an individual set out on a journey 
and a bird flew over him and turned to the left, he would see in 
it a sign of impending bad fortune, turn around and return 

1 Reported by lbn Mas'oud and collected by Ahmad , at-Tirmidhee , and al

Haakim. 
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home. Islaam invalidated these practices because they corrode 
the foundation of Tawheed al-' Ebaadah and Tawheed al-Asmaa 
was-Sifaat. 

1. by directing the form of worship known as trust (Tawakkul) 
to other than Allaah, and. 

2. by attributing to man the power to predict the corning of 
good or evil, and the ability to avoid Allaah's destiny. 

The basis on which the prohibition of Tiyarah is established is 
the Hadeeth of the Prophet's grandson, al-Husain, in which he 
reported that the Prophet ( ~ ) said, "Whoever does Tiyarah 
or has it done for himself, has his future prophesied or has some
one bewitched, is not one of us. "1 "Us" here refers to the nation 
of Islaam. Therefore, Tiyarah is considered among the acts 
which puts one who believes in it outside the fold of Islam. The 
Prophet ( ~ ) also negated the effects of Tiyarah in another 
Hadeeth reported by Mu'aawiyah ibn al-Hakam. Mu'aawiyah 
told the Prophet ( ~ ), "There are some among us who follow 
bird omens." The Prophet ( ~ ) replied, "It is only something 
you made up by yourselves, so do not let it stop you. "2 That is, 
do not let it stop you'from doing what you want to do, since such 
omens are all ficticious concoctions of man's imagination which 
have no reality. Thus, Allaah's Prophet ( * ) explained clearly 
that Allaah, most Glorious; did not make the direction in which 
birds fly a sign of anything. No success or calamity which occurs 
is caused by their motion of flight or may be foretold by it , even 
if some events happen to coincide with pre-Islamic concepts 
about their motion. 

The Sahaabah ( companions of the Prophet [ ;ff ]) strictly 

1 Collected by at-Tirmidhee. 
2 

Sahih Muslim (English Trans.,) vol.4 p.1209, no. 5532. 
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rejected all manifestations of t!te belief in bird omens whenever 
they found them expressed by their own companions and stu
dents. For example 'lkrimah said, "Once when we were sitting 
with lbn 'Abbaas, a bird flew over us and screeched. A man 
from among the group then exclaimed, "Good! Good!." Ibo 
'Abbaas reprimanded him saying, 'There is neither good nor 
evil in it.' "1 Similarly, the Taabi'oon (students of the Sahaabah) 
also rejected all forms of belief in omens expressed by 
their own students from among the third generation of Muslims. 
For example, once a crow screeched while Taawoos was on a 
journey with one of his friends and his companion said, 
"Good!.'' Taawoos replied , "What is the good in that? Do not 
accompany me any further . "2 

There is however a statement attributed to the Prophet ( ~ ) in 
Saheeh al-Bukhaaree3 whose meaning is rather dubious; "Bad 
omens are in three things: women, riding animals, and houses. "4 

'Aaeshah rejected this narration saying, "By the One who 
revealed the Furqaan (Qur'aan) to Abul-Qaasim5 , whoever 
relates it has lied. Allaah's messenger ( @ ) said that the 
people of ignorance used to say, 'Surely there are Tiyarah (bad 
omens) in women, houses and beasts of burden.' Then she 
recited the verse: 

. ,~\· ··,':", ~·~...)~\J-4 ., ,a:· ... u\;.,:1~ 
,:; µ> 't ..:,.... ·" •.1 • ,,, > ,,,, .... , ........ 

~ .. .,,,,. '-?, :J -, "it'~ • .. ,,,,,,. V, • 

1 Quoted in Tayseer al-Azeez al-Hameed, p. 428. 
2 Ibid. 
3 The most authentic collection of Hadeeths (Prophetic traditions). 
4 Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic-English), vol. 7, pp. 447-8, no. 666. 
5 Abdul Qaasim was the Prophet's ( ~ ) pet name. The oath here means "by 

Allaah." 
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l!. _.,, ,,,., .. ~ i 'P-::- - ,,,,, LA .. ,I I ;. • ,- 4-:-? !fa.u ~~ ~ .J-. ., 

"No affliction strikes in the earth nor befalls you 
except according to what was written prior. 1" 2 

The Hadeeth, however, is sound, but it should be interpreted 
according to another of its narrations which is more specific; "If 
there were to be bad omens, they would have been in horses, 
women and places of residence. "3 Therefore, the Prophet ( ffi') 
was not confirming the existence of bad omens. He was only 
pointing out the areas in which it was most likely to occur, if it 
were to be real. The reason why these tryree were specified was 
due to the frequency of occurrence of misfortune associated 
with them due to the fact that in those days they were the three 
most important things in a man 's life. Consequently, the 
Prophet ( ~ ) prescribed certain prayers of refuge to be said 
when taking possession of them or entering them. The Prophet 
( ffi ) said, "If any of you marries a woman or hires a servant he 
should take a hold of her forelock, mention the name of Allaah, 
Most Glorious, pray for blessing, then say: 

I.Ar-' ,:r ..!,4 .)yfJ ~~\..~JI.A~ ..!.Ul.f ':r'l ~I• 

.«~~L..rJ 

Allaahumma innee as-aluka khayrahaa wa khayra 
maa jaba/tahaa a/ayh wa a'oudhu bika min shar
rihaa wa sharri maa jabaltahaa alayh. 

1 Soorah al-Hadeed 57:22. 
2 Collected by Ahmad, al-Haakim and lbn Khuzaymah. 

3 Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English) p.435, no. 649, Sahih Muslim (English 
Trans.) , vol.4, p.1208, nos:5528 & 5529 and Sunan Abu Dawud (English 

Trans.) , vol.3, p.1099, no. 3911. 
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Oh Allaah I ask You for the best of her and the best 
of what you have made a part of her nature. I also 
seek refuge in You from her evil and the evil You 
have made a part of her nature. 

If he buys a camel let him take hold of the upper-most part of its 
hump and say likewise. "1 It was also reported that the Prophet 
( ffl ) said that if any of us enters a house he shpuld say: 

. «J,L-- \.. .r (r ..:.,\..WI "1ll ..::.,~ ~yl1 

A 'oodhu bi kalimaatillaah at-taammaati min sharri 
maa khalaq. 
I seek refuge in the perfect words of Allaah, from 
the evil which He has created. "2 

The following is also another tradition which appears to support 
omens. Anas ibn M aalik quoted Yahyaa ibn Sa' eed as saying that 
a woman came to Allaah's messenger and said, "Oh Messenger 
of Allaah ( * ) there is a house whose inhabitants were many 
and their wealth was abundant. Then their numbers dwindled 
and the wealth disappeared. Can we leave it?" The Prophet ( ffi ) 
replied, "Leave it for it is cursed by Allaah. "3 The Prophet ( • ) 
informed them that leaving it was not a form of Tiyarah since 
the place had become a burden on them psychologically due to 

1 Reported by 'Amr ibn Shu'aib and collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu 
Dawud (English Trans.), vol. 2, p. 579, no. 2155) and Ibn Maajah. 

2 Reported by Khawlah bint Hakeem and collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim 
(English Trans.), vol. 4, p. 1421, no. 6521). 

3 Collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans.) , vol. 3, 
pp. 1099-IO0. no. 3913) and Maalik (Muhammad Rahimuddin. Muwatta 
Imam Malik. (English Trans.). (Lahore: Sh. Muhammad Ashraf. 1980). p . 

413, no. 1758). 
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misfortune and loneliness. This is a natural feeling which Allaah 
has placed in man. Whenever man experiences evil or misfor
tune in or from a thing, he tends to dislike it and wants to get as 
far away from it is possible, even though the thing did not actu
ally cause the misfortune. It should also be noted that this 
request took place after misfortune had afflicted them and not 
before. It is correct to refer to a place or people as being c1,1rsed 
by Allaah due to the misfortune which befalls them. Cursed in 
the sense that they have been punished by Allaah for some evil 
which they have done. Likewise, man tends to love and want to 
be near whatever brings him good fortune and success. This 
feeling is not in itself Tiyarah, although, when it is misplaced it 
can lead to Tiyarah and Shirk. The transition takes place when 
an individual tries to avoid places and things in which others had 
misfortune or when he tries to seek out those in which others had 
good fortune. He begins to attribute the good and bad fortune 
to the places and things themselves and in time he may even per
form certain acts of worship there . 

Fa'I (Good Omen) 

Anas reported that the Prophet ( * ) said, "There is no contag
ion I ndr Tiyarah, but / like Fa 1/." The Companions then asked, 

1 In another narration reported by Abu Hurayrah and collected by al
Bukhaaree and Muslim in which the Prophet ( ii ) denied the existence of 
contagion, a bedouin asked, "Oh Messenger of Allaah what about the case of 
a healthy herd of camels in the desert, when a diseased camel is brought among 
them and they all get sick because of it?" The Prophet replied "So who infected 
the first one?" (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.7 pp.411-12, no. 
612) and Sahih Muslim (English Trans.). vol.4, p.1206, no. 5507, see also 
Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans.), vol. 3, p. 1097, no. 3907). The Prophet 
( jfi ) here denies contagion based on pre-Islamic beliefs in which its cause 

was attributed to spirits and gods besides Allaah. 
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"What then is Fa'I?" He replied, "A good word. "1 The recogni
tion of bad omens in things indicates bad thoughts about Allaah 
and the presence of ideas containing Shirk. Although the belief 
in good omens tends to be more positive in its approach to 
Allaah, it still involves the Shirk of assigning divine powers to 
created things. This is why the Sahaabah were very surprised 
when the Prophet ( * ) expressed a liking for Fa'l, a good 
omen. The Prophet ( ~ ) , however, defined for them the 
limited aspect of Fa'l which is Islamically acceptable. It is the 
use of optimistic terms. For example, nicknaming a sick person 
"Saalim" (well) or one who has lost something "Waajid" (fin
der). The use of these and similar terms revive hope and 
optimism in the unfortunate and produce feelings of well being. 
Believers are required to maintain optimism about Allaah at all 
times. 2 

The Islamic Ruling on Omens 

From the preceding Hadeeths it can clearly be seen that Tiyarah 
refers to the general belief in omens. The principle of deriving 
fortune forecasts from bird movements has been rejected in its 
totality by the Sunnah of the Prophet ( * ) . The ancient Arabs 
took their omens from birds and other nations take theirs from 
elsewhere, but, the principle involved is the same. Often when 
the origins of these omens are identified, the Shirk in them 
becomes most obvious. The following are only a few of the 
countless omens presently observed in Western society: 

Knock on Wood: When someone is thankful for 

1 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.7, 
p.436, no. 651) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.4, p.1208, 
no. 5519). See also Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans.), vol.3, p.1098, no. 
3906. 

2 Tayseer al-'Azeez al-Hameed, pp. 434-5. 
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something and hopes that his luck will not change 
he says, "Knock on wood", and looks around for 
some wood to knock on. The origin of this belief 
goes back to the time when people in Europe 
thought that gods lived inside trees. To ask the tree
god a favor they would touch the tree. If the wish 
were granted they would touch the tree again to 
thank the god. 

Spilling Salt:If salt is spilled, many believe that mis
fortune will shortly follow, so the spilled salt is 
thrown over the left shoulder to counteract it. The 
origin of this omen lies in the ability of salt to keep 
things fresh. This was believed by the ancients to be 
due to its magical powers. Thus, spilling salt 
became a warning of evil. Since evil spirits were 
thought to live on one's left side, throwing the spil
led salt over the left shoulder was supposed to 
satisfy the evil spirits. 

Breaking a Mirror: Many people believe that 
breaking a mirror accidentally is a sign of seven 
years of bad luck. Ancient people thought that their 
reflections in water were their souls. So if their 
reflections were shattered (e.g. if someone threw a 
pebble in the water), then their souls were also shat
tered. When mirrors were made this belief was 
transferred to them also. 

Black cats: The crossing of a black cat in front of 
one's path signals the coming of bad luck to many. 
This belief originated in the Middle Ages when 
people believed that black cats were witches pets. 
Witches were supposed to make magic brews by 
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mixing the brains of black cats with parts of toads, 
snakes and insects. If a witch's black cat lived for 
seven years, without ending up in a brew, the cat 
was supposed to change into a witch. 

Number 13: In America the no. 13 is considered 
unlucky and thus, in many of the apartment 
buildings the 13th floor is called the 14th. Friday the 
13th is considered particulary unlucky and many 
people avoid travel or special engagements on this 
day. And if anything bad befalls them on that day, 
they immediately attribute it to the day itself. This 
phenomena is not restricted to the common people 
as some might mistakenl.y imagine. For example, 
the flight commander of the Apollo moonshot of 
1970, which came near to disaster, explained on his 
return that he should have known that something 
was going to happen. When asked why, he replied 
that the fight took place on Friday the 13th, . 
blast off was at 1300 hours (ie, one o'clock), and the 
flight number was Apollo 13. 

The origin pf this belief goes back to the evening of 
Jesus' last supper as told in the Bible. At the Last 
Supper, there were 13 people. One of the 13 was 
Judas, the man who supposedly betrayed Jesus. Fri- . 
day the 13th is supposed to be particularly unlucky 
for at least two reasons. First, Friday is the day 
Jesus was supposed to have been crucified. And, 
according to medieval belief, Friday is the day when 
witches held their meetings. 

Allaah's ability to cause good and bad fortune is being shared by 
His creation in these beliefs. Also fear of misfortune and hope 
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for good fortune which should only be directed to Allaah, is 
being directed to other than Allaah. Knowledge of the future 
and the unseen is also being claimed, and this quality belongs 
only to Allaah. Allaah clearly pointed this out in His attribute 
'Aalim al-Ghayb, 'Knower of the Unseen'. Allaah even has the 
Prophet ( it ) confess in Qur'aan that had he known the 
unseen future, he would have avoided all misfortune! 

Therefore the belief in omens can clearly be classified as an act 
of Shirk in all of the major areas of Tawheed. This ruling is 
further substantiated by the Hadeeth reported by lbn Mas'oud 
in which Allaah's Messenger ( * ) said, "Tiyarah is Shirk! 
Tiyarah is Shirk! Tiyarah is Shirk/"2 'Abdullaah ibn 'Amr ibn 
al-'Aas also reported that the Prophet ( * ) said, "Whoever is 
prevented from doing something by Tiyarah, has committed 
Shirk." The companions asked, "What is its atonement?" He 
replied, "Say: 

. c.!l~ ~! 'JJ .!l~ 'l! ~ 'JJ .!le 'l! e 'J r-f1l1• 

(Allaahumma /aa khayra il/aa khayruk wa laa Tayra 
illaa Tayruk wa laa elaaha ghayruk). 
Oh Allaah, there is no good except Your good, nor 
birds except Yours, and there is no god beside 
You."3 

From the preceding Hadeeths, it can clearly be seen that the 
Tiyarah was not in any way limited to birds. It includes all forms 
of beliefs in omens. These beliefs vary in form from place to 

1 Soorah al-A'raaf7:188. 
2 Collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans.) , vol.3. 

pp. 1096-7, no. 3901), at-Tirmidhee and lbn Maajah. 
3 Collected by Ahmad and at-Tabaraanee. 
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place and from time to time bot they all have the same cominon 
denominator of Shirk. 

Therefore, Muslims are obliged to carefully avoid all feelings 
which stem from these beliefs. If they find themselves uncon
sciously acting on the basis of these beliefs, they should seek 
refuge in Allaah and say the previously mentioned Du'aa 
(prayer). This area may seem quite insignificant for so much 
fuss to be made about it. lslaam, however, puts stress on this 
area because it represents the seed from which Major Shirk may 
grow. The worship of idols, men, stars, etc, did not come about 
at one instant in time. Such practices of idolatry developed over long 
periods of time. Man's belief in Allaah's unity, was gradually 
eroded as the seed of Major Shirk took root and grew. Thus, 
lslaam, by providing guidance in all aspects of human life, tries 
to root out the evil seeds before they can take root and destroy 
the very foundation of a Muslim's belief. 
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S. CHAPTER ON FORTUNE TELLING 

As was stated in the previous chapter, there are among man
kind, people who claim knowledge of the unseen and the future. 
They are known by various names, among them: fortuneteller, 
soothsayer, foreseer, augur, magician, prognosticator, oracle, 
astrologer, palmist, etc. Fortunetellers use various methods 
and mediums from which they claini to extract their informa
tion, among them: reading tea-leaves, drawing lines, writing 
numbers, palm-reading, casting horoscopes, crystal ball gazing, 
rattling bones, throwing sticks, etc. This chapter will deal with 
the various fortunetelling arts, with the exception of magic, 
which will be dealt with in the following chapter. 

Practitioners of occult arts which claim to reveal the unseen and 
predict the future can be divided into-two main categories: 

1. Those who have no real knowledge or secrets but depend on 
telling their customers about general incidences which hap
pen to most people. They often go through a series of mean
ingless rituals, then make calculatedly general guesses. Some 
of their guesses, due to their generality, usually come true. 
Most people tend to remember the few predictions that come 
true and quickly forget the many which do not. This ten
dency is a result of the fact that after some time all the predic
tions tend to become half-forgotten thoughts in the subcon
scious until something happens to trigger their recall. For 
example, it has become a common practice in North 
America to publish, at the beginning of each year the various 
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predictions of famous fortunetellers: When a survey was 
taken of the various. predictions for the year 1980, it was 
found that the most accurate fortuneteller among them was 
only 24% accurate in her predictions! 

2. The second group are those who have made contact with the 
Jinn. This group is of most importance because it usually 
involves the grave sin of Shirk, and those involved often tend 
to be highly accurate in their information and thus present a 
real Fitnah (terpptation) for both Muslims and non-Muslims 
alike. 

World of The Jinn 

Some people have attempted to deny the reality of the Jinn 
about whom the Qur'aan has devoted a whole chapter, Soorah 
al-Jinn (72) . By relying on the literal meaning of the word Jinn 
which comes from the verb Janna, Yajunnu: "to cover, hide or 
conceal", they claim that the word Jinn re.ally refers to "clever 
foreigners". Others have even stated that a Jinn is a human who 
does not have a true mind in his head but he has a fiery nature. 
But, the reality is that the Jinn represent another creation of 
Allaah which co-exists with man on the earth. Allaah created 
the Jinn before He created mankind; and He also used a diffe
rent set of elements than those used for man. Allaah said: 

> .. .,,, ,.,,,.-: • ,,, ,,,,, • / .,, ,,,,, .,,,,, ,,,, • .,,,,,,, .,.,,.,,, 
i:.,.:._..;~~~~ •. , . .'..\~l~-lA} .,...,- ,. .., ~ .., v-- • ~ 

. >-;; ,r rr . ~ .. :. ~.-:;;,~w ... 
~ -1, ~<.J-!71)'!. ~ • !J 

"Verily we created man from dried clay, from black 
putrid mud. And we created the Jinn before that 
from a fiery wind. " 1 

1 Soorah al-Hijr 15:26-27. 
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They were named Jinn because they are hidden from the eyes of 
mankind. lblees (Satan) is from the world of the Jinn, even 
though he was among the angels when they were commanded by 
Allaah to prostrate to Aadam. When he refused to prostrate 
and was asked why, Allaah said: 

''He said, 'I am better than him. You (Allaah) created 
me from fire and You created him from clay!' " 1 

·Aa'esha reported that the Prophet ( ~ ) said, "The angels 
were created from light and the Jinn from smokeless fire , "2 

Allaah also said, 

-:j\~~--i~~ b~~:in]~,: 
~ . .,,. . ,_, .. .,,. ~ 

"And when We told the angels to prostrate to 
Aadam, they all prostrated except lblees. He was of 
the Jlnn."3 

Therc:!fore it is incorrect to consider him a fallen angel or the 
like. 

The Jinn may first be divided into three broad categories in rela
tion to their modes of existence. The Prophet ( l$ ) said: 
"There are three types of Jinn: One type which flies in the air all 

t Soorah Saad 38:76. 

2 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.4, p. 1540, no. 
7134). 

3 Soorah al-Kahf 18:50. 
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the time, another type which exists as snakes and dogs, and an 
earthbound type which resides in one place or wanders about. "1 

The Jinn may be further divided into two categories in relation
ship to their faith: Muslims (believers) and Kaafirs (disbeliev
ers). Allaah refers to the believing Jinn in Soorah al-Jinn as fol
lows: 

~l"~(;;G,r,~~ j,:-·~-:-:.----:: ·1'"~ii\1--- 1 i; ':.J .,. ~..,, '-0 ~_;A' e-- 4U IJ~(j';J iJ 
~.ft ............ ,, ..>- ,,.,. .. ................. •> .,,,,,, ....... r' .... ~ 
i ( l~l~,i~~Ja,A)t:\6£\\J\t.>..i- \ 'l..,l:' 
~ ,Y:, ~ J .... ;, .,. "...I • ~,-• .., •• 
/ ,?>~ .... i--~1.fJ--.j"'-!"' ,,,, -:,:~""11"(·,., ~ .... ,, :--:. >~J-
~~,~~~ ~_, .J_,~~ ~\.:..I..., ~~,A;!., 

(t, 1:. .. ~1 i::.r:·; ~ .. j ~ .... 
.,. 4-F' .... ~ 

''Say: It has been revealed to me that a group of Jinn 
listened and said, 'Verily we have heard a marvell
ous Qur'aan. It guides unto righteousness so we have 
believed in it. And, we will never make partners with 
our Lord. He, may our Lord's glory be exalted, has 
not taken a wife nor a son. What the foolish ones 
among us used to say about Allaah is a horrible lie."2 

/ / >. ..... // ,,.,, .\.a > ,,,,,.,,, ,,,,, .,, ,,, ...... 1 
c.tl:!.J·l!-t ~J~ .... --= ~s Y,l\L;... ... -:- >~·.>J1U:..G( 

~ ~ r-~ u .J-M ... .J.J u .>·!--· .,. ~ 
l~"'~ ~~ t ·,~v--: --: t> _,.._ .. ,.,,,,~1-- 1-',; .... l.-;: .... -=: 
. ~~b-Ju»>: . .: o. ~!.., ~..J~~ 

"And there are among us Muslims and others who 
are unjust. Whoever accepts Islaam has sought out 

1 Collected by at-Tabaree and al-Haakim. 
2 Soorah al-Jinn 72: 1-4. 
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the right path. As for those who are unjust, they will 
be fuel for the Hell fire."1 

The disbelievers among the Jinn are referred to by various 
names in both Arabic and English: 'lfreet, Shaytaan, Qareen, 
demons, devils, spirits, ghosts, etc. They try to misguide man in 
various ways. Whoever listens to them and becomes a worker 
for them is referred to as human Shaytaan (devil). Allaah said: 

~
.,,,,,,, ..... r""\0\1:"'!. ,~,,.,,, .. -: -t--, 1,,,,·1,, -:'11~~ 

I.J ...... ~ • ' !J..l&., ~J>-.:. - ·, ... ~~~., 
., .,,,,, '-1T;::' !;. - , - ~:: ,,,,,, .,,,,,, ,, 

"Likewise, we have made for every Prophet an 
enemy, Shaytaans from among mankind and the 
Jinn.'12 

Every human has an individual Jinn accompanying him referred 
to as a Qareen (i.e. companion). This is a part of man's test in 
this life. The Jinn encourage his lower desires and constantly try 
to divert him from righteousness. The Prophet ( ffi ) referred 
to this relationship as follows, "Everyone of you has been 
assigned a companion from the Jinn." The Sahaabah asked, 

"Even you, 0 Messenger of Allaah?" And the Prophet replied , 
"Even me, except that Allaah has helped me against him and he 
has submitted. Now he only tells me to do good. "3 

Prophet Sulaymaan (Solomon) was given miraculous control 
over the Jinn, as a sign of his prophethood. Allaah said: 

1 Soorah al-Jinn 72:14-15. 
2 Soorah al-An'aam 6: 112. 
3 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.4, p. 1472, no. 

6757). 
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"And, we gathered for Sulaymaan his army from the 
Jinn, mankind and the birds. "1 and they were all 
kept in order and ranks. 

But this power was not given to anyone else. No one else is 
allowed to control the Jinn and no one can. The Prophet said, 
"Verily an 'lfreef' from among the Jinn spat on me last night try
ing to break my Salaah. However Allaah let me overpower him 
and I wanted to tie him to one of the columns in the masjid so that 
you all could see him in the morning. Then, I remembered my 
brother Sulaymaan's prayer: 'Oh my Lord, forgive me and bes
tow on me a kingdom not allowed to anyone after me.' 3" 4 

Man cannot gain control over the Jinn as this was a special mira
cle given only to Prophet Sulaymaan. In fact, contact with the 
Jinn in circumstances other than possession, or accident is most 
often made by the performance of sacrilegious acts despised and 
forbidden in the religion. 5 The evil Jinn summoned in this 
fashion may aid their partners in sin and disbelief in God. Their 
goal is to draw as many others as they can into the gravest of 
sins, the worship of others besides or along with God. 

1 Soorah an-Naml 27:17. 
2 A strong or powerful evil Jinn (E.W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, (Cam

bridge. England: Islamic Texts Society. 1984). vol. 2, p. 2089). 

J Soorah Saad 38:35. 
4 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.l, p. 

268 no. 75) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.). vol. I, p. 273, no. 
1104). 

5 Abu Ameenah Bilal Philips . lbn Taymeeyah's Essay on the Jinn, (Riyadh: 
Tawheed Publications. 1989). p. 21. 
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Once contact and contract with the Jinn are made by fortunetel
lers, the Jinn may inform them of certain events in the future. 
The Prophet ( ifi ) described how the Jinn gather information 
about the future. He related that the Jinn were able to travel to 
the lower reaches of the heavens and listen in on some of the 
information about the future which the angels pass among 
themselves. They would then return to the earth and feed the 
information to their human contacts. 1 This used to happen a lot 
prior to the prophethood of Muhammad ( ffi ) and fortune-tel
lers were very accurate in their information . They were able to 
gain positions in the royal courts and enjoyed much popularity 
and were even worshipped in some regions of the world. 

After the Prophet Muhammad ( ffi ) began his mission the 
situation changed. Allaah had the angels guard the lower 
reaches of the heavens carefully, and most of the Jinn were 
chased away with meteors and shooting stars. Allaah described 
this phenomena in the following Qur'anic statement made by 
one of the Jinn, 

"We (the Jinn) had sought out the heavens but found 
it ftlled with strong guardians and meteors. We used 
to sit on high places in order to tis.ten, but whoever 

1 Collected by al-BukhAarec and Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.). 

vol.4, p. 1210, no . 5538). 
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listens now finds a flame waiting for him."1 

"And We have guarded it ( the heavens) from every 
cursed devil, except the one who is able to snatch a 
hearing and, he is pursued by a brightly burning 
flame."2 

lbn 'Abbaas said, "When the Prophet ( • ) and a group of his 
companions set out for the UkaadH market, the devils were 
blocked from hearing information in the heavens. Meteors were 
let loose on them, so they returned to their people. When their 
people asked what happened, they told them. Some suggested 
that something must hav_e happened, so they spread out over the 
earth seeking the cause. Some Qf them came across the Prophet 
and his companions while they were in Salaah and they heard 
the Qur'aan. They said to themselves that this must have been 
what blocked them from listening. When they returned to their 
people they told them, 'Verily we have heard a marvellous 
Qur'aan. It guides unto righteousness so we believed in it. And 
we will never make partners with our Lord. ,J .. 4 Thus, the Jinn 

1 Soorah al-Jinn 72:-8-9. 
2 Soorah al-Hijr"l5:17-18. 
3 Soorah al-Jinn 72:1-2. 

~ Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.6. 
pp. 4_15-6, no. 443) Muslim, (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol. I, pp. 243-

44. no. 908). at-Tirmidhee and Ahmad . 
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could no longer gather information about the future as easily as they 
could before the Prophet's ( ffi ) mission. Because of that, they 
now mix their information with many lies. The Prophet ( ffi ) 
said: "They (the Jinn) would pass the information back down 
until it reaches the lips of a magician or fortuneteller. Sometimes 
a meteor would overtake them before they could pass it on. If they 
passed it on before being struck, they would add to it a hundred 
lies. "1 'Aa'eshah reported that when she asked Allaah's mes
senger ( fl ) about fortunetellers, he replied that they were 
nothing. She then mentioned that the fortunetellers sometimes 
told them things which were true. The Prophet ( ~ ) said: 
"That is a bit of truth which the Jinn steals_ and cackles in the ear 
of his friend; but he mixes along with it a hundred lies. "2 

Once while 'Umar ibn al-Khattaab was sitting, a handsome 
man3 passed by him. 'Umar said: "If I'm not wrong, this person 
is still following his religion of pre-Islamic times or perhaps he 
was one of their fortunetellers." He ordered that the man be 
brought to him and asked him about_ what he suspected. The 
man replied, "I have never seen a day like this where a Muslim 
is faced with such accusations." 'Umar said, "Verily I am deter
mined that you should inform me." The man then said, "I was 
their f~rt'uneteller in the time of ignorance." On hearing that 
'Umar asked, "Tell me about the strangest thing which your 

1 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.8, 
p. 150, no. 232) and at-Tirmidhee. 

2 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol. 7, p. 
439, no. 657) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.4, p. 1209, 

no. 5535). 
3 His name was Sawaad ibn Qaarib. 
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female Jinn told you." The man then said, "One day, while I was 
in the market, she came to me-all worried and said, 'Have you 
not seen the Jinns in their despair after their disgrace? And their 
following of she-camels and their riders. ' 1 " 'Umar interjected, 
"It is true. "2 

The Jinns are also able to inform their human contact of the 
relative future. For example, when someone comes to a fortune
teller, the fortuneteller's Jinn gets information from the man's 
Qareen3 of what plans he had made prior to his coming. So the 
fortuneteller is able to tell him that he will do this or that, or go 
here or there. By this method, the real fortuneteller is also able 
to learn about a stranger's past in vivid detail. He is able to tell 
a total stranger of his parents' names, where he was born , the 
acts of his childhood, etc. The ability to vividly describe the past 
is one of the marks of a true fortuneteller who has made contact 
with the Jinn. Because the Jinn are able to traverse huge dis
tances instantaneously, they are also able to gather huge stores 
of information about hidden things, lost articles and unobserved 
events. Proof of this ability an be found in the Qur'aan, in the 
story about Prophet Sulaymaan and Bilqees, the Queen of 
Sheba. When Queen Bilqees came to see him, he asked the Jinn 
to bring her throne from her land. "An 'Ifreet from among the 
Jinns said, i will bring it for you before you can get up from your 
place. Verily, lam strong and trustworthy for the assignment.',4 

1 After the Jinn were prevented from eavesdropping on the angels, the}' had 
to follow the Arabs to find out why they were prevented. 

2 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.5, 
pp. 131-2, no. 206). 

3 The Jinn assigned to every human being. 
4 Soorah an-Nam! 27:39-40. 
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The Islamic Ruiing on Fortunetelling 

Because of the sacrilege and heresy involved in fortunetelling, 
Islaam has taken a very strong stance towards ir. Islaam opposes 
any form of association with those who practice fortunetelling, 
except to advise them to give up their forbidden practices. 

Visitation of Fortunetellers 

The Prophet ( Ji ) laid down principles which clearly forbade 
any form of visitation of fortunetellers. Safiyyah reported from 
Hafsah (wife of the Prophet) that the Prophet ( * ) said, "The 
Salaah of whoever approaches a fortuneteller and asks him about 
anything will not be accepted for 40 days and nights. "1 The 
punishment in this Hadeeth is for simply approaching a for
tuneteller and asking him questions out of curiosity. This pro
hibition is further supported by Mu'aawiyah lbn al-Hakam as
Salamee's Hadeeth in which_he said, "O Messenger of Allaah, 
verily there are some people among us who visit oracles." The 
Prophet ( ti ) replied, "Do not go to them. "2 Such a severe 
punishment has been assigned for only visitation because it is 
the first step to belief in fortunetelling. If one went there doubt
ful about its reality, and some of the fortuneteller's predictions 
come true, one will surely become a true devotee of the for
tuneteller and an ardent believer in fortunetelling. The indi
vidual who approaches a fortuneteller is still obliged to make his 
compulsory Salaah throughout the 40 day period, even though 
he gets no reward from his prayers. If he abandons the Salaah all 
together, he has committed another-major sin. This is similar to 
the Isl~mic ruling in the case of Salaah on or in stolen property, 

1 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.4, p. 1211, no. 
5540). 

2 Ibid .. vol.4, p. 1209, no. 5532. 
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according to the majority of Jurists . They hold that whenever 
obligatory Salaah is performed, it produces two results under 
normal circumstances: 

1. It removes the obligation of that prayer from the individual. 
2. It earns him a reward . 

If Salaah is performed on or in stolen property it removes the 
obligation of Salaah, but it is deviod of reward .1 Consequently, 
the Prophet ( ~ ) forbade praying the same obligatory prayers 
twice. 

Belief In Fortunetellers 

The Islamic ruling with regard to anyone who visits a fortuneteller 
believing that he knows the unseen and the future is that of Kufr 
(disbelief) . Abu Hurayrah and al-Hasan both reported from the 
Prophet ( ffi ) that he said, "Whosoever approaches a for
tuneteller and believes what he says, has disbelieved in what was 
revealed to Muhammad. "2 Such a belief. assigns to creation 
some of Allaah's attributes with regard to the knowledge of the 
unseen and the future. Consequently, it destroys Tawheed al
Asmaa was-Sifaat, and represents a form of Shirk in this aspect 
of Tawheed. 

The ruling of Kufr includes, by analogy (Qiyaas), those who 
read the books and writings of fortunetellers, listen to them on 
the radio or watch them on the T.V., as, these are the most com
mon means used by 20th century fortunetellers to spread their 
predictions. 

1 Ouoted from an-Nawawee in Tayseer al-'Azeez al-Hameed, p. 407. 

2 Collected by Ahmad. Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans.). 
vol. 3, p. 1095, no. 3895) and al-Bayhaqee. 
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Allaah clearly states in al-Qur'aan that no one knows the unseen 
besides Him. Not even the Prophet Muhammad ( ffi ). Allaah 
said: 

"With Him are the keys to the unseen and none 
knows it except Him alone."1 

"Say! I have no power to bring good to myself nor 
avert harm but it is only as Allaah wills. If it were 
that I knew the unseen, I would have multiplied the 
good and no evil would have touched me."2 

And he also said: 

~,~(;;Ji · .:tjf' ~Sf.;,Ji · ·,, 5.::,1 1~ ~ • - ~..) :.J ,,. ~0-" - v' 

"Say! None in the heavens nor the earth knows the 
unseen except Allaah"3 

Therefore, all the various methods used around the world by 
oracles, fortune-tellers, and the likes, are forbidden to Muslims. 

1 Soorah al-An'aam 6:59. 
2 Soorah al-A'raaf7:188. 
3 Soorah an-Nahl 27:65. 
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Palm-reading, I-Ching, fortune cookies, tea leaves as well as 
Zodiacal signs and Bio-rhythm computer programs, all claim to 
inform those who believe in them about their future. However, 
Allaah has stated in no uncertain terms that He alone knows the 
future: 

"Verily the knowledge of the Hour is with Allaah 
alone. It is He who sends down the rain and knows 
the contents of the wombs. No one knows what he 
will earn tomorrow nor in which land he will die, but 
Allaah is all-knowing and aware."1 

Therefore, Muslims must take utmost care in dealing with 
books, magazines, newspapers as well as individuals who, in 
one way or another, claim knowledge of the future or the 
unseen. For example, when a Muslim weather-man predicts 
rain, snow, or other climatic conditions for tomorrow he should 
add the phrase, "In Shaa Allaah (If Allaah so wishes)". 
Likewise, when the Muslim doctor informs her patient that she 
will deliver a child in 9 months or on such and such a day, she 
should take care to add the phrase "In Shaa Allaah", as such 
statements are only estimations based on statistical informa
tion. 

1 Soorah Luqmaan 31 :34. 
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6. CllAPTER ON ASTROLOGY 

Muslim scholars of the past referred to the field of star and 
planetary calculations collectively as Tanjeem, and they divided 
it into three main categories for the purpose of analysis and clas
sification according to Islamic law. 

1. The first categpry represents the belief that earthly beings 
are influenced by heavenly bodies and future events mc\y be 
forecasted by ihe observation of the movement of these 
bodies. 1 This belief, which came to be known as astrology, 
originated, as far as can be determined, in Mesopotamia in 
the 3rd millenium B.C., and attained ·full development 
within the orbit of Greek civilisation. An older Mesopotam
ian form also reached India and China by the 6th century 
B.C., although only the prediction of the future by stars was 
adopted in China. In Mesopotamia, astrol~gy was a royal 
institution in which omens concerning the welfare of the 
king and his cou~try were drawn from signs in the sky. The 
underlying belief in Mesopotamia was that the heavenly 
bodies were powerful gods. When these astral-gods were 
introduced to Greece, in the 4th century B.C., it became a 
source for Greek planetary lore. In Greece, astrology as a 
"science" for determining the future became accessible to 
those outside the royal court who could afford it. 2 

For over two thousand years, astrology exacted a dominant 
influence on religion, philosophy, and the science of pagan, 

1 Tayseeral-'Azeez al-Hameed, p. 441. 

2 William D. Halsey (ed .). Collier's Encyclopedia, (USA : Crowell - Collier 

Educational Corporation, 1970), vol. 3. p. 103. 
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then Christian Europe. Both Dante and St. Thomas Aquinas 
of 13th century Europe accepted astrological causation in 
their respective philosophies. This belief was also held by the 
Sabians to whom the Prophet lbraaheem (Abraham) was 
sent. The Sabians deified the sun, moon, and the stars and 
prostrated to them. They also built special places of worship in 
which statues and pictures representing the heavenly bodies 
were placed. It was their belief that the spirits of the heavenly 
bodies descended into the idols. communicated with them 
and fulfilled the needs of the people .1 This form of astrology 
is considered Kufr ( disbelief) because it destroys Tawheed 
al-Asmaa was-Sifaat (the unity of Allaah's names and attri
butes). Such beliefs give the planets, stars and the galaxies 
some of God's unique qualities, most prominent among them: 
Qadar (destiny). Those who practise astrology are also in 
Kufr because they claim knowledge of the future, which is 
only known to Allaah. By attributing to themselves some of 
Allaah's divine qualities of knowledge, they falsely offer 
those who believe in them an opportunity to avoid harm 
which Allaah has destined for them and to gain good which 
Allaah has not destined for them. Astrology is also classified 
as Haraam (forbidden) based on the Hadeeth oflbn 'Abbaas 
in which the Prophet ( 11 ) said, "Whoever acquires know
ledge of any branch of astrology, has acquired knowledge of 
a branch of magic. The more he increases in that knowledge, 
the more he increases in s;'n ", 2 

2. The second category represents those who claim that Allaah 
has willed that the movement and configurations of heavenly 

1 Tayseeral-'Azeezal-Hameed, p. 441. 
1 Collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans.). vol.3. 

p. 109S, no. 3896) aild lbn Maajah. 
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bodies indicate the occurrence of earthly events. 1 This was 
the stated belief of Muslim astrologists who learned and 
practised the Babylonian science of astrology. Astrology was 
introduced into the royal court by the later Umayyad caliphs, 
as well as the early 'Abbaasids. Each caliph used to have by 
his side a court astrologer, who would advise him on his day 
to day affairs and warn him of impending dangers. Because 
astrology in its original form was known by the masses of 
Muslims to be Kufr, a compromise was made by those Mus
lims who wished to practise it, in order to make it appear 
acceptable lslamically. Consequently, astrological predic
tions were attributed to Allaah's will. However, this form is 
also Haraam (forbidden) and its practitioner should also be 
considered a Kaafir (disbeliever), as there is no real differ
ence in essence between this belief and that of the pagans. 
Allaah's powers are given to the heavenly bodies, and those 
who claim to interpret their formations claim knowledge of 
the future which only belongs to Allaah. However, some lat
ter day scholars have become lax in the application of divine 
law and have allowed this form of astrology due to the fact 
that it has become a widely accepted belief among many 
Muslims. 

3. The third and final category is the use of star formations by 
sailors or desert travellers in order to determine directions or 
by farmers to determine the arrival of the seasons in order 
that they may know when to plant crops, etc~These and simi
lar practical uses represent the only aspect of astrology which 
is Halaal to Muslims according to the Qur'aan and the Sun
nah. 

1 Tayseer al-Azeez al-Hameed, p. 442. 

2 Ibid., pp. 447-8. 
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The basis for this exception is t!'ie following Qur'anic verse: 

£~,,., ::;.it-/j' · \"_ \ )~.;;1"~,--~ .. j-:~ .:J1">" .,1""'-:' '.J - • ., ~ ~ ., ,. • • I.>... _,A .J ,, -- .,,, ..... , ' 
"He is the One who made the stars as guidance for 
you in the darkness of the land and the sea."1 

Al-Bukhaaree related the following statement from Qataadah:2 

"Verily Allaah made the stars for directional guidance 
and for stoning the devils . So, whoever seeks anything 
beyond that' from the stars has wildly speculated. He has missed 
his lot, lost his share of the good life, and has taken upon himself 
what he has no knowledge of. Verily those who do so are a 
people ignorant of Allaah's commands. They have invented 
divination by the stars, claiming that whoever marries by such 
and such a star, this or that will happen, and whoever travels by 
such and such a star will find this or that. By my life , under every 
star is born a red, black, tall, short, ugly, and handsome animal. 
But neither the stars, animals nor birds know anything of the 
unseen. Allaah would have taught it to Aadam, if He were to 
teach it to anyone. He created him with His own hands, made 
the angels bow to him, and taught him the names of all things." 

The limitations set by Qataadah on the use of stars was based on 
verse 98 of Soorah al-An'aam mentioned previously. It was also 
based on the following verse: 

~~.u~ >>~t;:' ,;:,G]{ fC:J{t~ ~--
----- - ., I.J'::) ·='C:;. ;. - ~ !} 
"Verily We have beautified the earthly skies with 
lamps and used them for the stoning of the devils."3 

1 Soorah al-An'aam 6:98. 
2 A leading scholar among those who studied under the Prophers compan-

10ns. 
3 Soorah al-Mulk 67:5. 
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The Prophet ( • ) explained that the Jinn would 
sometimes journey up to the lower skies and eavesdrop 
on the angels as they discussed among themselves various 
events which were to happen in the world. The Jinn would later 
return to the earth and inform those involved in predicting the 
future. He also eJCplained that ;\.llaah uses the falling stars 
(meteorites) as a means of driving away the Jinn and preventing 
most of them_ from eavesdropping except on rare occassions. 
Consequently, the Prophet ( Ii ) said that the predictions of 
the fortunetellers are a mixture of a few truths among hundreds 
of lie~! · Muslims are therefore obliged to refrain from using the 
stars for purposes other than those clearly defined by Allaah, or 
ones which are related to them. 

Arguments of Muslim Astrologists 

Muslims involved in astrology have' tried to utilize some verses 
of the Qur'aan to support and justify their practices. For exam
ple, in recent times, Soorah al-Burpoj has been translated into 
English as the chapter of "the Zodjcal Signs" ,2 and its first 
verse as a divine oath "By the Zodiacal Signs". This is of course 
an incorrect and misleading translation of the word "Butooj". 

The word really means "star configurations" and not the 
"zodiacal signs". The Zodiacal signs are only animal representa
tions transposed by the ancient Babylonians and Greeks on 
existing stellar configurations. Th~refore, this verse can in no 
way be used to support the heathen practice of star worship. The 

1 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari {Arabic - English), vol.7. 
p. 439, no. 657) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.) , vol.4, p. 1209, 
no 5535). 

2 A. Yusuf Ali. The Holy Q11r'a11 (Trans.) . (Beirut: Daar al-Qur·aan al

Kareem), p. 1714. 
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pictorial representations have no relationship to the configura
tions of the stars. Not only that, but the movement of the stars 
through space will ca\,lse the existing star configurations to 
change radically as tittle goes on. 

In e,lrlier times, the following verses from Soorah an-Nahl were 
used to justify astrology in the courts of the caliphs: 

,,, .,.,,, ,,,.> ~~(\., ..... "' / ,,,_l,, ..... 
0J~~~-...:.. ;.J~·' •' J&-J 

"And signs and with the stars they are rightly 
guided." 1 

"Muslim" astrologers claimed that this verse meant that tl1e 
stars are signs revealing the unseen and by this knowledge 
people may be guided in theirfuture.2 However lbn 'Abbaas, 
whom the Prophet ( $ ) called Turjumaan al~Qur'aan (the 
translator of the Qur'aan's meanings), said The "signs" men
tioneq in this verse meant roadsigns or landmarks in the daylight 
hours. They were not in reference to the stars at all. And he 
went on to say that ''with the stars they are rightly gui~ed" 
meant, that they are guided by them at night during their tr~vels 
on the sea and land. "3 In other words, the meaning of this verse 
is the same as that of verse 98 of Soorah al-An'aam. 

In any case, the use of these or other verses of the Qur'aan to 
support the study and application of astrological pseudo-sci
ences, is totally invalid. It contradicts numerous other Qur'anic 
verses which maintain that Allaah alone knows the future, and it 
also contradicts many Hadeeths which clearly oppose the learn-

i Soorah an-Nahl 16:16 . 
2 Tayseeral-'Azeezal-Hameed, p. 444 . 

.1 Collected by lbn Jareer at-Tabaree in his Tafseer. Jaami'al-Bayaan ·an 
Ta'weel al-Qur'aan, (Egypt: al-Halahee Publishing (o .. 3rd., 1968). vol. 14. 

p. 91. 
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ing and belief in astrology and related pseudo-sciences. 

For example, the Prophet's companion Ibn Abbaas reported 
that he said, "Whoever learns a branch oj stellar sciences, has 
learned a branch of magic"1 Abu Mahjam also reported that the 
Prophet ( ~ ) said, "What I fear the most for my nation after my 
time is: the injustice of their leaders, the belief in the stars and the 
denial of divine destiny". 2 

Therefore, there really is no basis in Islaam for the belief in or 
practice of astrology. Whoever tries t~ bend the words of the 
religious texts to suit their own twisted desires is in fact doing as 
the Jews did. They took verses of the Torah out of context, and 
changed the meanings of the words knowingly. 3 

The Islamic Ruling on Horoscopes 

Not only is the practice of astrology Haraam as mentioned ear
lier, but also visiting an astrologist and listening to his predic
tions, buying books on astrology or reading one's horoscope are 
also forbidden! Since astrology is mainly used for predicting the 
future, those who practise it are considered fortunetellers. Con
sequently, one who seeks his horoscope comes under the ruling 
contained in the Prophet's statement: "The Salaah of whoever 
approaches a fortuneteller and asks him about anything will not 
be accepted for forty days and nights". 4 

1 Collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans.), vul.3, 
p. 1095, no. 3896) and Ibn Maajah. 

2 Collected by Ibn Asaakir and authenticated by as-Suyuotec (Quoted in 
Tayseer al-'Azeez al-Hameed, p. 445). 

3 See Soorahs an-Nisaa 4:47 and al-Maa'idah S: 13 a nd 41. 
4 Reported by Hafsah and collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English 

Trans.). vol.4, p. 121 1. no. 5540). 
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As was mentiond in the previous chapter, the punishment in this 
Hadeeth is simply for approaching and asking the astrologist, 
even if one is in doubt about the truth of his statements. If one 
is in doubt about the truth or falsehood of astrological informa
tion, he is in doubt about whether or not others know the unseen 
and the future besides Allaah. This is a form of Shirk because 
Allaah has clearly stated: 

s..> ~ r,.. j·--~ 1..-;~H-'-~-- -- · A ,r l 4 •! :.. - C:#- ,o..L:.s:., 

"With Him are the keys to the unseen and none 
knows it except Him" .1 

1~\~\~:J\ · ~'1\" ~~:;.J\. ·,, j::,~ I~ ~ ~ . - '-t.J !J ... ~0-A - ~ 

''Say: None in the heavens or earth knows the unseen 
except Allaah."2 

If, however, one believes in the predictions of their horoscope, 
whether spoken by an astrologist or written in books of astrol
ogy, he falls directly into Kufr ( disbelief) as state~ by the 
Prophet ( ~ ) "Whoever approaches an oracle or fortuneteller 
and believes in what he says, has disbelieved in what was revealed 
to Muhammad. "3 

Like the previous Hadeeth, this Hadeeth literally refers to the 
fortuneteller but it is just as applicable to the astrologist. Both 
claim knowledge of the future. The astrologist's claim is just as 
opposed to Tawheed as the ordinary fortuneteller. He claims 
that people's personalities are determined by the stars, and their 

1 Soorah Al-An'aam 6:59. 
2 Soorah an-Nam! 27:65. 

~ Reported by Abu Hurayrah and collected by Ahmad and Abu Daawood 
(Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans.), vol.3, p. 1095, no. 3895). 
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future actions and the events of their lives are written in the 
stars. The or~inary fortuneteller claims that the formation of tea 
leaves at the bottom of a cup, or lines in a palm tel1 him the same 
thing. In both cases individuals claim the ability to read in the 
physical formation of created objects knowledge of the unseen. 

Belief in astrology and the casting of horoscopes are in clear 
opposition to the letter and spirit of Islaam. It is really the empty 
soul, which has not tasted real Eemaan (belief) that seeks out 
these paths. Essentially these paths, represent a vain attempt to 
escape Qadar (fate) . The ignorant believe that if they know 
what is in store for them tomorrow, they can prepare from 
today. In that way they may avoid the bad and ensure the good. 
Yet, Allaah's messenger was told by Allaah to say . 

..: / -: ,,,..,.. :~ ,--,-- ,), .. ,; ~ ......... ,\:::..·:r .>--• ., -! {;:, 
. .:W.-.LA.J~ 0-!w..r~· ,,. J · \~~,....:.....:.,:) ~I ~-~- .,,. ..,. . - r --" 

·-: ~ :> ·-;1»- 6,,.,,» i-l bl ~1~-:-~,, 
~~Y..:1-.r:..&..J..r. -- t .:>~ ':,-

"If I knew the unseen, I would surely have only 
sought the good. But, I am only a warner and a 
bearer of glad tidings for believers". 1 

True Muslims are therefore obliged to stay far away from these 
areas. Thus, rings, chains 1 etc., which have the signs of the 
Zodiac on them should not be worn, even if one does not believe 
in them. They are part and parcel of a fabricated system which 
propagates Kufr and should be done away with entirely. No 
believing Muslim should ask another what his sign is, or attempt 
to guess his sign. Nor should he or she read horoscope columns 
in newspapers or listen to them read. And, any Muslim who 
allows astrological predictions to determine his actions, 
should seek Allaah's forgiveness and renew his Islaam. 

1 Soorah al-A'raaf7:188. 
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7. CHAPTER ON MAGIC 

Magic may be defined as the seeming control or foresight of 
natural forces by ritual invocation of supernatural agencies, as 
well as the belief that men can coerce nature by the use of cer
tain rites, formulas, and actions. 1 The study of natural 
phenomena,_ traditionally c~lled "whit~" or "natural magic", in 
Western society developed mto what 1s now known as modern 
natural science. Distinguished from this was "black magic" or 
sorcery, the attempt to use or invoke supernatural powers for 
personal or sinister purposes. The terms witchcraft, divination 
and necromancy are ambng the terminologies most commonly 
used in reference to magic and its practitioners. Witchcraft was 
defined as sorcery practiced by a woman possessed by a demon. 
Divination referred to the attempt to gain supernatural insight 
into the future while necromancy or communication with the 
dead, was one of the methods of divination. 

In Arabic, however, the term "Sihr" (magic) makes no distinc
tion between the branches of magic. Thus, it includes sorcery, 
witchcraft, divination and necromancy. Sihr is defined in Arabic 
as whatever is caused by hidden or subtle forces.2 For example, 
the Prophet ( * ) was reported in a Hadeeth to have said, 

1 Reader's f)igest Great Encyclopedic Dictionary, (New York: Fund & Wag
nails Publishing Co., 10th ed., 1975) p. 813. 

2 Arabic-English Lexicon. vol.l. pp. 1316-7. 
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"Verily some forms of speech are magic. "1 An eloquent charis
matic speaker can make right seem wrong and vice versa. Thus, 
the Prophet ( ;fi ) referred to some aspects of it as being magi
cal. The pre-dawn meal taken before fasting is called Sahoo?
(from the root Sihr) because its time is in the darkness at the end 
of the night. 3 

The Reality of Magic 

It has become popular in modern times to deny that magic has 
any reality to it at all. Popular stories about the effects of magic 
are explained away as the result of psychological disorders like 
hysteria, etc., and it is pointed out that magic only affects those 
who believe in it.4 Magical feats are all described as hoaxes based 
on a series of illusions and tricks. 

In spite of the fact that Islaam rejects the effects of charms and 
amulets with regards to the prevention of misfortune and the 
attraction of good fortune, it does recognize that some aspects 
of magic are real. It is true that much of the magic around today 
is a product of trickery involving gadgets cleverly designed to 
deceive audiences. But, just as in the case of fortunetelling, 
there exist around the world some people who practice real 
magic resulting from their contact with the Shayaateen (the evil 
Jinns). Before looking at the Jinn and their abilities, let us look 
at the evidence from the Qur'aan and the Sunnah used to sup-

1 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol. 7, 
p. 445, no. 662), Muslim, Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English 
Trans.). vol.3, p. 1393, no. 4989) and at-Tirmidhee. 

2 Or Suhoor. See Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. I. p. 1317. 

3 Taysser al-'Azeez al-Hameed, p. 382. 

~ The Ash'arite scholar, Fakhrud-Deen ar-Raazee {d. 1210CE) proposed this 
idea in his commentary on verse 102 ofSoorah al-Baqarah and the noted his· 

torian, Ibn Khaldoon, further developed it. 
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port the position that Islaam recognizes a reality to some mani
ifestations of magic. Such an approach to the subject is essential, 
as the ultimate criterion for truth and falsehood in Islaam lies in 
these two sources of divine revelation to man. 

Allaah, in the Qur'aan, explains the fundamental Islamic view 
of magic in the following verses: 

,.., .......... l'.J~ "'/.> ~, • .,J». > ...... .,. ~t!j ..... 
~ --"'~ _;.u ~~ !>""' j r-'. . - ~ 

--1 ..... ,, .&, ..... ,~4= ~H~ ~&J,~- ~ ~ b 
~ !..)J., '-;-· • ,; • ,, :..7'.J ..,, r.r,~J . 

/ p·:,--j •-'~~. ~,t 
....;_, ~ ~ ~j~ 

"And when a messenger from Allaah (Muhammad) 
came to them confirming what they had with them 
(i.e. the prophecies about Muhammad in the 
Torah), a group from among those who were given 
the scripture (i.e. Rabbis) cast Allaah's Book behind 
their backs pretending they bad no knowledge of it 
or bim". 1 

After pointing out the hypocrisy of the Jews with regards to the 
prophets sent tothem, Allaah goes on to take apart a lie which 
they had invented about Prophet Sulaymaan. 

1 Soorah al-Baqarah 2: 101. 
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t •,:,,,~ .... ·",-:•,,, / >.. .... ~,,,,,,,,,, .>: -: >~\ .... ::'~ 
... "--' u ., ~ ... ~ ~ j .......4.1 \.A . • • ... u _,_ • t 

.,,, ;,,.~.... -· ;;., ':.T"~ ,,,. -.,,~-:,,,,,,,, .... t~--, !' 1 •• J, /". "'--1:::,, ,,., ........ o 1 4U C:.,.)U .J ..\...>I ..... -4.J u_ ,. ,..J>\.A . :':J.,. ... ,..,_ 9>.- v.,',;.. -~ ;.1· '-' 

) ' .... : :--,~ ....... ~j ...... ;\"'t•) )-':' J-...1 /.)-'- -! .... , ...... 
~..J\-M ' .J 'l ... Q 'J.J-.A ~1...,,4 ., .... r - ,. ~--

f ~ / /. .... .. ,,, .,, • ., ,, 
z~ \ •,. ,....,. ~ ............... f t "'~' ~ 0"' · 'Sf\ . ~ ~ .... ,.~..,........, ~J ~ ... ~ L!, 

/;.~·,>-,~ -J .... ;,,.,,,-!~, 
~ I,.)'-==' I 4 ,.41 

-..7 t 
"They follow what the Shayaateen (devils) related 
concerning Solomon's kingdom, but it was not Sol
omon who disbelieved, it was the devils who disbe
lieved by teaching the people magic and that which 
was revealed to the angels Haaroot and Maaroot in 
Babylon. Although the two would not teach anyone 
anything until after they warned them saying, 'Ver
ily we are only a test and trial, so do not commit dis
belier. But the people went ahead and learned from 
the two of them what could cause the separation of a 
man froQl his wife. However, they could not harm 
anyone with it except by Allaah's permission. They 
(in fact) learned what would only harm their own 
souls and not benefit them. Verily they knew that 
whoever purchases it would have no share jn the 
Hereafter. Evil indeed was the price for which they 
sold their own souls if they only knew. " 1 

' Soorah al-Baqarah 2: 102. 
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The Jews used to justify their practice of magic within an esteric 
mystical system called the Cabala by claiming that they had 
learned it from Prophet Sulaymaan himself. Alla ah explains 
that after tossing the divine scriptures behind their backs and 
rejecting the last Prophet , the Jews chose to follow magical for
mulas taught to them by devils. These devils already committed 
disbelief just by teaching it. They also taught an art of sorcery 
called astrology. It had been taught in ancient times by two 
angels by the names Haaroot and Maaroot who were sent as a 
test to the people of Babylon. The angels used to warn the 
people not to commit disbelief by learning sorcery before they 
would teach them any of its principles, but the people did not 
pay heed to their warnings . They learned from astrology how to 
cause enmity between people and destroy marriages to such a 
degree that they thought they could harm whomsoever they 
pleased. However, Allaah is really the One who decides whom 
it will affect and whom it will not. This knowledge which they 
learned was of no real benefit to them, thus, they only harmed 
themselves by learning it. Because acts of disbelief are essential 
to the practice of real magic, they harmed themselves by 
guaranteeing for themselves a place in Hell. 

The Jews who learned these arts knew well that they were 
cursed because it was forbidden in their own scriptures. The fol
lowing verses can still be found in the Torah: 

"When you come into the land which the Lord your 
God gives you, you shall not learn to follow the 
abominable practices of those nations. There shall 
not be found among you anyone who burns his son 
or his daughter as an offering, anyone who practices 
divination, a soothsayer, or an auger, or a sorcerer, 
or a charmer, or a medium, or a wizard, or a necro
mancer. For whoever does these things is an abomi-
nation to the Lord; and because of these abomina-
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ble practices the Lord your God is driving them out 
before you. " 1 

But they paid no heed to these scriptures, pretending they were 
not there. It was also written in the Torah that whosoever par
took of the magical arts would forever abide in the fire, cut off 
totally from any of the rewards of Paradise. But, the Jews 
removed these verses altogether from the Torah and practiced 
the magical arts. 

Allaah closes the verses on a note of pity in order to confirm the 
graveness of their situation. If only the Jews knew how severe 
the penalty of the next life is , they would realize how terrible it 
was for them to sell the future of their souls for a few cheap 
tricks in this short life. 

These verses clearly indicate that magic is Haraam (forbidden) in 
the phrase: "Whoever purchases it would have no share of 
Paradise in the Hereafter". 2 Eternal residence in the fire could 
only be a punishment for an extremely Haraam action. The 
verse also proves that the magician as well as one who learns or 
teaches magic are K,aafirs (disbelievers) . The phrase , "Whoever 
purchases it" (i.e. acquires it) is general in its implications. It 
includes whoever acquires wealth from teaching it, whoever 
pays to learn it, or simply whoever has knowledge of it. Allaah 
also referred to magic as being Kufr (disbelief) in the phrase: 
"Verily we are a test and a trial so do not commit disbelier', and 
" It was not Solomon who committed disbelief, it was the devils 
who disbelieved by teaching the people magic."3 

The previously mentioned verse proves without a doubt that 

1 Deute ronomy 18:9-12. 
2 Soornh al-Baqarah 2: 102. 

·' Ibid . 
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some magic has reality to it. There is also a Hadeeth in Saheeh 
al-Bukhaaree and other books of Hadeeth which mentions that 
the Prophet ( ~ ) himself suffered from the effects of magic. 
Zayd ibn Arqam reported that a Jew by the name of Labeeb ibn 
A 'sam, cast a magical spell on the Prophet ( ~ ) and when he 
began to suffer from it, Jibreel came to him and revealed the 
Mu'awwadhataan (Soorahs al-Falaq and an-Naas) then said to 
him, "Surely it was a Jew who cast this spell on you and the mag
ical charm is in a certain well." The Prophet sent 'Alee ibn Abee 
Taalib to go and fetch the charm. When he returned with it, the 
Prophet ( ~ ) told him to untie the knots in it, one by one, and 
recite a verse from the Soorahs with each. When he did so, the 
Prophet ( * ) got up as if he had been released from being tied 
up.I 

Every nation on Earth has records of people who have practiced 
some form of magic. Although some of it may have been false, 
it is highly unlikely that the whole of mankind could have agreed 
to make up similar stories about magical and supernatural events. 
Anyone who seriously contemplates the widespread presence of 
recorded instances of supernatural phenomena, will conclude 
that there must be some common thread of reality to them. 
"Haunted" houses, seances, ouija boards, voodoo, demonic -
possession, speaking in tongues, levitation, etc., all represent 
puzzles to those unfamiliar with the world of the Jinn. All of 
these occurences have their own manifestations in various parts 
of the world . Even the Muslim world is plagued with it, espe
cially, among the shaikhs (masters) of various extremist Sufi 

1 Collected hy · Ahd ihn Humayd and a l-Bayhaqec and much of it can also be 
found in al-Bukhaarcc (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English). vol.7. pp. 443-
4. no. 660) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim (E ngiish Trans.) . vol.3. pp. 1192-3, 
no. 5428) . 
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(mystical) orders. Many of them appear to levitate, travel huge 
distances in split instants of time, produce food or money from 
no where, etc. Their ignorant followers believe these feats of 
magic to be divine miracles and thus, willingly give their wealth 
and lives in service to their shaikhs. But behind all of these 
phenomena lie the hidden and sinister world of the Jinn. 

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, the Jinn are essen
tially invisible except for those in the snake and dog form. 1 

However, some of them are able to take any form they wish 
including humari form. For example, Abu Hurayrah said, 
"Allaah's messenger made me responsible to protect the Zakaah 
(charity) of Ramadaan. While I was doing so, someone came and 
began to dig around in the food so I caught a hold of him. I said, 
'By Al/aah I am going to take you to Allaah's messenger!' The 
man implored, 'Verily I am poor and I have dependents. I am in 
great need'. So /let him go. The next morning, the Prophet ( ~ ) 
said, 'Oh Abu Hurayrah, what did your captive do last night?' I 
said, 'He complained of being in great need and of having a fam
ily so I let him go. ' The Prophet ( ~ ) replied, 'Surely he lied to 
you and he will return. ' Since I knew that he was going to return, 
I laid in. wait for him. When he returned and began to dig in the 
food, J grabbed him and said, 'I'm definitely going to take you to 
Al/aah's messenger.' He pleaded, 'Let me go! Verily I'm poor 
and I do have a family. I won't return.' So I had mercy on him 
and let him go. The next morning Allaah's messenger said, 'Oh 
Abu Hurayrah, what did your captive do last night?' I said that he 
complained of being in great need and of having a family, so I let 
him go. The Prophet ( * ) replied, 'Surely he lied to you and he 
will return. ' So I waited for him and grabbed him when he began 
to scatter the food around. I said, 'By Allaah, I will take you to 

1 Sec chapter five on Fortunetellers. pp. 76-7, for evidence of this fact. 
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Allaah's messenger. This is the third time, and you promised you 
would not return. Yet you came back anyway!' He said, 'Let me 
give you some words by which Allaah will benefit you.' I said, 
'What are they?' He replied, 'Whenever you go to bed recite 
Aayatul-Kursee1 from beginning to end. If you do so, a guardian 
from Allaah will always be with you and Satan will not come near 
you until the morning.' Then I let him go. The next morning 
Allaah's messenger said, 'What did your captive do last night?' I 
said that he claimed that he would teach me some words by which 
Allaah would benefit me so I let him go. When the Prophet ( * ) 
asked what they were, I told him that they were saying Aayatul
Kursee before going to bed. I also told him that he said that a 
guardian from Allaah would remain with me and Satan would 
not come near me until I awoke in the morning. The prophet ( * ) 
said, 'Surely he has told the truth although he is a compulsive 
liar. Oh, Abu Hurayrah! Do you know who you have been 
speaking to these past three nights?' I replied, 'No'. And he said, 
'That was a devil. · "2 

They are also able to travel over vast distances instantaneously 
and enter human bodies prepared for their entry. Allaah has 
seen fit to give them these extraordinary abilities, as He has 
given other creatures abilities beyond those of man. Yet, He has 
chosen man to be above all of creation. 

If these basic facts about the Jinn's abilities are kept in mind, all 
of the supernatural and magical incidents which are not hoaxes 
can be easily explained. For example, in the cases of "haunted" 
houses, where lights go on and off, pictures fall from the walls, 
objects fly through the air, floors creak, etc., the Jinns are acting 

1 Verse number 255 of Soorah al-Baqarah (2). 
2 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari, (Arabic - English), vol.9. 

pp. 491-2. no. 530). 
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on material objects while remaining in their invisible form. This 
is also true in the case of seances where the spirits of dead people 
seemingly communicate with the living. People who know the 
voices of their dead relatives, hear them speak to them of inci
dents from their lives. This feat is accomplished by the medium 
s_ummoning the Jinn which was assigned to the dead person. It 
is this Jinn which imitates the dead person's voice and relates 
incidents from the person's past. Similarly in the case of the 
ouija board which appears to answer questions. The invisible 
prodding of the Jinn can easily cause amazing results if the 
proper atmosphere is set . In the case of those who appear to be 
able to levitate or raise objects without touching them, they are 
simply lifted up into the air by the invisible hand of the Jinn. 
Those able to travel vast distances and be in two places at almost 
the same time are transported by their invisible companions or 
the Jinn may even become visible in their form. Likewise, those 
who are able to produce food or money from the air are a_ided by 
the invisible and fast moving Jinn.1 Even the most amazing cases 
of apparent reincarnation like that of a seven year old girl in 
India by the name of Shanti Devi who related instances from her 
previous life in vivid and accurate detail. She described her 
former home in the town of Muttra which was in a province far 
away from where she lived. When people went there to check, 
the local people confirmed that such a house had once stood 
~here she described. They also confirmed some of the details of 
her former life. 2 Obviously this information was put into her 
subconscious mind by the Jinn. The Prophet ( ~ ) confirmed 
this phenomena when he said, "Verily the dreams which a man 
sees in his sleep are of three types: A dream from ar-Rahmaan 

1 See lbn Taymeeyah's Essay on the Jinn, pp. 47-59, for numerous accounts of 
such incidences. 

2 Colin Wilson , The Occult, (New York: Random House, 1971), pp. 514-515. 
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(Allaah), a sad dream from_ Satan and subconscious dreams. "1 

There is no doubt that the Jinn can enter the human body as it 
enters the mind. Cases of possession are too numerous to count. 
It may be temporary as in the case of many Christian and pagan 
sects where people work themselves into a physical and spiritual 
frenzy, fall into a state of unconsciousness and begin to speak in 
foreign tongues. In that weakened state the Jinn may easily enter their 
bodies and cackle on their lips. This phenomena has also been 
recorded by some Sufi2 orders during their Dhikr' sessions. 
Or, it may be a long term phenomenon wherein major personal
ity changes take place. The possessed often act irrationally, 
exhibit superhuman strength or the Jinn may actually talk 
through them on a regular basis. 

Exorcism4 became a widespread practice in Europe during the 
middle ages . The Christian practice of exorcism is based on 
numerous accounts of Jesus exorcising possessed people related 
in the Gospels. In one account Jesus and his companions came 
to Gerasenes and met a man possessed. When Jesus com
manded the demons to leave him, they left him.and entered a 
herd of swine which was feeding on a nearby hillside. The herd 
then rushed down the steep bank into the lake and were 
drowned.5 It has also become the topic of a number of films 
produced in the late seventies and eighties (e.g. "The Exorcist", 
"Rosemary's Baby" , etc.). The general attitude of the 

1 Reported by Abu Hurayrah and collected by Abu. Daawood (Sunan Abu 
Dawud, (English Trans.) , vol. 3, p. 1395, no. 5001). 

2 Mysticism which developed among Muslim peoples. 

' God's names arc repeated continuously and often musically while swaying 
the body or even dancing. 

4 The expulsion of evil spirits or demons from possessed people or places. 

5 See Matthew 8:28-34, Mark 5: 1-20 and Luke 8:26-39. 
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materialist West is the rejection of everything supernatural. 
Thus, to Westerners, exorcism has no rational basis and is 
looked at as a result of superstition. This attitude is a reaction to 
the wide scale witch hunts and burnings which took place in 
Europe during the Dark and Middle ages. However, in Islaam 
the practice of exorcism is recognized as a valid means of treat
ing genuine cases of possession and other ailments resulting 
from it, if the method conforms to the Our' aan and the Sunnah. 

There are essentially three methods of removing the Jinn from 
a possessed person. 

First, the Jinn may be removed by summoning another 
Jinn. This method is forbidden in Islaam because calling 
the Jinn often involves acts of sacrilege. The tenets of 
lslaam are likely to be desecrated for the Jinn to be beck
oned. This is the case where a magician or witch breaks 
a spell cast by another. 

Second, the Jinn may be removed by confirming Shirk in 
its presence. When the Jinn is pleased by the Kufr of the 
exorcist he may also leave. In doing so, he assures the 
exorcist that his method and beliefs are correct. This is the 
case of Christian priests who exorcise the Jinn by calling 
on Jesus and by using the cross, as well as that of pagan 
high priests who exorcise in the name of their false deities . 

Third, the Jinn may also be expelled by using Qur'anic 
recitation and prayers seeking refuge in Allaah. These 
divine words and formulas help to change the atmosphere 
around the possessed. The Jinn may then be driven out of 
the body by commands and possibly even accompanied by 
blows. However, these practises by themselves are useless 
unless the one doing them has firm Eemaan (faith) and a 
good contact with Allaah based on righteous deeds. 
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Although some Muslims tod?Y under Western secular influence 
openly deny possession and others even go so far as to deny the 
existence of the Jinn, both the Qur'aan and the Sunnah say 
otherwise. There are a number of authentic traditions in which 
the Prophet ( * ) is recorded as having exorcised people. 
There are, as well, traditions of his companions doing the same 
with his approval . The following are three narrations describing 
three different methods. 

Ya'laa ibn Marrah said, "Once I went travelling with the Prophet 
( ~ ) and we came across a woman sitting with her child in the 
road. She said, 'Oh messenger of Allaah, this boy has been 
afflicted and has caused us many trials. I don't know how many 
times per day he is seized by spells!' The Prophet ( * ) said, 
'Give him to me'. So she raised him up to him and the Prophet ( ~ ) 
put the boy in front of him in the middle of his saddle. Then he 
opened the boy's mouth, blew1 in it thrice and said, 'Bismillaah · 
(in the name of A/laah)! I am a slave of Allaah, so get away, oh 
enemy of Allaah!' Then he returned the boy to the woman, and 
said, 'Meet us here on our return and tell us what happened.' 
Then we went and on our return we found her at the place. She 
had with her three sheep so the Prophet ( ~) asked, 'How is 
your boy?' She replied, 'By the One who has sent you with the 
truth, we haven't noticed anything wrong with him since then, so 
I've brought you these sheep.' The Prophet ( ~ ) said to me, 
'Dismount and take one. Then return the rest to her. '2 

Umm Abaan bint al-Waazi' reported that when her grandfather 

1 The Arabic word used here is ..!..Z ( NafathaJ which means to put the tip 
of the tongue between the lips and blow. It is thus a cross between blowing 
(Nafakha) and spitting lightly (Tafa/a). 

~ Collected by Ahmad. 
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Zaari' went with a delegation from their tribe to see the Messenger 
of Allaah, he brought along with him a son of his who was insane. 
When he reached Allaah's messenger he said, "I have a son with 
me who is insane, so I have brought him for you to pray for him." 
The Prophet ( ~ ) told him to bring him. So he took off his son's 
travelling clothes and put on some good clothes, then carried him 
to the Prophet ( * ) . The Prophet ( ~ ) said, "Being him close to 
me and turn his back to me." The Prophet ( * ) then grabbed the 
boy's clothes and began to hit him severely on his back. While he 
was hitting him he said, "Get out, enemy of Allaah! Enemy of 
Allaah get out!" The boy then began to look around as if he were 
all right. The Prophet ( ~ ) sat him down in front of him and 
called for some water. He then wiped it on the boy's face and 
made a prayer for him. After the Prophet's ( ~) prayer, there 
were none in the delegation who was better than the boy. " 1 

Khaarijah ibn as-Salt reported that his uncle said, "Once, when 
we left Allaah's messenger's company, we came across a bedouin 
tribe. Some of them said, 'We have been told that you have come 
with some good things from that man (i.e. Prophet Muhammad). 
Do you have any medicine or incantation for a man possessed?' 
We answered yes, so they brought a madman bound in a spell. I 

recited the Faatihah over him every morning and evening for 
three days. Every time I completed the recitation, I would gather 
my saliva and spit. Finally he got up as if he broke free from being 
tied in bonds. The Bedouins then brought me a gift as payment, so ! 
said to them, 'I can't accept it until I ask Allaah's messenger.' 
When I asked the Prophet, he said, 'Take it. For, by my life, who
ever eats by way of false incantations will bear the burden of his 

1 Collected by Ahmad and Abu Daawood at-Tayaalasee from Matar ibn 'Abd 
ar-Rahmaan (Usud al-Ghaabah, vol. 2, p. 145). lbn Hajar rated Umm 

Abaan as an acceptable narrator. 
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sin. But you have earned that wage with an incantation of 
truth.' "1 

'l;he Islamic Ruling on Magic 

Since both the practice and learning of magic is classified in 
Islaam as Kufr (disbelief) , the Sharee'ah (law) has set aside a 
very stiff sentence for anyone caught practising it. The penalty for 
anyone caught practising it, who does not repent and give it up, is 
death. This law is based on the following Hadeeth reported by 
Jundub ibn Ka'b: The Prophet ( ~) said, "The prescribed 
punishment for the magician is that he be executed by the 
sword. "2 

This law was applied vigorously by the Righteous caliphs who 
led the Muslim nation after the Prophet's ( ~ ) death. 
Bajaalah ibn 'Abdah reported that Caliph 'Umar ibn al-Khat
taab sent a letter to the Muslim forces waging a campaign 
against Rome and Persia which commanded them to inform all 
the Zoroastrians married to their mothers, daughters and sisters 
to dissolve such marriages. They were also told to eat the food 
of Zoroastrians in order to include them in the category of "Ahl
ul-Kitaab ". 3 Finally, they were ordered to kill every fortuneteller 

1 Collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans.) , vol.3 , 

p. 1092. no. 3887). 

~ Collected by at-Tirmidhee . This Hadeeth, though Da'eef (weak) in its chain 
of narration has been upgraded to the level of Hasan. (relatively authentic) 
due to supporting evidence. Three of the leading four legists (Ahmad, Abu 
Haneefah and Maalik) ruled according to it. While the fourth. ash-Shaafi'ee 
ruled that the magician should only be killed if his magic feats reached the 
level of K11fr (see Tayseer al-'A zeez al-Hameed. pp. 390-1 ) . 

.1 Those who follow a revealed scripture like the Jews and Christians . This por
tion of the narration was collected by .al-Bukhaarcc. at Tirmidhee and an

Nasaa'cc. 
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and magician who they found. Bajaalah said that on the basis 
of the order he personally executed three magicians.1 

Muhammad ibn 'Abdur-Rahmaan reported that Hafsah, wife 
of the Prophet ( * ) and daughter of 'Umar, had a servant girl 
of hers killed because she worked some magic on her. 2 

This punishment is also recorded in the Torah to this day , 
clearly showing the Jews and Christians that magic is forbidden : 

"A man or a woman who is a medium or a wizard 
shall be put to death; they shall be stoned with 
stones, their blood shall be put upon them. "3 

After the time of the Righteous Caliphs, the laws became lax. 
The Umayyad kings not only allowed magicians and fortunetel
lers to practise their forbidden arts but they also introduced 
them into the royal court. Since the state stopped applying the 
law, some of the Sahaabah (companions of the Prophet) took 
it upon themselves to enforce it. Abu 'Uthmaan an
Nahdee reported that Caliph al-Waleed ibn 'Abdil-Malik (Rule 
705-715 C.E.) had a man in his court who used to perform feats 
of magic. Once he severed a man's head and separated it com
plete~y from his body. When the shock of his deed electrified the 
audience, he proceeded to further amaze them by rejoining the 
head. And the man then appeared as if his head had never been 
cut off. The people in the audience gasped, "Subhaanallah 
{Glory be to Allaah)! He is able to give life to the dead!" The 
Sahaabee, Jundub al-Azdee, noticed the commotion in al
Waleed's court so he came and watched the magician's perfor-

1 Collected by Ahmad. Abu Daawood and al-Bayhaqee. 

2 Collected hy Maalik (Muwatta. Imam Malik, (English Trans.) pp. 344-5, 
no. 1511). 

3 Leviticus 20:27. 
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mance. On the following day, he returned with his sword strap
ped across his back. When the magician stepped up to begin his 
show, Jundub burst through the crowd with his sword drawn 
and chopped off the head of the magician. He then turned to the 
startled audience and said , "If he is really able to bring life to the 
dead, let him bring himself back to life" . Al-Waleed had him 
arrested and thrown in jail. 1 

The severity of the ruling on magicians is primarily to protect 
the weaker elements of society from falling into Shirk in 
Tawheed al-Asmaa was-Sifaat by _attributing to ma~icians divine 
qualities belonging only to Allaah. In addition to the sacrilege 
committed by those who practise witchcraft in erncst, magicians 
often claim for themselves supernatural powers and divine attri
butes, in order attract a following and earn undue fame . 

1 
Collected by al-Bukhaaree in his book on History. 
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8. CHAPTER ON TRANSCENDENCY 

Allaah, Most Great and Glorious, has described Himself in His 
revealed books and through His prophets in order that man may 
have a better understanding of just who He is. Since the human 
mind is limited in its knowledge and scope, it is impossible for it 
to understand something which has no limits. Therefore , Allaah 
mercifully took it upon Himself to reveal to man some of His 
attributes, in order that mankind may not confuse the attributes 
of created things with those of Allaah. When Allaah's attributes 
are confused with those of creation, man ends up deifying crea
tion. It is this deification of creation which is the essence and 
basis of idolatry in all of its forms. In all pagan religions and cults 
created beings or objects are falsely endowed by man with 
divine attributes and consequently they become objects of wor
ship instead of Allaah or along with Allaah. 

Among Allaah's countless attributes is one which is of 
paramount importance with regard to the worship of God as 
opposed to the worship of His creation. It is an attribute which 
became confused with the appearance among Muslims of the 
Greek-influenced Mu'tazilite school of philosophical thought 
and remains misunderstood among many Muslims until today. 1 

This critical attribute is that of "al- ' Uloo", which in English 

1 Naasiruddeen al-Albaanee, Mukhtasar al-'Uloo, (Beirut: al-Maktab al

lslaamee, 1st ed., 1981), p. 23. 
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means highness or transcendence. When it is used to describe 
Allaah, this attribute refers to the fact that Allaah is above and 
beyond His creation. He is neither enclosed by the creation nor 
is any part of the creation above Him in any way. He is not a part 
of the created world nor is it a part of Him. In fact, His Being is 
totally distinct and separate from His creation. He is the Creator 
and the universe and its contents are all a part of His creation. 
However, His attributes function without restriction in His cre
ation. He sees, hears and knows all, and He is the prime cause 
of all that happens within the worlds of creation. Nothing hap
pens without His will. Consequently, it may be said that the 
Islamic concept of Allaah in relationship to His creation is 
essentially dualistic, but in relationship to Allaah alone or crea
tion alone it is strictly unitarian. It is dualistic in the sense that 
Allaah is Allaah, and creation is creation. Two separate 
entities, the Creator and the created, the Infinite and the finite. 
Neither is one the other nor are they both one. At the same time 
the Islamic concept is uncompromisingly unitarian in the sense 
that Allaah is absolutely one, without parents, offspring or part
ner. He is unique in His divinity and nothing is similar to Him. 
He is the sole source of power in the universe and everything 
depends on Him. Likewise, it is firmly unitarian vis-a-vis crea
tion, because all of the universe and its contents were created by 
Allaah alone. All created beings and entities are the product of 
the same Creator, and, as such, are constructed from the same 
elemental substances, the building blocks of "nature". 

Significance: 

The attribute of transcendence has special significance to man 
with regard to his worship of God. Prior to the arrival of Islaam 
in its final form, man had strayed far away from the implications 
of this noble attribute. Christians claimed that Allaah had come 
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to the earth and became flesh and blood in the form of man, 
Prophet 'Eesaa (Jesus), whom they claim was crucified and died. 
The Jews before them also claimed that Allaah came down to 
earth in the form of a man and lost in a wrestling match with 
Prophet Y aqoob (Jacob). 1 The Persians regarded their kings as 
gods endowed.with all of Allaah's attributes, and, consequently, 
they worshipped them directly. The Hindus believed that 
Brahman, the Supreme Being, was in every place and in every
thing so they worshipped countless idols, human beings and 
even animals as personifications of Brahman. 2 In fact, this 
belief has taken Hindus to an incredible state wherein they actu
ally make pilgrimage to their Holy city of Banaras to worship 
the god Shiva personified as an erect male penis endearingly cal
led called "lingam. "3 

The Hindu idea that Brahman is everywhere later became a part 
of the Christian belief system and eventually found its way 
among the Muslims many generations after the Prophet ( ~ ) . 
When the philosophical books of India, Persia and Greece were 
translated during the Golden Age of the 'Abbaasid Empire, the 

1 Genesis 33:24-30. 
2 John R. Hinnclls. Dictionary of Religions, (England: Penguin Books. 1984), 

pp. 67-8. 
3 Collier's Enclopedia, vol. 12. p. 130. See Santha Rama Rau's article 

"Banaras: India's City of Light", National Geographic, February 1986, p. 
235. "A dual natured deity, Siva destroys but also creates. Lingams, usually 
shaped from stone, are phallic symbols representing the god's regenerative 
powers. Huge Lingams are a common feature of temples. The Lingam typi
cally appears on a circular base, called a Yoni (female organ), that repre
sents Shakti, the god's female half and a source of divine energy. In the 
broadest sense, the Lingam symbolizes the entirety of the Hindu universe ... 
In a common Hindu ceremony, a priest bedecks a Lingam with flowers, 
anoints it with clarified butter, and washes it with milk and water!" 
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concept of Allaah being everywhere and in every thing was 
introduced into philosophical circles and became a foundational 
principle in the creed of Sufi (mystical) orders. Eventually it 
gained sway with a philosophical school known as the 
Mu'tazilah (the Rationalists) followers of which occupied key 
posts in the administration of the 'Abbaasid Caliph, Ma'moon 
(rule: 813 to 832 CE). With the blessing of the Caliph, they vigor
ously propagated this belief along with the other distortions 
contained in theiF school of philosophy. Inquisition courts were 
set up throughout the empire and many scholars were killed, 
jailed and tortured for their opposition to the philosophy of the 
Mu'tazilites. 

It was not until Imaam Ahmad ibn Hanbal (778-855 CE) 
stood his ground and defended the beliefs of early Muslim scho
lars and the Sahaabah, ( companions of the Prophet), that the 
tide was eventually turned. During the reign of Caliph al
Mutawakkil (rule 847-8(>1), the Mu'tazilite philosophers were 
removed from sensitive administrative posts in the government 
and their philosophy was officially condemned. Although most 
of their ideas died out in time, that of Allaah being everywhere 
(i.e. immanent) has remained to this day among followers of the 
Ash'arite sc~ool1

. This school was founded by scholars who 

1 This school of scholastic theology takes its name from Abul-Hasan · Alee al
Ash'aree (873-935 CE) a theologian born in Basrah who until his fortieth' 
year was a zealous pupil of the Mu'razilite theologian al-Jubbaa'ee. After a 
study of Hadeeth elucidated for him the contradiction between Mu"tazilite 
views and the spirit of lslaam, he began to champion the orthodox views. He 
is considered the founder of orthodox scholasticism (Kalaam) and his most 
famous works are al-Jbaanah 'an Usool ad-Diyaanah (translated by W .C. 
Klein (New Haven, 1940) and Maqaa/aat al-Jslaameeyeen, (Cairo: Mak
tabah an-Nahdah al-Misreeyah, 2nd ed.,, 1969) . Towards the end of his life 
al-Ash'aree abandoned scholasticism altogether and relied solely on 
Hadeeth. However, other theologians especially of the Shaafi'ite school of = 
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left the Mu'tazilite philosophy and attempted to to refute the 
excesses of Mu'tazilite thought from a philosophical basis. 

Danger of the Immanence Concept 

On the basis of the false attribute of divine immanence (i.e. the 
"God is everywhere" belief) some claimed that God was more 
in humans than in animals, vegetation, minerals, etc. From that 
theory it was only a matter of time before some claimed that 
God was more in them than in the rest of humans, either by 
Hulool (indwelling of Allaah in man) or by lttihaad (complete 
unification of the human soul with Allaah's "soul"). Among 
Muslim people of the ninth century, a deranged mystic and so
called saint, al-Hallaaj (858-992CE), openly declared that he 
and Allaah were one. 1 The Nusayrites, a breakaway Shi'ite sect 
of the tenth century, claimed that the Prophet's son-in-law, 
'Alee ibn Abee Taalib, was a manifestation of Allaah2 and 
another breakaway Shi'ite sect of the eleventh century called the 
Druze, claimed that the Fatimid Shi'ite caliph, al-Haakim bi 
Amrillaah (996-1021 CE) was the last incarnation of God 
among men. 3 lbn 'Arabee (1165-1240 CE), another so-called 
Sufi saint of the twelfth century, exhorted his followers in his 

= law adopted his earlier views and the Ash'arite school took on a life of its 
own. Al-Baaqillaanee (d. 1013 CE) reduced al-Ash'aree·s refutation to a 
system, established the intellectual basis and arranged the arguments . 
Among the leading Ash'arite scholars following him were Imaam al-Hara
mayn (al-Juwaynee [d. 1086]), al-Ghazzaalee (d. 1112) and ar-Raazee (d. 
1210). (Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam, pp. 46-7 and pp. 2/0-215). 

1 A. J. Arberry, Muslim Saints and Mystics, (London: Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1976) pp. 266-271. 

2 Shorter Encyclopedia of lslaam, pp. 454-455. 

3 Ibid, pp. 94-5. 
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poetry to pray to themselves and not to anything outside of 
themselves because he believed that God was inside man. 1 This 
same theory was the essence of Elijah Muhammad's (d. 1975) 
claim in America that black people were "Allaahs" and that his 
mentor, Fard Muhammad, was the supreme Allaah himself.2 

Reverend Jim Jones, who killed himself and 900 of his followers 
in Guyana in 1979, is one of the most recent example of man 
claiming to be God and people accepting it. In fact, Jim Jones 
learned his philosophy and psychological techniques for man
ipulating the innocent from another American who called him
self Father Divine . Father Divine, whose real name was George 
Baker, appeared during the early depression years of the 1920's 
and opened restaurants for the poor. After capturing their 
stomachs, he projected on them the claim that he was god incar
nate. In time he married and named his Canadian wife, Mother 
Divine. By the mid-thirties his followers numbered in the mill
ions and were to be found all across the U .S.A. and even in 
Europe. 3 

Thus, these claims of divinity were not limited to any particular 
place or religious group. They simply took root wherever the 
soil was fertile. If minds were already prepared by the belief in 
God's immanence in His creation to accept the man-god con-

1 
Ibn 'Arabee described Allaah as follows, "Glory be to He, who made all 
things appear while being their essence." (See, Ibo' Arabee, a/-Futoohaat al
Makkeeyah, vol.2, p. 604, quoted in Haadhihee Heya as-Soofeeyah by 
'Abdur-Rahmaan al-Wakeel, (Makkah: Daar al-Kutub al-'Ilmeeyah, 3rd 
ed., 1979), p. 35. 

2 Elijah Muhammad, Our Saviour Has Arrived (Chicago: Muhammad's Tem
ple of Islam no. 2, 1974), pp. 26, 56, 57, 39-46. 

3 E.U .. Essien-Udom. Black Nationalism, (<;:hicage: University of Chicago 

Press, 1962), p. 32. 
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cept, then those who claimed divinity could easily find follow
ers. 

It may be concluded that the belief that "Allaah is everywhere" 
is extremely dangerous primarily because it encourages, 
defends and rationalizes the greatest sin in Allaah's sight, the 
worship of His creation. It is also an aspect of Shirk in Tawheed 
al-Asmaa was-Sifaat as it claims for God an attribute which does 
not belong to Him. Neither in the Qur'.aan nor on the tongue of 
the Prophet ( ffi ) can such a description of Allaah be found. In 
fact, both the Qur'aan and the Sunnah confirm the opposite. 

Clear Proofs: 

Since the greatest sin in God's sight is the worship of others 
besides Him or along with Hiqi, and everything besides Him is 
His creation, the principles of Islaam are all either directly or 
indirectly opposed to the worship of creation. The fundamental 
tenets of the Faith make a very clear distinction between the 
Creator and what He has created. 

There are a number of proofs based on the essential elements of 
the Islamic creed which have been used by orthodox Muslim 
scholars to establish the fact that Allaah is totally separate from, 
and above His creation. The following are seven such proofs: 

1. A Natural Proof: 

Man, from the Islamic viewpoint, is born with certain natural 
t~npencies and is not merely a product of his ~nvironment. 
This fact is based on the Qur'anic passage in which Allaah 
explained that when He created Aadam, He extracted from 
him all of his descendents and made them bear withess to His 
unity1. This concept is further emphasised by the Prophet's 

1 Soorah al-A'raaf 7:172. 
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( * ) statement that every new born child is born with an 
inclination to worship Allaah, but its parents make it a Jew, 
a Magian or a Christian 1. Therefore, man's natural reaction 
to the implications of the "god is everywhere belief' may be 
used, to some degree, as a measure of its accuracy. If .Allaah 
exists everywhere and is present in everything, it would 
imply that His essence could be found in filth and filthy 
places. When confronted with this implication, most people 
are naturally repulsed by the thought. They find themselves 
instinctually unable to accept any statement which points to 
the fact-that Allaah, the Creator of the Universe, is present 
in man's excrements or in any other items or places not befit
ting His majesty. Therefore, it may be concluded that since 
man's natural instincts, placed in him by Allaah, reject the 
claim that Allaah is everywhere, it is highly unlikely that such 
a claim would be correct. Those unwilling to give up the 
"God is everywhere belief', however, might argue that 
man's repulsion towards this concept is a result of upbringing 
and conditioning, and not really a result of natural instincts. 
But, the vast majority of young children automatically reject 
this concept without any hesitation or contemplation, even 
though most of them were previo11sly indoctrinated with the 
idea that Allaah is everywhere. 

2. The Prayer Proof: 
According to the rules and regulations governing prayer in 
Islaam, places of worship must be completely free from 
statues or pictorial representation of God or His creation and 
the various positions of worship used in formal prayer (bow-

1 Reported by Abu Hurayrah and collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih A/
Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.8, pp. 369-90, no. 597) and Muslim (Sahih 

Muslim (English Trans.). vol.4. p. 1399, nQ. 6429). 
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ing, prostrating, etc.) are prohibited from being directed to 
anyone or anything besides God. If God were present 
everywhere; in every thing and in every individual, it would be 
perfectly acceptable for people to direct worship towards each 
other or even to direct worship towards themselves as the in
famous Sufi "saint", Ibn 'Arabee, suggested in some of his writ
ings. It would also not be possible to logically convince an idol 
worshipper or one who worships trees or animals that his 
method of worship is wrong and that he should only worship 
the unseen God, Allaah, who is alone without partners. The 
idolater would merely answer that he is not worshipping the 
object itself but the part of God which is inside of these objects 
or God who incarnated Himself in human or animal forms. 
Yet Islaam classifies anyone who does such an act as a Kaafir 
(disbeliever) regardless of the rationale. The fact is that such 
an individual is prostrating before God's creation. Islaam 
came to take man away from the worship of man and other 
created beings, and lead them to the worship of the Creator 
alone. Therefore, the commandments in Islaam concerning 
worship clearly indicate that Allaah is not to be found in 
created things; He is totally separate from them. This position 
is further strengthened by a total ban in Islaam on any pictorial 
representation of God or any other living being from the ani
mal world. 

3. The Mi'raaj Proof: 

Two years prior to his migration to Madeenah, the Prophet 
( ~ ) made a miraculous night journey (lsraa) from Mak
kah to Jerusalem where he ( ~ ) took the Mi'raaj I up 

1 The noun of instrument Mi'raaj (Lit. stairs or ladder) is actually the vehicle 
which took the Prophet ( * ) up through the heavens. However, the ascen
sion itse lf is commonly referred to by this name. (See Lane's , Arabic- English 

Lexicon, vol. 2, pp. 1966-7). 
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through the seven skies to the pinnacle of creation. This 
miraculous journey was bestowed on him in order that he be 
in the direct presence of Allaah. It was there, above the 
seventh heaven, that Salaah (formal prayer) was made com
pulsory five times per day , Allaah spoke directly to the 
Prophet ( m ), and Allaah revealed to him the last verses 
of Soorah al-Baqarah (Second Chapter of the Qur'aan).1 If 
Allaah were everywhere there would have been no need for 
the Prophet ( 15 ) to go anywhere. He could have been in 
the direct presence of Allaah on the earth in his own house . 
Therefore, the incident of the miraculous ascension of the 
Prophet ( ~ ) up through the heavens contains within it a 
subtle implication that Allaah is above His Creation and not 
a part of it. 

4. Qur'anic Proof: 

The number of verses in the Qur'aan which state that Allaah is 
above His creation are too numerous to count. They are 
found in almost every chapter of the Qur'aan, either directly 
or indirectly. Among the indirect references are those which 
refer to things rising up to God or descending from Him. For 
example, in Soorah al-Ikhlaas, Allaah calls Himself "As

Samad"2 which means: that to which things rise. Such refer
ences are sometimes literal, as in the case of the angels about 
whom Allaah said, 

1 See Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.9, pp. 449-50, no. 608 and 
Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol. I, pp. 103-4, no. 313 for the Prophet's ( * ) account of the incident. 

2 Soorah al-Ikhlaas 112:2. 
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''The angels and the Spirit (Gabriel) ascend up to 
Him in a day whose length is like fifty thousand 
years. 1 

and sometimes spiritual, as in the case of prayer and Dhikr 
about which Allaah said, 

> ~ ... >v, ... >,,, • .,, .. ,, ½-':.u,~,~~l 
"Every good saying goes up to Him". 2 

Even in the following verse 

,,, .,, .. 1.._f ... 1Ef-1---j,.r .. .--J ..... I.,..,, ..... .,, ~·--··J--ir·· 
f..:-•'. ,,.~ .11~~...r,# '9Y. ~ uy__,l "J .... ..... ., 

E • I~ ., .,. ,,, >:~-u ..... ... .,, 
l, ,l I~ • ..;.;;, ';J • l.' . ., ~µ 

"Pharaoh said, 'Ob Haamaan, build a lofty place for 
me that I may attain the ways. The ways of (reach
ing) the heavens for me to behold the God of Moses, 
for I certainly believe he is a liar .. '." 3 

An example of descent from God can be found in the following 
verse: 

/ .. ,;>J JJ-"--"1 ...,..-:-,.,..... ~ ... > > >"'-:,,,, ,> 
• --1 • u~ - · • I r_, · · \-:. '-·~ , ;. ;.~ 0-! ~ '(!.J ~ ..r' IJ' 

-:-~ ~ :!'3! ..... -:.>,,, >' > ,,, • > .,,, ,,, / :-... 
~~~~J'9S-Ul _J ~ ,,.~;u, 

''Say, the Holy Spirit bas brought it (the revelation) 
down from your Lord in truth, in order" to 
strellllhen those who believe, and as a guide and 

1 Soorah al-Ma'aarij 70:4. 
2 Soorah Faatir 35: to. 
3 Soorah Ghaafir 40:36-7. 
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glad tidings to Muslims."1 

Direct references can be found in both the divine names of God 
as well .as in His explicit statements. For example, Allaah calls 
Himself by the names "Al-'Alee" and "Al-A'laa" both of which 
mean the highest, above which there is nothing. For example, 
"Al-'Alee Al-'AdHeem"2, "Rabbikal-A'laa"3 He also explic
itly, referred to Himself as being above His servants saying, 

~ / ~·~ > ,,:, ....... > .... 
4,~~~'-'-".AYl~.J 

"He is al-Qaahir (the irresistable) above His wor
shippers',4 

and He also described His worshippers as, . .,, ,; 
• - . • - > .......... > 1:'-:" 

>t'~~("PJO.J9~ 

"Those, who fear their Lord who is above them"5. 

Therefore, the Qur'aan itself clearly points out for those who 
contemplate its meanings, that Allaah is high above His crea
tion and not within it or surrounded by it in any way.6 

S. Hadeethic Proof: 

There is also ample evidence in the statements of the Prophet 
( It ) which clearly establish that Allaah is not on the earth 

1 Soorah an-Nahl 16:102. 
2 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:225. 
3 Soorah al-A'\aa 87:1. 
4 Soorah Al-An'aam 6:18 and 61. 
5 Soorah an-Nahl 16:50. 
6 al- 'Aqeedah at Tahaaweeyah, pp. 285-6. 
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or within His Creation. Like the Qur'anic verses, some 
Hadeeths contain indirect references while others are direct. 
Among the indirect or implied references are those which 
refer to the angels ascending up to Allaah as in the Hadeeth 
of Abu Hurayrah in which he narrated that Allaah's mes
senger said, "(A group of) angels stay with you at night and 
( another group of) angels by daytime, and both groups gather 
at the time of'Asr (evening) and Fajr (dawn) prayers. Then 
those angels who have stayed with you overnight, ascend (to 
Heaven) and Allaah asks them ( about you) - though He 
knows all about you ... "1 

Included among the indirect references are those which refer 
to Allaah being above His throne which is itself above all cre
ation. An example of. this type can be found in Abu 
Hurayrah's report that the Prophet ( * ) said, "When 
Allaah completed creation, He wrote in a Book (which He 
kept) with Him above His throne, 'Verily My mercy will pre
cede my anger.' "2 

An example of a direct reference is the narration about the 
Prophet's wife Zaynab bint Jahsh who used to boast to the 
other wives of the Prophet ( ~ ) that their families g;ive 
them away in marriage to the Prophet, ( ~ ) while Allaah 
from above the seven heavens gave her away in marriage3. 

1 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih al-Bukhari {Arabic-English) vol.9, 
pp. 386-7, no. 525), Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.J, pp. 306-
7, no. 1320) and an-Nasaa'ee. 

2 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.9, 
pp. 382-3, no. 518) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.4, 
p. 1437, no. 6628). 

3 Narrated by Anas and collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic 

- English), vol.9, p . 382, no. 517). 
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Another may be found in the Du'aa (prayer) by which the 
Prophet ( $ ) taught the sick to pray for themselves , 

. «..!.L-i ~..U. .µ1 J 1.j.lll .JJI ~;» 

"Rabbanaa Allaah alladhee fis-Samaa'e Taqaddasasmuka .. . . 
( Our Lord Allaah who is above the heavens, may Your name 
be Holy ... )1 

The following Hadeeth is perhaps the most explict of the 
direct references: 
Mu'aawiyah ibn al-Hakam said, "/ had a servant girl who 
used to tend to my sheep in the area of Mount Uhud, near a 
place called al-Jawwaareeyah. One day I came to see them 
only to find that a wolf had made off with a sheep from her 
flock. Since I, like the rest of Aadam's descendants, am prone 
to do regretable acts, I gave her a terr:i~le slap in her face. 
When I came to Allaah's Messenger ( •) with the story, he 
considered it a grave thing for me to have done. I said, 'Oh 
Messenger of Allaah ( ~ ) couldn't I free her?'2 He replied, 
'Bring her to me', so I brought her. He ( • ) then asked her, 
'Where is Allaah?' and she-replied, 'Above the sky'. Then He 
asked her, 'Who am I?' and she replied, 'You are Allaah's 
Messenger.' So he said, 'Free her, for verily she is a true 
believer. ' " 3 

1 Collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans. ), vol.3, 
p. 109, no. 3883). 

2 Al-Bukhaaree, Muslim and Abu Daawood collected a Hadeeth transmitted 
by Abu Hurayrah in which he reported that Allaah's Messenger ( 15 ) said, 
"When you hit (others), avoid the face." (See Sahih Muslim (English Trans.) , 
vol. 4 , p. 1378, nos. 6321-6 and Sunan Abu Dawud, (English Trans.), vol. 3, 
p. 12S6, no. 4478). He was reported to have said, "'The expiation for slapping 
a slave or beating him is to set him free" (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol: 
3, pp. 882-3, no. 4078). 

3 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.1, pp. 271-2, .no. 
1094). . 
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When testing the faith of others, the logical question to ask 
would be "Do you believe in Allaah?" The Prophet ( ~ ) 
did not ask that question, because most people at that time 
believed in Allaah, as the Qur'aan frequently mentions, 

;: ~f',,,.~ ,, ,, -: ..--~,..,,, ~~-== .. (,-:,~ •-:: r+jt-' . _,,, 
~Jt..Y'..; .J !.Ju' ' ~~ • ...._, ~J 

; ~ 

loo 

%\j):J ;.1ar~ 
"And if you ask them who created the heavens and 
the earth and controls the sun and the moon, they 
will certainly say, 'Allaah'. " 1 

Because the pagan Makkans of that time b.elieved that Allaah 
was somehow present in their idols and thereby a part of crea
tion, the Prophet ( * ) wanted to determine if her belief was 
confused and paganistic like other Makkans or clearly unitarian 
and according to the divine teachings. Hence, he asked a ques
tion which would determine whether she knew that Allaah was 
not a part of His creation or whether she believed that God 
could be worshipped in creation. Her answer that Allaah is 
above the heavens has to be considered by true Muslims as the 
only valid answer to the question "Where is Allaah?" because 
the Prophet ( ~ ) ruled that she was a true believer on the basis 
of it. If Allaah is everywhere as some Muslims today still con
tend, the Prophet ( ~ ) would have had .to correct her answer, 
"Above the sky", since whatever was said in his presence which 
he did not reject is considered, according to Islamic Law, 
approved Sunnah (Taqreereeyah) and thus valid. However, the 
Prophet ( ~ ) not only accepted her statement, but he also 
used it as a basis for judging her to be a true believer. 

1 Soorah al-'Ankaboot 29:61. 
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6. The Logical PPlOf: 

Logically spe" king, it is_ obvious that in a case where two 
things exist, one of those things must either be a part of the 
other and dependent on it like its attributes, or it must exist 
by itself, distinct from the other. Thus, when God created 
the world, either He created.it inside Himself or He created 
it outside of Himself. The first possibility is unacceptable 
because it would mean that Allaah, the infinite Supreme 
Being, has within Himself finite attributes of deficiency and 
weakness. Therefore, He must have created the world out
side of Himself as an entity distinct from Himself yet depend
ing on Him. Having created the world outside of Himself, He 
either created it above Himself or below Himself. Since 
human experience nowhere confirms prayer downwards, 
and being below creation contradicts God's majesty and 
supremacy, God must therefore be above His creation and 
distinct from it. 

As to the contradictory descriptive statements that God is 
neither connected to the world nor separate from it, or that 
He is neither in the world nor outside of it1 ,.such words are 
not only illogical but they , in fact, deny God's actual exis
tence. 2 Such clajms relegate God to the surrealistic realm of 
human thought where opposites can co-exist and the impos
sible exist (like three gods in one). 

7. The Consensus of Early Scholars: 

The statements of the early scholars of Islaam confirming 
God's transcendence are too numerous to mention' in this 

1 See Haashiyah al-Beejooree 'alaa al-Jawharah, p. 58. 

2 al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, pp. 290-1 : See also Ahmad ibn Hanbal's ar

Radd 'Alaa al-Jahmeeyah. 
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concise work. The 15th century Hadeeth scholar, adh
Dhahabee, wrote a book entitled al- 'Uloo lil-'Alee al
'AdHeem in which he gathered the statements of over 200 
major scholars of the past confirming Allaah's transcen
dency .1 

A good example of such statements can be found in Mutee' 
al-Balakhee's report that he asked Abu Haneefah his opin
ion of a person who says he does not know whether his Lord 
is in the heavens or on earth. Abu Haneefah replied, 'He has 
disbelieved, because Allaah has said, 'The Most Merciful is 
above the throne (Soorah Taahaa 20:5)', and His throne is 
above His seven heavens." He (al-Balakhee) then said, 
"What if he said that He is above the throne but he does not 
know whether the throne is in the heavens or on earth?" He 
(Abu Haneefah) replied , "He has disbelieved because he has 
denied that He (Allaah) is above the heavens and whoever 
denies that He is above the heavens has disbelieved. "2 

Though many who follow the Hanafee school of law today 
claim that Allaah is everywhere, the early followers did not 
hold that position. The incident in which Abu Haneefah's 
main student, Abu Yousuf, told Bishr al~Mareesee3 to 
repent when he denied that Allaah is above the throne, was 
recorded in a number of books written during and about 
that era.4 

1 Mukhtasaral-'Uloo, p. 5. 
2 Narrated by Abu Ismaa'eel al-Ansaaree in his book al-Faarooq and quoted 

in al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p . 288. 
3 Bishr {d.833 CE) from Baghdad was a Mu'tazilite scholar of Jurisprudence 

and philosophy. (See al-A'laam, (Beirut: Daar al-'Ilm lil-Malaayeen , 7th 
ed., 1984) vol.2 , p. 55 by Khairuddeen az-Ziriklee). 

4 Narrated by 'Abdur-Rahmaan ibn Abee Haatim and others. See al
'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p. 288. 
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Summary: 

Therefore, it can be safely said that according to Islaam and its 
key principle of Tawheed, 
1. .Allaah is completely separate from His creation. 
2. Creation neither surrounds Him nor is above Him in any 

way. 
3. He, Allaah is above all things. 

This is the classical conception of Allaah according to the 
sources of Islaam. It is very simple and firm, and leaves no room 
for the type of misconceptions which often lead to the worship 
of creation. 

This view, however, does not deny that Allaah's attributes oper
ate throughout His creation. Nothing escapes His sight, His 
knowledge and His power. But just as it is considered a major 
advance in technology to be able to sit in the comfort of our 
homes and watch events taking place half-way around the 
world, Allaah sees, hears and knows all that happens in the uni
verse without having to be inside ofit. lbn 'Abbaas was reported 
to have said, "In Allaah's hand, the seven heavens, seven 
earths, their contents as well as what is between them. is like 
a mustard seed in one of your hands"1 And, just as remote-con
trol T. V. is considered a great technological improvement over 
manual control, Allaah's power operates unhindered within the 
smallest elements of creation without Him having to be there. In 
fact, the concept that Allaah is within His creation is really a 
form of Shirk in Tawheed al-Asmaa was-Sifaat wherein Allaah 
is given some of man's weaknesses. It is man who has to be pre
sent in the world for him to see, hear, know and affect what 
takes place in it. 

1 al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p. 281. 
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Allaah 's knowledge and power, on the other hand, has no 
bounds. Man's very thoughts are totally exposed to Allaah, and 
even the emotional workings of his heart are subject to Allaah's 
control. This is the light in which the few verses which allude to 
Allaah's closeness should be understood. For example, Allaah 
said, 

"Verily, We created man and know what his soul 
whispers, for We are closer to him than his jugular 
vein". 1 

He also said, 

"0 believers, respond to Allaah and His messenger 
when they call you to that which will give you life. 
And know well that Allaah comes between a man 
and his heart. And to Him you will be gathered."2 

These verses should not be taken to mean that Allaah is inside 
man at a point closer than his jugular vein or that He is inside 

1 Soorah Qaaf 50: 16. 
2 Soorah al-Anfaal 8:24. 
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man's heart changing its states. They simply mean that nothing 
escapes Allaah's knowledge. even the innermost thoughts of 
man, and nothing is beyond His power to control and change, 
even the emotions of the heart. As Allaah said, 

~J F~.~_;~,,_u~1J ·.;~,~ 5;.1::~J 
"Don't they realize that Allaah knows what they hide 
and what they expose?"1 

,_1-;. _."'-,..::J\t~\~1 -. ~\' .. ,u)\ • • ,. ~, >.. >,t, .. ,,, ,,,,:;-fr_,,, .. " .. ~,>. .. ~,,,,,, ,:;., ,,, ,,,., f (5>. .,.#,,, 

,_,.., ..... -~ i, - -- ~ .J. '.J 
{;"• ,,,.,, } .,,,,, .-,~ 
u' . \ - . - •\! -_,> '>-,!-7., ;~~ 

"(Remember) when you were enemies and He put 
love between your hearts and by His blessings you 
became brothers"2 

and the Prophet ( ~ ) often used to pray saying, 

. K~.) ~ ~ ~ "':"'P' ~ 4» 
"Yaa muqallib al~Quloob (0, Changer of hearts) 
Thabbit Qalbee 'a/aa Deenik (steady my heart in 
Your Religion) ".~ 

Similarly, verses like 

1 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:77 . 2 Soorah Aal'lmraan 3:103. 

; Collected by at-Tirmidhee and authenticated by Muhammad Naasirud
Deen al-Albaanee is Saheeh Sunan at-Tirmidhee (Riyadh: Arab Bureau of 

Education for the Gulf States, 1st. ed. , 1988), vol. 3, p. 171, no. 2792. 
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"There is not a secret consultation between three, 
but He Is their fourth, nor between five but He is the 
sixth, nor between fewer nor more but He is in their 
midst wheresoever they may be . .. "1 

should be understood according to their context. By reading the 
preceding segment of the same verse, 

~~~i~~_; ~_:{.,;,l\~~2~~~0~1 
''Can you not see that Allaah knows all that is in the 
heavens and on earth?" 

and the concluding segment of the verse, 

~ .. ~~> A\~\1:(oil""..-•w>. ... \:, >{,':'>~{ .,_. 4U w ~Al • ~.t" 
-; ._....., ..,, :,. ._,,,. .,,,. ,~ ,,,, ,,, - \ 

"In the end He will tell them the truth of their con
duct, on the Day of Judgement for Allaah has full 
knowledge of all things." 

It becomes clear that Allaah is here referring to His knowledge 
and not the fact that His Supreme Being is present among men, 
for He is above and beyond His creation. 2 

As for the following statement which has been attributed to the 
Prophet ( • ), "The heavens and earth cannot contain Allaah, 
but the heart of the true believer contains Him," it is inauthen
tic. But, even if it were taken at face value, there is no way that 
a logical person could deduce from it that Allaah is in man. If a 
believer's heart literally contains Allaah, and the believer is con-

1 Soorah al-Mujaadalah 58:7. 
2 Ahmad ibn al-Husain al-Bayhaqee, Kitaab al-Asmaa was-Sifaat, (Beirut: 

Daar al-Kutub al-'Ilmeeyah, 1st ed., 1984), pp. 541-2. 
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tained within the heavens and-earth, then Allaah is contained 
by the heavens and earth. Because, if A is inside of B, and Bis 
inside of C, then A must also be inside of C. 

Therefore, according to the classical Islamic outlook based on 
the Qur'aan and the Prophet's Sunnah, Allaah is above the uni
verse and its contents in a way which befits His majesty and He 
is not in anyway contained within His creation nor is it within 
Him, but His infinite knowledge, mercy and power operate on 
every particle within it without any hindrance whatsoever. 1 

1 'Umar al-Ashqar. a/-'Aqeedah fee Allaah. (Kuwait: Maktabah al-Falaah, 
2nd ed., 1979), p. 171. 
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9.CHAPTER ON SEEING ALLAAH 

Allaah 's Image 

As was stated previously , man's mind is limited and Allaah is 
limitless, therefore man cannot hope to understand anything 
about Allaah's attributes except what Allaah chooses to reveal 
to him. If man tries to picture Allaah in his mind he will only go 
astray, because Allaah is different from anything man can con
ceive. Any image of God which man constructs in his mind will 
be from some part of creation, or a composite of created things 
which he has observed. Thus, if he pictures Allaah in his mind , 
he ends up giving Allaah the attributes of creation. It is, how
ever, possible for man to intellectually and emotionally under
stand some of Allaah's attributes. Hence , Allaah has revealed 
some of them to man. For example, al-Qaadir: the All-Power
ful, means Jhat there is nothing which Allaah is unable to do. 
Similarly, ar-Rahmaan: the most-Merciful, means there is 
nothing in creation which has not been blessed by Allaah's 
mercy, whether they deserve it or not. Such understandings do 
not require any pictorial representations in the mind. Thus , it is 
only along these lines that the human mind may correctly s;on
ceive of Allaah. A confused understanding of the boundaries 
within which Allaah may be conceived by man was one of the 
factors which led the early Christians of Greece and Rome 
astray from the true teachings of Prophet Jesus. Europeans who 
embraced Christianity put in their churches and shrines pictures 
and statues of God in the form of an old European patriarch 
with a long flowing white beard. Early Christians of Palestine 
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came from a Jewish background which strictly, prohibited any 
pictori~l representations of the Creator. Europeans, however, 
went astray in this respect due to a long historical tradition of 
representing their gods in human form and because of their 
dependence on the distorted scriptures of the Jews for religious 
guidance. In Genesis, the first book of the Torah, the Jews had 
written the following concerning man's creation. 

"Then God said, "Let us make a man in our image, 
after our likeness. so God created man in his own 
image, in the image of God he created him; 
(1:26,27)". 

From these verses and others like them, early European Christ
ians concluded that the scriptures taught t.hat God looks like a 
man in the same way that they portrayed their mythological 
gods looking like men. Consequently, they expended much 
wealth, time and energy portraying God in human form in 
statues and paintings. 

The practise of representing God in human form is, and has 
been, quite widespread. When man lost touch with divine reve
lation which taught that God was not similar to His creation, he 

began to direct his worship to creation. In doing so, he often 
chose to represent God in human form, as man was obviously 
the greatesfliving being on earth . Thus, for example, from the 
time of the Chou dynasty (1027 BC - 402 CE) the official or state 
religi@n of China focused upon the abstract diety "T'ien" 
(Heaven) who was given human form as "Yu Huang" , Jade 
Emperor, Lord on High, ruler of the heavenly court. 1 

In the Qur'aan Allaah makes it very clear that nothing we can 
think of is like him. Allaah states, 

1 Dictionary of Religion. p. 85. 
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"There is nothing like Him (Allaah) but He sees and 
hears all" 1 

and 

"There is none comparable to Him"2 

Prophet Moosaa Asks To See Allaah 

After making it clear that He is not like His creation, Allaah 
goes on to inform us that our eyes cannot grasp Him. He said, 

"Eyes cannot catch Him but He catches all eyes". 3 

This divine statement points out that man is incapable of view
ing the Divine Being. 

In order to further emphasize this fact, Allaah related in the 
Qur'aan a pertinent incident from the life of Prophet Moosaa 
(Moses); 

1 Soorah ash-Shooraa 42: 11. 
2 Soorah al-lkhlaas 112:4. 

-' Soorah al-An'aam 6:103. 
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"And when Moses came to our appointed meeting 
place and his Lord spoke to him, he said: 'My Lord! 
Show me Yourself so that I_may gaze upon You.' He 
replied: 'You will never see Me, but look at the 
mountain. If it remains in its place you will be able to 
see Me.' When his Lord revealed His glory to the 
mountain, it was crushed into dust, and Moses fell 
down unconscious. When he regained his conscious
ness he said: 'Glory be unto You! I turn to You 
repentant and I am the first of the true believers.' " 1 

Prophet Moosaa thought that he might be allowed to see God 
since Allaah had preferred him over the rest of mankind of that 
time by choosing him to receive His message. 2 But, Allaah 
made it very clear to him that it was not possible for him or any
one else. No man could bear the intensity of even seeing 
Allaah's glory much less Allaah's boundless being.3 When the 
mountain disintegrated, Prophet Moosaa realized his error and 
begged Allaah's forgiveness for requesting something which 
was not permitted. 

1 Soorah al-A'raaf7:143. 
2 Soorah al-A"raaf 7: 144. 

3 al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p. 191. 
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Did Prophet Muhammad ( ffi ) See Allaah? 

Some Muslims have felt that an exception was made in the case 
of the last of the Prophets, Muhammad ( * ), whom Allaah 
caused to travel up through the heavens and go even beyond the 
point where angels were allowed to go. But when his wife, 'Aa'
eshah , was asked by one of the Taabe'oon1 named Masrouq, if 
Prophet Muhammed ( * ) had seen his Lord, she replied, "My 
hair is standing on end because of what you have asked! Who
ever tells you that Muhammad saw his Lord has lied!"2 And 
when Abu Dharr asked the Prophet ( ~) if he saw his Lord , 
the Prophet ( • ) replied, "There was only light, how could I 
see Him . "3 The Prophet ( * ) on another occasion explained 
the significance of the light and that it was not Allaah himself, 
saying, "Verily Allaah does not sleep nor is it befitting for Him to 
sleep. He is the One who lowers the scales and raises them. The 
deeds of the night go up to Him before the deeds of the day and 
those of the day before those of the night, and His Yeil is light." 4 

Thus , it can be said with certainty that the Prophet Muhammad ( * ), like the prophets before him, did not see Allaah, Most 
Great and Gracious, in this life . Based on this fact, the claim of 
those who are-supposed to have seen Allaah in this life is proven 
false. If the prophets, whom God has preferred over all of man-

1 Students of the Prophet's companions . 
2 Co llected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.I, pp. 111 - 112, 

nos. 337 & 339) . 

J Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.) , vol. I, p . 113 , no. 
341) . 

4 Reported hy Abu Moosaa al -Ash'aree and collected oy Muslim (Sahih Mus

lim (English Trans.), vol. I , p. I 13, no. 343) . 
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kind, were unable to see Him, how could any man, no matter 
how righteous and pious he may be, see Him? The claim that 
one has seen God is, in fact, a statement of heresy and disbelief, 
because it implies that the one who makes such a claim is greater 
than the prophets. 

Satan Pretends to be Allaah 

There is no doubt that many of the mystics (Sufis) who claim to 
have seen Allaah saw something. They often describe spectacu
lar visions of light and possibly even unearthly beings. How
ever, the fact that many mystics often discard basic practices of 
Islaam after such visions shows clearly that what they are 
involved with is satanic and not divine. Those who declare that 
they have seen God often claim that they no longer need to pray 
and fast regularly as common people do, because they have risen 
spiritually above the plane of the masses. Sheikh' Abdul-Qaadir 
al-Jeelaanee (1077-1166 CE), after whom the Qaadiree Sufi 
order is named, gave an account of an incident which he once 
experienced. This incident contains an explanation for both the 
visions of those who claim to have seen Allaah, as well as the 
reason why they often discard basic Islamic practices after such 
visions. "One day," he said, "I was deeply involved in worship 
when all of a sudden I saw before me a grand throne with a bril
liantly shining light surrounding it. A thunderous voice then 
struck my ears: 'Oh 'Abdul-Qaadir, I am your Lord! For you I 
have made lawful that which I have forbidden for others'. " 
'Abdul-Qaadir asked, "Are you Allaah besides whom there is 
no god?" When there was no answer, he said; "Get away, Oh 
enemy of Allaah." And with that, the light vanished and dark
ness blanketed him. The voice then said, " 'Abdul-Qaadir, you 
have succeeded in defeating my strategy because of your under-
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standing of the religion and your knowledge. I have managed to 
misguide over seventy saintly worshippers by such incidents. " 
Afterwards, the people asked 'Abdul-Qaadir how he realized 
that it was Satan. He replied, "I recognized that it was Satan by 
his claim that Allaah had made lawful for me what He had for
bidden to others, because I knew that the divine law revealed to 
the Prophet ( ii ) could not be cancelled or changed. I also 
realized who it was when Satan announced that he was my Lord, 
but was unable to confirm that he was Allaah who is without any 
partner."1 

Similarly some people in the past have reported that they have 
seen the Ka'bah and circled it in visions. Others have reported 
that a great throne was stretched out before them with a glorious 
being seated on it and a large number of men were ascending 
and descending around it. They considered the men to be angels 
and the glorious being to be Allaah, the exalted and glorious, 
but in fact , it was Satan and his followers. 2 

Consequently, it may be assumed that the basis to claims to 
seeing Allaah, either in dreams or in broad daylight , can be 
traced back to Satanic psychological and emotional states. In 
these states, Satan takes on glorious light forms and claims to 

. those who are experiencing the visions that he is their Lord. Due 
to their ignorance of pure Tawheed they accept such claims and 
thereby go astray. 

The Meaniq or Soorah an-Najm 

Some people 3 use the foliowing verses in Soorah an-Najm to 

1 Ibn Taymeeyah , at-Tawassul wal-Waseelah, {Riyadh: Daar al-Iftaa, 1984) 
p.28 

2 Ibid. 

3 Among them is an Nawawee in his commentary on Saheeh Muslim, vol. 3, = 
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"When he wu on the uppermost horizon. Then he 
came close and de1Cended. Until he was two bow's 
lengths away or cleser. And He revealed to His slave 
that which He revealed. The heart did not lie about 
what it saw. WW yaa argue with him about what he 
saw? And verily he saw him yet another time. By the 
lote-tree of the uppermost boundary. " 1 

They assert that these verses are in reference to the Prophet 
Muhammed ( iii ) seeing Allaah. However, when Masrouq 
asked the Prophet's wife 'Aa'eshah, about these verses she 
replied, " I was the first person from this Ummah (Muslim 
nation) to ask the messenger of Allaah about that and he 
replied: 'Verily it was Jibreel, May Allaah's peace be on him. I 
never saw him in the form in which he was created except these 
two times; I saw him descending from the heavens and the great
ness of his size filled all that was between the sky and the earrh." 
' Aa 'eshah then said, "Haven't you heard that Allaah, Most 
High , said, 'Eyes can not catch Him but He catches all eyes. He 

= p .12 .. !Scc Sharh Kitaab at-Tawfieed min Saheeh al-Bukhaaree, (Madeenah : 
Maktabah ad-Daar, 1985) , pp. 11 5-6 by 'Abdullaah Aal Ghunaimaan]. 

1 Soorah an-Najm 53:7-14. 
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is the Subtle, the Aware?' 1 And haven't you heard that Allaah 
said, "Allaah will not speak to any man except by inspiration, or 
from behind a veil, or by sending a messenger (Angel)'?2 " 3 

Accordingly, the verses from Soorah an-Najm, when consi
dered in the light of the Prophet's ( ~ ) own explanation, do 
not in any way support the mistaken belief that Prophet 
Muhammad ( * ) saw Allaah. 4 

The Wisdom Behind Not Seeing Allaah 

If God could be seen in this life, the tests of this life would be 
pointless. What makes this life a real test is the fact that we are 
obliged to believe in Allaah without actually seeing Him. If 
Allaah were visible, everyone would believe in Him and all that 
the prophets ( Ni ) taught. In fact, man would end up like 
angels, in total obedience to Allaah. Because Allaah made man 
to be higher than the angels, whose belief in Allaah was without 
choice, man's choice of belief over disbelief had to be in a situa
tion where Allaah's existence could be questioned. Thus, 
Allaah has kept himself hidden from mankind and will continue 
to do so until the last day. 

Seeing Allaah In The Next Life5 

1 Soorah al-An'aam 6: 103. 
2 Soorah ash-Shooraa 42:51. 

J Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.I, pp. 111-112. 
no. 337). 

4 The narration attributed to lbn • Abbaas and collected by lbn Khuzaymah in 
Kitaab at- Tawheed that the Prophet ( • ) saw Allaah with his eyes is Da'eef 
(inauthentic) · see al- 'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p.197, ftn. 169. 

5 The main Muslim sects of the past which deny that Allaah will be seen in the 
next life are the Jahmites , Mu'tazilites and their followers among the Khaari
jites. In present times only the twelver Shi'ites continue to deny that man will 

see Allaah in the next life. (See al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p. 189). 
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There are a number of instances in the Qur'aan where Allaah 
has stated plainly that humans will see Him in the next life. In 
describing some of the events on the Day of Resurrection 
Allaah says, 

"On that day some faces wlll be bright. Looking at 
their .Lord"1 

The Prophet ( ~ ) has been even more explanatory about this 
great event. When asked by some of his companions, "Will we 
see our Lord on the Day of Resurrection?" He replied, "Are 
you harmed by looking at the moon when it is full?" They replied, 
"No". He then said, "Verily you will see him likewise. "2 On 
another occasion he said, "Verily each one of you will see Allaah 
on the day when you must meet Him, and there will not be bet
ween Him and you a veil nor a translator. "3 Ibo 'Umar also 
reported that the Prophet ( ~ ) once said, "The day of Resur
rection is the first day that any eye will look at Allaah, Most Great 
and Glorious. "4 Seeing Allaah is a special added blessing for 
the people of paradise. This additional favour is itself greater 
than all the other pleasures which Allaah has in store for the 

1 Soorah al-Qiyaamah 75:22-23. 
2 Reported byv _Abu Hurayrah and collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih A/

Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol. 9 , pp. 390-1, no. 532) and Muslim (Sahih 
Muslim (English Trans.) . vol. I. p. 115. no. 349) . 

3 Reported by 'Adee ibn Abee Haatim and collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih 
Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English). vol.9. p. 403 . no. 535) . 

~ An authentic narration collected by ad-Daaraqutnee and ad-Daarimcc in his 
book ar-Radd ·ataa al-Jahmeeyah (Refutation of the Jahmites) . (Bt!irut : al

Mak(ah al-lslaamcc. n.d.) p. 57. 
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righteous inheritors of the gardens of paradise. Allaah refers to 
this additional pleasure saying, 

1./' C::J "Q 5 (\$ t; ,1 -'-r - ~ --- ?J - r-
"For them is whatever they wish and there is with Us 
something additional, " 1 

Two of the Prophet's ( ii ) most notable companions, 'Alee 
ibn Abee Taalib and Anas, were reported to have explained 
that the additional thing which Allaah referred to here is, look
ing at Him.2 The companion Suhaib reported that Allaah's mes
senger recited ( the verse) 

... 
'»,, ,,, ,, ~j! , > ,,. .. 1 ,,. :1 t 
•->l;,J.J ,. \~,~~ 

"For those who do right is a. good reward and (some
thing) additional"3 

and said, "When the people deserving paradise have entered it 
and those deserving hell have entered it, a crier will call out, 'Oh 
people of paradise, Allaah has a promise for you which He 
wishes to fulfil.' They will ask, 'What is it? Has He not made our 
scale (of good deeds) heavy, made our faces shining, put us in 
paradise and extracted (some of) us from hell?' The veil will then 
be removed and they will gaze at Him. Nothing which He has bes
towed on them will be more dear to them than gazing at Him. And 
that is the something additional. "4 

1 Soorah Qaaf 50:35. 
2 Collected by at-Tabaree (see a/-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p. 190). 
3 Soorah Yunus 10:26. 

4 Co llected by at-Tirmidhee, lbn Maajah and Ahmad. 
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As for the previously mentioned verse, "Eyes~annot catch Him, 
but He catches all eyes", it negates seeing Allaah at all in this life, 
but in the next life, it only negates the possibility of seeing 
Allaah in His totality. The righteous will only be able to see a 
part of Allaah since their sight will still be the sight of finite 
created beings while Allaah is and always will be the infinite 
uncreated Lord who can not be encompassed by sight , know
ledge or power. 1 As for the disbelievers, they· will not see 
Allaah in the next life which will be a great deprivation and dis
appointment to them. Allaah said , 

SJ;.;d~ .. --i;;.3~ ;j1)\( 
/ - I !..:. , - ., -

"But on that Day they will be veiled from their 
Lord."2 

Seeing Prophet Muhammad ( * ) 
This is the other area of visions which has, to some degree, been 
a source of confusion and trials among Muslims. People claim to 
have seen the Prophet ( • ) and to have received special .gui
dance from him. Some claim that their visions were in dreams 
while others claim to have actually seen him in a waking state. 

Those who make such claims are usually revered by the masses. 
They often introduce various religious innovations and attribute 
them to the Prophet ( * ) . The basis of these claims rests on 
the Hadeeth reported by Abu Hurayrah, Abu Qataadah and 
Jaabir ibn 'Abdullaah in which the Prophet ( •) stated, "He 
who saw me in a dream in fact saw me, for Satan can not assume 

1 al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p. 188, 193, 198. See also Soorah Taahaa 
20: 110 where Allaah says, "They (man) can not encompass Him with (their) 
knowledge". 

2 Soorah al-Mutaffifeen 83: 15. 
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my form" 1 There is no doubt that this Hadeeth is Saheeh (au
thentic) and reliable, and thus can not be denied or distrusted; 
but there are, however, some points which should be noted con
cerning its meaning. 

a . The Hadeeth confirms the fact that Satan can come in dreams 
in various forms and invite man to misguidance. 

b. The Hadeeth states that Satan cannot take the actual form or 
appearance of the Prophet ( $ ). 

c. The Hadeeth also confirms the fact that the Prophet's form 
may be seen in dreams. 

Since the Prophet ( ~ -) made this statement about dreams to 
his companions, who were familiar with his appearance, it means 
that if one who knows exactly what the Prophet ( ~ ) looks like 
sees someone fitting that description in a dream, he could be 
sure that Allaah had blessed him with a vision of the Prophet ( ~ ). 
That is because Allaah has denied Satan the ability of taking 
the actual form of the Prophet ( ~ ). However, this also 
means that Satan can .appear in dreams to those unfamiliar with 
the Prophet's appearance, and claim that he is Allaah's mes
senger. He may th~n prescribe religious innovations for the 
dreamer or inform him that he is al-Mahdi (the awaited 
reformer) or even Prophet 'Eesaa (Jesus), who is to return in the 
last days. The number of individuals who have started religious 
innovations or made such claims, based on dreams, are count
less. People are particularly inclined to accept such claims 
because of their misunderstanding of the implications of the 

1 Collected by al-Bukhaarce (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English) . vol.9 . 
p. 104 . no . 123). and Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans. ) . vol.4 . 

p. 1225. no. 5o35 and p. 1220, no. 5039) . 
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above mentioned Hadeeth. Since the Sharee'ah (Islamic Law) is 
complete, the claim that the Prophet ( ~) has come in dreams 
with new additions must be false. Such a claim implies one of 
two things: (1) Either that the Prophet ( * ) did not fulfil his 
mission in his life time, or (2) that Allaah was not aware of the 
future of the Ummah, and thus did not prescribe the necessary 
injunctions during the Prophet's ( ~ ) life time. Both of these 
implications contradict basic principles of Islaam. 

As for seeing the Prophet ( ~) in the waking state, such a 
claim goes beyond the boundaries of the Hadeeth into the 
impossible. Any such visions which actually occur would no 
doubt be satanic apparitions, regardless of the outcome. During 
the Prophet's miraculous night journey to Jerusalem and into 
the heavens, Allaah did miraculously show him a number of the 
former prophets and Prophet Muhammad ( ~ ) communi
cated with them. Those who claim to see Prophet Muhammad 
( ~ ) in the waking state, in fact, attempt to·e)evate themselves 
to his level. Any such innovations in the religion of Islaam, 
whether based on visions of the Prophet ( ~ ) or otherwise, are 
totally unacceptable based on the many statements · of the 
Prophet ( ~ ) prohibiting them. For example, 'Aa'eshah 
reported that Allaah's messenger said, "Whoever innovates in 
this affair of ours (i.e. Islaam) something not belonging to it, will 
have it rejected. " 1 

1 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol. 3. 
p. 535, no . 861 ), Muslim (Sahih Muslim (E~glish Trans.). vol.3. p . 931, no. 
4266) and Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trnns.). vol.3. 

p. 1294, no. 4589). 
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10.CHAPTER ON SAINT WORSHIP 

Allaah's Favor: 

It is a part of man's nature to elevate some human beings over 
others. He likes to hold them in high esteem and prefers to fol
low them rather than make decisions ·on his own. This is a direct 
result of the fact that Allaah has favored some people over 
others, in various ways. Man has been placed over woman 
socially: 

• >-'; ....... >';.l,J~;\/ \/..:JI\~ ..... ,; / .>-::::: J,>.',;],"1 
• ',,4,91..<J) ~~ ,/'. ,_,J ._ 

E • ;,,,, .-- / ........__,,,,,....T ...T • -.,. 

~,,, ;(~_ 
~~ 

"Men are guardians of women by that which Allaah 
favored some of them over others" 1 

, 

,i 

l;:;: :-, J'-.. ,v .~ &?, , .~...., ., .,. 

"And men are one level over women."2 

And some men have been placed over other men economically: 

"Allaah has favored some of you over others with 
sustenance. " 3 

1 Soorah an-Nisaa 4:34. 

2 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:228. 

3 Soorah an-Nahl 16:81. 
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The tribe of Israel was favored over the rest of mankind by 
divine guidance: 

"Remember, Oh Israel, the blessing which I bes
towed on you by favoring you over all mankind." ·1 

The prophets were favored over all mankind by revelation and · 
Allaah favored some of the prophets over others: 

> • ., / / • > ,,. • ., /. -: ,,. >. .) ~, \ ,,. • ' 

~ ~ r--t~~~ J.:., ..t , ·~ 

":fhose are the prophets of whom We favored some· 
over others. " 2 

Yet Allaah has told us not to desire the things by which He has 
favored some of mankind over others 

-~-• • ,,~,,.,,, ~.), ,,, .,, >.;-,,.,, "~,,,·,.-: .,,..,.,,<t_, 
.-.11 • """~\\ ·-·I.A . ,- .J ~ . _,,. ~ ~ .., 

"Do not wish for that with which We have favored 
some of you over others."3 

because these favors are tests which carry with them great 
responsibilities. They are not a result of man's strivings, and , as 
such, should not be a source of pride. Allaah will not give us a 
reward for having them, although we will be held to account for 

1 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:47. 
2 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:253. 
3 Soorah an-Nisaa 4:32. 
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how we used them. Thus, Allaah's Messenger advised us, 
"Look at those below you and not those above you. It is better for 
you, so that you do not deny Allaah's blessings on you. " 1 

Everyone has been placed above others in some way or another, 
and everyone has certain responsibilities for which he will be 
held accountable. The Prophet ( ~) said, "Everyone of you is 
a shepherd, and everyone is responsible for his flock. "2 These 
responsibilities are the basic components of the tests of this life. 
If we are thankful to Allaah for His favors and apply them justly, 
we succeed; otherwise, we fail. But, perhaps the greatest test of 
responsibility is that of Allaah 's favoring man over all creation. 
This favor was confirmed by Allaah's command to the angels to 
prostrate to Aadam and the responsibility is twofold: 

a. It carries a personal responsibility of accepting Islaam: total 
submission to Allaah. 

b. It also carries a group commitment of establishing Allaah's 
law throughout the earth. 

Thus, believers are far superior to disbelievers in Allaah's sight 
because of their acceptance of their responsibilities. Allaah 
said: 

1 Collected by both al-Bukhaaree and Muslim. See Sahih Al-Bukhari 
(Arabic - English). vol.8. p . 328. no. 497 . and Sahih Muslim (English 
Trans.). vol.4. p. 1530. no . 7070. 

~ Collected by al-Bukhaarec and Muslim. See Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic -

English) vol.3. p. 438. no. 730 and Sahih Muslim (English Trans.) vol.3, 
p. 1017. no . 4496. 
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"You (believers) are the best of nations brought 
forth for the benefit of mankind (because) you com
mand the good, prohibit evil and believe in 
Allaah.,"1 

Taqwaa: 

Among the community of believers, some are superior to 
others; and this superiority is a direct result of their own striv
ings. It is a superiority linked to Eemaan, the strength and depth 
of faith. A living faith drives the one who possesses it to shield 
himself from whatever displeases Allaah. This shield in Arabic 
is called "Taqwaa." It has been variously translated as "fear of 
God" , "piety", as well as "God-consciousness"; and it carries all 
these meanings and more. Allaah clearly expressed the 
superiority of Taqwaa as follows: 

-~--;1~r:w_·~;, w~, 
~ ,_ ,:~~u~ 

"Verily the most noble among you is the one with the 
most Taqwaa." 2 

Allaah is here saying that the only factor which makes a believ
ing man or woman truly superior to another is the level of Taq
waa. It is this piety or fear of God which e·levates man from the 
level of "thinking animal" to that of governor ( Khaleefah) of the 
planets. The importance of the fear of Allaah in a Muslim's life 
cannot be overstressed. Allaah mentioned Taqwaa and its 
derivatives 26 times in the Qur'aan, everywhere emphasizing 
that Taqwaa is the driving force behind living faith. Without it, 
faith is only a meanlingless jumble of memorized words and 
phrases, and 'righteous' deeds only shells of pretence and 
hypocrisy. Consequently, piety is preferred over all other con-

1 Soorah Aal lmraan 3: 110. 

2 Soorah al-Hujuraat 49: 13. 
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siderations in all of life's transactions. The Messenger of Allaah 
( ~ ) said:· "A woman is married for four (reasons): her wealth, 
her nobility, her beauty, and her piety. Choose the pious one and 
be successful. "1 No matter how beautiful, rich or well bred a 
woman might be, if she is not pious, she is inferior to a pious, 
ugly, poor woman from a dishonorable family. The converse is 
also true, as the Prophet ( ~ ) said, "If a man whose practise of 
the religion satisfies you, asks you for your daughter in marriage, 
you should marry them; otherwise there will be corruption in the 
land. "2 

The Prophet ( ~ ) once reprimanded Abu Dharr for derisively 
calling Bilal, 'son of a black woman', then he went on to say, 
"Look! Surely you are not better than a brown man nor a black 
man except by fearing Allaah more than them. "1 This under
standing was hammered home time and time again by Allaah's 
messenger ( ~ ). Even in the Farewell Pilgrimage, done 
shortly before he died, he lectured the people on the insignifi
cance of racial differences and the all importance of Taqwaa. 

The most pious individuals are only known to Allaah, because 
the seat of Taqwaa is the heart. Man can only judge people by 
each other's outward deeds which may or may not be mislead
ing. Allaah made that abundantly clear in the following verse: 

1 Reported by Abu Hurayrah and collected by al -Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-

4 Bukhari, (Arabic-English), vol. 7, pp. 18-9, no. 27) and Muslim (Sahih Mus
/im,(English Trans .) , vol. 2 , p. 749, no . 3457) . 

2 Reported by Abu Hurayrah and collected by at-Tirmidhee. 
3 Reported by 'Abdullaah ibn 'Amr and collected by Ahmed. 
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"There is among people in this life, he whose speech 
will dazzle you. And he will call on Allaah as a wit
ness to what is in his heart; yet, he will be among the 
most vicious of enemies."1 

Therefore, it is not permissible for humans to designate certain 
people as being particularly saintly and pious to a degree 
beyond the reach of ordinary humans. The Prophet Muhammad 
( ~ ) specified among his companions (Sahaabah) some whom 
he gave glad tidings of paradise in this life. 2 However, such pro
nouncements were based on revelation and not his own ability 
to judge the hearts. For example, when the Prophet ( * ) said 
concerning those who make a pledge of allegiance known as 
Bay'ah ar-Ridwaan, "No one who made the pledge beneath the 
tree will enter the hellfire, "3 he was confirming the Qur'anic 
verse revealed to that effect: 

~~.AG~l.~jjl if~,~~jj 

"Allaah is pleased with the believers when they 
pledged allegiance to you beneath the tree .. .',4 

Similarly, he judged some whom everyone thought were 

1 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:204. 
2 Among them are ten well known, Abu Bakr, 'Umar , 'Uthmaan , 'Alee , 

Talhah, az-Zubayr, Sa'd ibn Abee Waqqaas, Sa'eed ibn Zayd, ' Abdur-Rah
maan ibn 'AwL Abu 'Ubaydah ibn al-Jaarraah (see al-'Aqeedah at
Tahaaweeyah, pp.485-7). 

3 Reported by Jaabir and collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English 
Trans.). vo l.3, p . 1034, no. 457q). 

4 Soorah al-Fat-h 48:18. 
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destined to paradise to be among those destined for the hellfire. 
All such judgements were based on revelation. lbn 'Ab baas said 
that he was told by 'Umar ibn al-~hattaab that on the day of (the 
battle) of Khaybar, some of the Prophet's companions came and 
said, "So and so is a martyr and so and so is a martyr," but when 
they came to a man about whom they said, "So and so is a mar
tyr," Allaah's messenger declared, "By no means! I have seen 
him in hell in a cloak which he took (from the spoils) dishon
estly." Allaah's messenger then said, "Go, lbn al-Khattaab, and 
announce among the people three times that only the believers 
will enter paradise. "1 

In Christian tradition down through the ages, some individuals 
were highly praised for their supposed spiritual achievements. 
Miracles were attributed to them and the rank of "saint" was 
bestowed on them. In pre-Christian Hindu and Buddhist tradi
tion , teachers who were supposed to have climbed the ladder of 
spiritual excellence and who had performed supernatural feats 
were also given titles like Guru, Avatar, etc. , indicating spiritual 
superiority. These designations have led the masses to either 
seek intercession through them or to worship them as gods. 
Consequently, these religious traditions have lists of saints to 
whom the masses fervently pray. Islaam, on the other hand, 
opposes even the excessive praise of Prophet Muhammad ( ~ ) 
who said, "Do not praise me excessively as the Christians did to 
'Eesaa ibn Maryam, verily I am only a slave, so call me instead 
the slave of Allaah and His messenger. "2 

1 Collected by Muslim. Sec Sahih Muslim (English Trans.) vol. I , p. 65 , 
no. 2(19. 

2 Reported hy "Umar ihn al-Khattaab a nd collected hy al-Bukhaarcc a nd 

Muslim (See Sahih Al-Bukhari, (Arabic-English), vol. 4, p. 435, no . 654). 
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Walee: The "Saint" 

The term saint has been used to translate the Arabic word Walee 
(pl. Awliyaa) which Allaah used to designate those who are 
close to Him. But, a more appropriate translation is "close 
friend" because Walee literally means an "ally." Allaah even 
uses it to refer to Himself in the verse: 

"Allaah is the Walee of those who believe and takes 
them from the darkness into light." 1 

He also uses it to refer to Satan as in the verse: 

"Whoever takes Satan as a Walee instead of Allaah, 
has clearly lost all."2 

This term also means "close relative" as in the following verse: 
i.. .. , .... '! > ,,,,,,..,,,./.,,,,,,.> ,,.. ,..,,,.,,,,,.., ,..-,,,,., 
~I ~_j~ >U\·diL,~) ~..w 
~ ,., / / 

"We have given power to the Walee of whoever is 
wrongly killed, but do not be excessive in the execu
tion ( of the murderer). " 3 

It is also used in Qur'aan to indicate closeness between men, for 
example, 

1 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:257. 3:68. 42:9 and 45:19. 
2 Soorah an-Nisaa 4: 119 , 7:27, 30, and 4:75. 
3 Soorah al-lsraa 17:33. 
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"The believers should not take the disbelievers as 
A wliyaa instead of other believers." 1 

But the usage which concerns us most is "Awliyaa-ullaah" close 
friends of Allaah. In the Qur'aan Allaah has designated among 
mankind certain types of individuals whom He considers espe
cially close to Himself. Allaah 's description of His Wale es can be 
found in Soorah al-Anfaal where Allaah states: 

'-:-;:t-:" .r·~ ;- -~-:c.1-- -:-;:t:H .J1 ,-:.-u--- :t ~1 u _;; ~_p..=-- ~.Ju_ t ;; ,,o_J .-:J'c..)t-

"Verily His (Allaah's) Awliyaa are only those with 
Taqwaa, but most people do not realize that."2 

And Soorah Younus: 

~1_;; ~{~- \;..:1 ~1:q)~_,l-g1 
/ ~-=...-·~..... ,.....,,.,, / / .. ~; /~-:' ,,,,, 
~~ !.,,~ __, !r,o \~~~ I ~ j.)J: 

"Behold! Certainly no fear nor grief shall overcome 
the A wliyaa of Allaah, those who believe and have 
Taqwaa.'11 

Allaah explains for us that the criterion for "Walaayah" (divine 
friendship) is Eemaan (faith) and Taqwaa (piety) and these qual
ities are shared by all true believers. 4 Among the ignorant masses, 

1 Soorah Aal'lmraan 3:28, 4: 139, 144 and 5:51. 
2 Soorah al-Anfaal 8:34. 
3 Soorah Younus 10:62-63. 
4 Al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p.358. 
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the main criterion for Walaayah ("Sainthood") is the perfor
m_ance of.miracles which are commonly called Karaamaat to dis
tinguish them from the miracles Mu'jizaat of the prophets. To 
most who hold this belief, the faith and practise of the "miracle" 
worker are of no consequence. Hence, some who have been 
designated "saints" held heretical beliefs and practises, while 
others were known to have abandoned the religious rituals, and, 
yet others were even involved in licentious and vulgar 
behaviour. However, nowhere has Allaah made the working of 
miracles a stipulation for being His Walee. Therefore, as earlier 
stated, all believers who have Eemaan and Taqwaa are Walees 
of Allaah and He is their Walee , as Allaah Himself said, 

"Allaah is the Walee of those who believe."1 

Consequently, Muslims are not allowed to designate certain 
believers as beling Awliyaa of Allaah and not others. In spite of 
this clear Islamic position, a hierarchy of so-called Muslim saints 
has become a prominent feature in Sufi circles and among the 
masses who blindly follow them. In ascending order of merit 
tbey are: the Akhyaar (chosen) who number 300; the Abdaal 
(substitutes) numbering 40; the 7 Abraar (pious); the 4 Awtaad 
(pegs); the 3 Nuqabaa (watchmen), the Qutb (pole) who is con
sidered the greatest saint of his time, and at the top of the list is 
the Ghawth (Succor), the greatest of Saints, who is believed, in 
some circles , to be capable of taking on his shoulders a portion 
of the sins of the believers. According to the belief of "mystics", 
the saints of the top three classes are present invisibly in Mak
kah at the hours of prayer. When the Ghawth dies, the Qutb 
replaces him and there is a moving up all through the series, the 

1 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:257. 
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purest soul of each class rising to the next degree. 1 This body of 
mythology has been borrowed from Christianity, just as Dhikr 
beads were adopted from the Christian rosary, and Maw/id 
from the Christian celebration of Christmas. 

Fanaa: The Union of Man With God 

A close look at various lists of the most prominent so-called 
saints, reveals names like that of al-Hallaaj who was publicly 
executed as an apostate for daring to openly claim divinity in his 
infamous pronouncement "Anal-Haqq" 'I am the Reality' when 
Allaah already said: 

,,,,.,,, ... .,,,,~ ~;:;·--,, ~,~r-:.,jr~~rt~:. 
~_,..., ~" 1.Jc..r--..r- v;.. ... ~ 

"That is so, because Allaah is the Reality and it is He 
who gives life to the dead. " 2 

What led this deranged individual to make such a pronounce
ment was his belief in a principle very similar to the ultimate 
state of being in Buddhism known as "Nirvana. "3 In this state, 
according to a branch of Buddhist thought, the ego disappears 
and the human soul and consciousness are extinguished. 4 

This concept also forms the core of a philosophy known as "mys-

1 Encyclopedia of /slaam, p.629. See also 'Alee ibn 'Uthmaan al-Hujweeree, 
Kash/ al-Mahjoob, trans. by Nicholson. (London: Luzac. rep. 1976) , p.214. 

2 Soorah al-Hajj 22:6 and 62. 24:25 and 31:30. 
3 Sanskrit term meaning "blown out" referring to the extinction of all wordly 

desires. or salvation. Though the term originated in Vedantic (Bhagavad
Gita and the Vedas) it is most often associated with Buddhism. In Hinayana 
Buddhism the term is equated with extinction while in Mahayana Buddhism 
it is a state of bliss (W. L. Resse, Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion, 
(New Jersey: Humanities Press, 1980), p.393). 

4 Ibid, p.72. 
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ticism". Mysticism' is defined as an experience of union with 
God and the belief that man's main goal lies in seeking that 
union. The origins of mysticism can be found in the writings of 
ancient Greek philosophers like Plato's Symposium in which 
mention is made of various ladders of ascent, composed of steep 
and hard steps, whereby a union of the soul with God is finally 
attained. 2 A parallel concept can also be found in Hinduism's 
identification of Atman (human soul) with Brahman (the imper
sonal Absolute), the realization of which is the ultimate goal or 
release from existence and rebirth . 3 Greek mystic thought blos
somed in the Gnostic Christian movements which, like that of 
Valentinus (c. 140 CE), reached their peak in the second cen
tury CE. These trends were combined in the third century with 
Platonism by the Egypto-Roman philosopher, Plotinus (205-270 
CE), to form a religious philosophy known as neoplatonism. 
Christian anchorites or hermits of the 3rd century CE, who 
began the monastic tradition in Christendom by withdrawing 
into the Egyptian des.ert, adopted the mystic goal of union with 
God as it was propounded in neoplatonic thought at that time, 
within a framework of meditative and ascetic practises of self
denial. Although it was "St." Pachomius (290-346 CE) who 
established the first set of rules for Christian monasticism and founded 

nine monasteries in the Egyptian desert; "St." Benedict of Nur
sia (480-547 CE), in developing the Benedictine Rule for the 
monastery at Monte Cassino in Italy, came to be regarded as the 
real founder of Western monastic order. 4 The mystic tradition 

1 From the Greek "Mystes" meaning "one initiated into the mysteries." The 
term is derived from the Greek mystery religions whose initiates bore the 
name "mystes" (Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion, p. 374). 

2 Colliers Encyclopedia, vol. 17, p.114. 
3 Dictionary of Religions, p.68. 

4 Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion, pp.365-6 and 374. 
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kept alive in monastic Christianity began to find expression 
among Muslims from about 8th century CE, a century after the 
borders of the Islamic state had expanded to include Egypt and 
Syria and its major centers of monasticism. 1 A group of Mus
lims who were not satisfied with what the Sharee'ah (Islamic 
Law) had to offer, developed a parallel system which they 
named the Tareeqah (the way) . Just as the ultimate goal of the 
Hindu was unity with the world soul and of the Christian mystic 
union with God; the ultimate goal of this movement became 
Fanaa, the dissolution of the ego, and Wusool, the meeting and 
unification of the human soul with Allaah in this life. A series of 
preliminary stages and states which had to be attained were 
defined. They were called Maqaamaat (stations) and Haalaat 
(states). A system of spiritual exercises was also designed for the 
initiate in order to bring about this "meeting·" These exercises 
of Dhikr2 often involved head and body movements and some
times even dance, as in the case of whirling dervishes. All of 
these practises were attributed to the Prophet ( ~ ) through 
chains of narration in order to validate them, but there does not 

1 "The authors of treatises on Muslim mysticism have often compared the "an• 
nihilation"·ot Sufism with Buddhist Nirvana; but according to othe rs this 
comparison is entirely inadequate as the Buddhist idea of annihilation is 
independent of the idea of God and includes the idea of transmigration of 
souls, to which Nirvana puts an end. In Muslim mysticism on the other hand , 
there is no que·stion of the passing of soul upon death into another body and 
the notion of a personal and all-present God is throughout predominant. 
The origin of the Muslim conception of Fanaa has rather to be sought in 
Christianity from which it seems to be borrowed. This conception simply 
means the annihilation of the individual human will before the will of God, 
an idea which forms the center of all Christian mysticism. " (Shorter Encyc

lopedia of Islam, p. 98). 

2 Dhikr, which normally means the remembrance of God, in mystic circles, is 

used to refer to the continuous repetition of God's names and attributes. 
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exist any authentic support for them in any of the classical books 
of Hadeeth. A multiplicity of systems evolved, and orders, similar 
to those among Christian monks, appeared named after their 
founders, like the Qaadiri, Chishti, Nakhshabandi, and Teejaani 
orders. Along with that, volumes oflegends and fairy tales were 
spun around the founders and the outstanding personalities of 
these orders. And, just as Christian and Hindu monks chose 
special isolated structures (i.e. monasteries) in which to house 
their communities, the Sufi orders developed s1milar housing 
schemes called Zaawiyahs (lit. corners). 

In time, a body of heretic creeds developed out of the mystic 
"union-with-God" belief. For example, most orders claimed 
that Allaah could be seen when the state of Wusool (arrival) was 
achieved. Yet when 'Aa'eshah asked the Prophet ( • ) if he 
saw Allaah during Mi'raaj (ascension) he replied that he had 
not. 1 Prophet Moosaa ( * ) was also shown that neither he 
nor any man could withstand seeing Allaah in this life by Allaah 
revealing some of His being to a mountain which crumbled to 
dust during the revelation.2 Some Sufi adepts claimed that 
when the state of Wusool was attained, the mundane obligations 
of Sharee'ah like five times daily Salaah, were no longer obligat
ory. Most of them prescribed that prayers to Allaah could be 
sent through the Prophet ( ~ ) or through the so-called saints; 
many also began the practice of making Tawaaf, 3 animal sac
rifices and other acts of worship around the shrines and tombs of 
the saints. Tawaaf can be observed today around the grave of 
Zaynab and Sayyid al-Badawi in Egypt, around the tomb of 

1 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.l, pp. 111-112 -
nos. 337,339 and p. 113, no. 341. 

2 Soorah al-'Araaf7:143. 

3 Walking around an object of religious devotion. 
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Muhammad Ahmad (The Mahdi) in Sudan, and around the 
Darghas of countless saints and holy men in India and Pakistan. 

The Sharee 'ah came to be looked at as the outer path designed 
for the ignorant masses, while the Tareeqah was the inner path of 

an elite enlightened few. Opinionated Ta/seer (Qur'anic com
mentary) appeared in which the meanings of the Qur'anic ver
ses were bent and twisted to support the heretical ideas of the 
mystic movement. Greek philosophical thought was also 
blended with fabricated Hadeeths to produce a body of inau
thentic literature which challenged the early Islamic classics and 
eventually displaced them among the masses. Music was intro
duced in most circles and drugs like marijuana could be found in 
others as a means of heightening the pseudo-spiritual experience 
which they all sought. Such was the legacy of the latter genera
tion of Sufis which had been built on the false premise that union 
of the human soul with Allaah was attainable. The early gener
ation of pious individuals, like 'Abdul-Qaadir al-Jeelaani, and 
others to whom some orders were attributed, clearly under
stood the importance of distinguishing between the Creator and 
the created. The two could never become one, as One was 
Divine and Eternal,while the other was human and finite. 

The Union of God With Man 

Nothing escapes Allaah's knowledge, therefore, the wise are 
those who act accordingly . They feel His presence at all times. 
They carefully perform all their obligatory (Fard) duties, then 
they piously try to make up for any of the inevitable deficiences 
by doing a host of voluntary acts. These voluntary acts help to 
protect the obligatory duties. For example, during times of 
weakness or spiritual lows, one may become lax in fulfilling 
one's religious duties. However, those who had voluntary prac
tises would likely neglect some of their voluntary practises, 
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while keeping their obligatory duties intact. If they did not have 
a protective shield of voluntary acts and they fell into a period of 
spiritual laziness, some of their obligatory duties are likely to be 
discarded or neglected. The more someone strengthens his 
obligatory practices by performing voluntary acts, the more his 
life conforms to the Sharee'ah, the will of Almighty Allaah. 
Allaah conveyed this principle through the Prophet ( ~ ) in a 
Hadeeth saying: "The most beloved thing with which My slave 
may come close to me is that which I have made obligatory ( Fard) 
on him. My servant will continue to come closer to me by volun
tary acts (of worship) until/ love him. If I love him, I will be his 
hearing by which he hears, his sight by which he sees, his hand by 
which he grasps, and his foot by which he walks. If he asks Me 
anything I would give it and if he seeks refuge in Me I would pro
tect him. "1 

This Walee of Allaah would only hear, see, grasp and walk to 
what is Halaal (lawful), while conspicuously avoiding all the 
Haraam (prohibited) as well as that which leads towards it. This 
is the only true goal worthy of dedicating one's life. Its attain
ment is the perfection of man's dual role as servant of God and 
governor of the world. But, it cannot be reached except by the 
route prescribed in the Hadeeth. First the compulsory duties 
have to be completely established, then the prescribed volun
tary acts of worship have to be performed consistently and 
according to the Sunnah. Allaah emphasized this fact by telling 
His Prophet to inform the believers: 

.,_-;,,.,_~ • .,. ..,. ,:,..,. -;,1,; ~ > -~ -~ •>' 
...»I • j -l; ~\IJ~ ~ ~ I \'; 

• :, - ~ • ,II" '-'t.f..r' 

"Say, if you love Allaah, follow me (Muhammad) 

1 Reported by Abu Hurayrah and collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih A/

Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.8, pp. 336-7, no. 509. 
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and Allaah will love you."1 

Therefore Allaah's love can only be attained by strictly follow
ing the directives (Sunnah) of His Apostle ( ~ ) and by care
fully avoiding all innovations in religious matters. This formula 
is contained in the following Hadeeth in which the Prophet ( ~ ) 
was reported by Abu Najeeh to have said, "Keep to my Sunnah 
and that of the· rightly guided caliphs. Bite on to it with your 
molars. And beware of innovations, for verily they are all heresy 
(Bid'ah)and heresy is misguidance which leads to the hell fire. "2 

One who strictly follows this principle will only listen to what 
Allaah wishes for him to listen to. For Allaah said describing the 
righteous: 

"And when the ignorant (mockingly) address them, 
they merely say: 'Peace' "3 

Elsewhere in the Qur'aan He also said, 

"He has already revealed to you in the Book, that 
when you hear the signs · of Allaah denied and 

1 Soorah Aal'Imraan 3:31. 
2 Collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud, (English Trans.) vol. 3, p. 

1294, no. 4590 and at-Tirmidhee. 
3 Soorah al-Furqaan 25:63. 
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ridiculed, you should not sit with them unless they 
change the subject. If you did you would be like 
them .. "1 

By him listening only to what Allaah wishes for him to hear, 
Allaah has metaphorically become his hearing. In a similar way, 
Allaah becomes his sight, hands and feet. 

This is the correct interpretation of the previously mentioned 
Hadeeth in which Allaah states that He will become man's hear
ing, sight, hands and feet. Unfortunately, this Hadeeth has been 
misinterpreted by mystics as support for the concept of union 
with Allaah - May Allaah forbid. 

Roohullaah : The "Spirit" of Allaah 

Support for the mystic belief in the re-unification of the human 
soul with Allaah has also been falsely deduced from some of the 
verses of the Qur'aan itself. The following verses in which 
Allaah said: 

and 

- >- .• ,:-:--:/> -;;;.., -:::{.' 
~~J..J 0-! ~~ e' J ~ J-"" ...-, 

''Then He (Allaah) fashioned him (Aadam) and blew 
in him from His spirit. " 2 

"When I fashioned him and blew into him of My 
Splrit ... "3 

1 Soorah an-Nisaa 4: 140. 
2 Soorah as-Sajdah 32:9, and 38:72 . 
3 Soorah al-Hijr 15:29 and Soorah Saad 38:72. 
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have been used as evidence for the belief that every human 
being contains within his body a part of God. The portion of 
Allaah's "spirit" which Allaah breathed into Aadam has sup
posedly been inherited by all of his descendents. Reference has 
also been made to Prophet 'Eesaa about whose mother Allaah 
said, 

"She was chaste, so We blew into her from Our 
Spirit . .. "' 

Thus, it is believed among mystics that this divine eternal spirit 
within man yearns to reunite with its origin from whence it 
came. However, this is not the case. Possessive pronouns (my, 
your, his, her, our) in Arabic, as in English, have two general 
meanings depending on the context in which they are used. 
They may describe an attribute or a possession which is or is not 
a part of its owner. Fpr example, in Allaah's command to 
Prophet Moosaa (Moses) 

,..,,> ~ • --T-~:~ ·>~~ ;", 1:'.'"'j"'1 ;'t"'"'. > • ,1,--
4. I ~l"..•...a • f": I~~~ ' .!I~ • .-~-:1--1,J,-. -·~ ,, . '- -~~ 

"Put your hand inside your shirt and it will come out 
shining unharmed ... "2 

both the "hand" and "shirt" belonged to Prophet Moosaa but 
his hand was an attribute which was a part of him, while his shirt 
was a possession which was not a part of him. The same is the 

1 Soorah al-Anbiyaa 21 :91 and Soorah at-Tahreem 66:12. 
2 Soorah Taahaa 20:22. 
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case relative to God with regards to His attributes and His crea
tion . 1 For example, in the case of divine mercy wherein He 
says: 

"Allaah gives His mercy specifically to whomsoever 
He wishes ... "2 

Allaah's mercy is one of his attributes and not a part of His cre
ation. On the other hand,Allaah sometimes refers to created 
things as "His" to emphasize the fact that He created them. 
Yet others are referred to as His to indicate the special posi
tion of honor with which He views them. For example, with 
respect to the She-Camel sent as a test to Prophet Saalih's 
people, the Thamood, Allaah quoted Prophet Saalih as saying, 

''This is Allaah 's camel sent to you as a sign. So allow 
it to graze in Allaah's earth."3 

The camel was miraculously sent as a sign to the Thamood who 
did not have any right to deny it from grazing, because the whole 
earth belongs to Allaah. Similarly is the case of the Ka'bah 
about which Allaah made a covenant with Prophets lbraaheem 
(Abraham) and lsmaa'eel (Ishmael): 

1 Tayseer al-'Azeez al-Hameed, pp. 84-5. 
2 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:105. 
3 Soorah al-A'raaf7 :73. 
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"That they may purify My house for those who circle 
it, cling to it, bow down prostrate (near it)"1 

and paradise in the case of the righteous who on the Day of 
Judgement will be told by Allaah "Enter My paradise."2 

As for the spirit (Rooh), it is one of Allaah's creations. Allaah 
states in the Qur'aan 

.:.Jt.; J;~~w,~ e:P1if~)~ ·~_; 
,I' , -:;;- ~ .. J,.,,, 
~~\µ\ · " -.... ~ .... ., ~ 

''They ask you concerning the spirit, teU them the 
Spirit is from my Lord's command; and you have 
not been given except a very small amount of know
ledge. "3 

Elsewhere in the Qur'aan He said: 

"If Allaah has decided a thing, He only has to com
mand: Be, and it is.',4 

And He also said: 

1 Soorah al-Baqarah 2:125. 
2 Soorah al-Fajr 89:30. 
3 Soorah al-Israa 17:85. 

4 Soorah Aal 'lmraan 3:47. 
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"He (Allaah) created him (Aadam) from clay then 
said: Be, and he was."1 

The command is "be" for all of creation. Therefore, the spirit is 
created by Allaah's command. Islaam does not consider God to 
be an incorporeal Spirit, as do sotne religions like Christianity. 
He has neither corporeal body nor is He a formless spirit. He 
has a form befitting His majesty, the like of which no man has 
ever seen or conceived, and which will only be seen (to the 
degree of man's finite limitations) by the people of paradise.2 

Consequently, when Allaah refers to the blowing of a spirit 
from Himself into prophets Aadam and 'Eesaa, special honor is 
given to their created spirits due to the prominence of Prophet 
Aadam's position in relation to the rest of mankind and to 
clarify the confusion concerning Maryam's virgin birth of 
Prophet 'Eesaa. Even Allaah's attribution of the act of blowing 
to Himself is,in fact,a clarification of His will and supreme 
power, for it is the angels who actually insert and extract the 
souls into man. This fact is evident from the following Hadeeth 
of lbn Mas'oud who reported that Allaah's Messenger said, 
"Verily your creation is combined in your mother's womb for 
forty days in the form of an oily fluid, then as a leach-like clot for 
a similar period and as a clump of flesh for another similar 
period. Then an angel is sent to him to blow the spirit into him ... 3 

1 Soorah Aal 'lmraan 3:59. 

2 See the Chapter on Seeing Allaah, p.136 of this work for further detail on this 
point. 

3 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari, (Arabic- English) , vol.4, pp. 
290-1 no. 430) and Muslim. (Sahih Muslim, (English Trans.) vol.4, p.1391, 
no. 6390). 
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Thus, Allaah has the spirit blown into every human by one of 
His angels. By saying that 'He blew', Allaah in fact reminds us 
that He is the primary cause of all that takes place in creation, 
as He said: 

Z,)::.~_;~~~ 
"Allaah created you and whatever you do."1 

Just prior to the battle of Badr the Prophet ( ~ ) threw a hand
ful of dust at the enemy ranks assembled hundreds of yards 
away, but Allaah caused some of the dust particles to miracul
ously reach all of the eyes of the enemy. Allaah referred to the 
Prophet's action as follows: 

"It was not you that threw when you threw but it was 
Allaah who threw."2 

Thus, by attributing the Spirit to Himself, Allaah simply gave it 
a special place of honour among the spirits which He has 
created. Not that He, Allaah, has a spirit and blew off a piece of 
it into both Prophet Aadam and Prophet 'Eesaa. To further 
emphasize that point Allaah also refers to the Angel sent to 
inform Maryam as "His spirit": 

/ / //"' // ,,-,:,,,.,,,., // > / .,,. -,.,,,, 1~ 
(; \~I • t I ,._ -:.~J ,- .•t\l:.[..,\t 
~ J-; '-+-' v---- !.) "'+,:-1 ~ ~ .,,. 

''So we sent to her Our Spirit who took the appear
ance of a well formed man. "3 

1 Soorah as-Saaffaat 37:96. 
2 Soorah al-Anfaal 8: 17. 

J Soorah Maryam 19:17. 
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The Qur'aan is a totality. Its verses explain themselves and the say
ings and practices of the Prophet ( ~ ) further clarify its mean
ings. When verses are taken out of context, the meanings, of the 
Qur'aan can easily be distorted. For example, verse four of 
Soorah al-Maa'oon reads: 

"Woe be on those who make prayer (Salaab)." 

This verse by itself is in total contradiction to the rest of Qur'aan 
2nd I,laam. Salaah has been made obligatory throughout the 
Qur'aan, For example, Allaah said: 

l>fa.ll ;J ;.,wt:j.u\; t::r~\2,-;q~i\]~;j, ., ., ., ,,,,. ,,,_, ;,, . .. ,. ~ ,. 
''Verily I am Allaab, there is no god besides me, so 
wonblp me and establlsb prayer (Salaab) in order to 
remember Me."1 

Yet this verse curses those who make Salaah! However, the ver
ses which follow it clarify the intended meaning as: 

/" r--> ·> / _-;, s~~;;.¼~~ 0'.:Jr ~ J • ~ ~ 0.: ~H , :,_, r -, 

s~wrs.;:::; 
"Those who are negllaent in theb· Salaab, who do it 
to be lffll. Yet they refuse even the simplest of kind
ness."2 

Thus, Allaah's curse is on the Salaah of the hypocrites who pre
tend belief and not on all who make Salaah. 

1 Soorah Taahaa 20: 14. 

2 Soorah al-Maa'oon 107: 5-7. 
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A more meaningful translation of the verse "Then He fashioned 
him (Aada,m) and blew into him from His spirit," would be 
"Then He fashioned him and caused one of His (noble) spirits to 
enter him." Consequently, there is no basis in the divine scrip
tures for the mystic belief in the uncreated soul of man, yearning to 
re-unite with its origin, God. In Islaam, there is no distinction 
between the Arabic terms Rooh (spirit - pl. Arwaah) and Nafs 
(soul - pl. Anfus) with respect to man except that when it is con
nected to the body it is usually referred to as a Nafs. 1 In the 
Qur'aan God states: 

· . =. ~ ., .11 ·l··---~; • -- ~ ---~ ~-Ir:: ---::---:& r ~ ,>) tS; :.J ;_r ~~ J.r'~ , 
1-

\/ ~ ~ 

"It is Allaah who takes the souls (Anfus) at death and 

those which do not die (He takes) during their 

sleep ... "2 

The Prophet ( ~ ) ~as reported by Umm Salamah to 
have said, "Verily, when the spirit (Rooh) is taken the eyes follow 
it'"3 

The successful souls will be made to enter paradise as Allaah 
said to the righteous souls. 

!-: .• : -!,, · \",, ...... "I ·"1 ~:: "'':.\" _;.~~(\¼½ .... ,:;,..:-~~4-111!)1!,,u.;o rp.-.; • · .. ~. , . , ,I!, 
-~ -,,, ,,, ;, .. .,, .,, ,. - -

1 al-'Aqeedah at-Tahaaweeyah, p. 394. 
2 Soorah az-Zumar 39:42. 
3 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans. ), vol.2 , p . 437, 

no .2005). 
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''O soul (Nafs) at peace, come back to your Lord 
pleased with yourself and pleasing to Him. Enter 
among My devotees. Enter My paradise."1 

Thus, in the end, the righteous human soul will not become 
extinguished in God nor unite with His supreme being, but will 
remain a finite spirit reunited with a finite body enjoying the ple
asures of paradise for as long as Allaah wishes. 

1 Soorah al-Fajr 89:27-30. 
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11.CHAPTER ON GRAVE WORSHIP 

Throughout much of human history honoring the dead through 
elaborate burial rites, ornate tombs and decorated graves, along 
with festivals of commemoration and adoration have led to 
great confusion and misguidance in religion. As a result, much 
of mankind has become involved in some form of grave wor
ship. In fact, the religion of most Chinese, who represent 
approximately a third to a quarter of mankind,is ancestor wor
ship. Most of their religious rites are connected with graves and 
the worship of representations of their ancestors. 1 

• The graves 
of holy or saintly men amon~ Hindus, Buddhists and Christians, 
have become shrines where rites of worship like prayer, sac
rifice and pilgrimage are performed on a large scale. With the 
passage of time. Muslim rulers and the masses strayed away 
from the fundamental principles of the Islamic creed and began 

1 The veneration of ancestors ( Pai Tsu) is one of the most ancient. persistent. 
and influential themes in Chinese religion a~d traditional Chinese society. 
according to their beliefs. the Hun (spiritual soul) and the P'o (gross soul) of 
the dead are dependent for their survival and happiness upon the offerings 
of spirit money . incense. food and drink made hy their descendents. In 
return. the Hun soul. as a spirit (Shen). can achieve considerable benefits for 
the family by means of its supernatural contacts. In the case of ordinary 
heings this relationship is only considered to last for three to five gener<1-
tions. The souls arc then succeeded hy more recent ones. (" Ancestor cu lt 

(chinese)", Dictionary of Religions, p.38). 
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to imitate the pagan practises of the non-Islamic nations around 
them. Huge edifices were built over the graves of the Sahaabah 
(Companions of the Prophet [ ii]) like 'Alee, the major jurists 
like lmaam Abu Haneefah and lmaam ash-Shaafi 'ee, and those 
designated as Sufi "saints" like Junayd and 'Abdul-Qaadir AI
Jeelaanee. In more recent times this practise of building shrines 
included even the graves of leaders of social movements like 
Mohammad Ali Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan, and Muham
mad Ahmed, the so-called Mahdi of the Sudan. Today many 
ignorant Muslims travel vast distances in order to perform 
religious rites of Tawaaf around these tombs. Some even make 
prayer inside and outside of them, and others 'piously' bring 
sacrificial animals to these cursed sites in order to perform the 
rites of Dhabh (ritual sacrifice) there. Most of those who per
form rites of worship at graves hold the false belief that the 
righteous among these dead people are so close to Allaah that 
all acts of worship done in their vicinity will more likely be 
accepted by Allaah than if they were done elsewhere. That is, 
since these dead individuals were blessed, all that is near them 
must also be blessed. Their tombs and even the laod on which 
they are built must be permeated with the overflow of their 
surplus blessing. Because of this belief, grave-worshippers often 
wipe the walls of graves, then wipe it on themselves in order to 
collect extra blessings. Often they collect the earth in the vicin
ity of the graves in the vain belief that the earth has special heal
ing powers due to the effect of the blessings manifest in those 
buried there. Many among certain branches of the Shi'ites col
lect clay from Karbala, where Imaam Hussain was _martyred, 
and bake them to make small tablets on which they prostrate 
during their Salaah. 
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Prayers to the Dead 

Those involved in grave worship direct prayers to the dead in 
twoways:-

1. Some use the dead as intercessors. They pray to them in the 
way that Catholics use their priests in the confession of their 
sins. Catholics confess their sins to their priests and the priests 
ask God's forgiveness for them. Thus, the priests act as middle
men between the people and God. 

The pre-Islamic Arabs also used their idols in a similar way. 
With regard to the purpose of their idols, Allaah quoted the 
pagan Arabs as saying, 

"We only worship them so that they may bring us 
closer to Allaah. " 1 

Some grave-worshippers among Muslims pray to the dead ask
ing them to convey their requests to Allaah for the fulfillment of 
their needs. This practise of theirs is based on their belief that 
righteous dead people are not only closer to Allaah than they 
are, but also that they are capable of hearing any man's request 
and fulfilling it, even after their death! Thus, the dead become 
idol intermediaries capable of doing favors for the living. 

2. Others pray directly to the dead begging them forgiveness 
for their sins. In so doing, they give dead humans Allaah's attri
bute of being (at-Tawwaab), the One to whom repentance is 
due; as well as that of being (al-Gafoor) , the only One capable 
of forgiving sins. There is a strong similarity between their prac-

1 Soorah az-Zumar 39:3. 
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tice and that of the Catholics among Christians who call on spe
cial saints for the fulfillment of their daily needs. For example, 
if something is lost, Saint Anthony of Thebes is prayed to in 
order to help find it1 • St. Jude Thaddaeus is the patron saint of 
the impossible and is prayed to for intercession in incurable. 
illnesses, unlikely marriages or the like2 . If some one is setting 
out on a journey, Saint Christopher, the patron saint of travel
lers used to be prayed to for protection up until 1969 when he 
was officially struck off the list of saints by papal decree, after it 
was confirmed that he was fictitious. 3 Included in this category 
are Christians in general with regard to Prophet Jesus whom 
they consider to be God incarnate. Most Christians pray to 
Jesus instead of God. There are many ignorant Muslims 
throughout the world who direct· their prayers to the Prophet 
Muhammad ( *) in this fashion. Both of these methods are 
totally rejected by the teachings of Islaam which hold that one 
who dies enters the dimension called the Btirzakh wherein his 
deeds come to an end. He is unable to do anything for the living, 
though the results of his deeds may affect the living and continue 
to earn reward or punishment for himself. Abu Hurayrah 
reported Allaah's messenger as saying, "when a man dies, his 
(good) deeds come to an end, except three types: charity of con
tinuing benefit, knowledge beneficial to people and a righteous 
offspring who prays for him. " 4 The Prophet ( * ) also took 

1 The World Book Encyclopedia, (Chicago: World Book , Inc. ,- 1987), vol.1, 
p.509. 

2 Ibid, vol.11, p.146 
3 Ibid, vol.3, p.417. 
4 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Mwlim (English Trans.), vol. 3, p. 867, no. 

4005). 
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great pains to explain that he could not benefit anyone in this 
life, regardless of their closeness to him. Allaah commanded 
him in the Qur'aan to say to his followers: 

• }-> .,,,, ,: ,, ,,,,, :-=- "'' -- -! .~ 0f- . tj ..:.:~r,~ cJl ;::J\~l,. .JP.-' ~UJ',~ • .. .J • • I ,.. ,,. .,, .,, 
-: ~ :> ·~,~ ·~"'.~..,i~,u u.r'-J>.,-1..,...,/-~.J..r-.. i 

"I have no power to bring good or avert harm even 
from myself, it ls only as Allaah wills. If I had know
ledge of the unseen, I would surely have accumu
lated only good and no evil would have befallen me. 
But I am only a warner and a bringer of glad tidings 
for those who believe."1 

One of his companions, Abu Hurayrah, reported that when the 
verse "Warn your nearest kin."2 was revealed to the Prophet, 
he said "O people of Quraysh, secure deliverance from Allaah 
(by doing good deeds). I can not avail you at all against Allaah; 
0 sons of 'Abdul-Mutta/ib, I can not avail you at all against 
Allaah; 0 (my uncle) 'Abbaas ibn 'Abdul-Muttalib, 0 (my aunt) 
Safeeyah, I can not avail you at all against Allaah; 0 Faatimah, 
daughter of Muhammad, ask me whatever you like, but I have 
nothing which can avail you against Allaah. "3 

On another occasion, one of the Prophet's companioqs con-

1 Soorah al-' Araaf 7: 188. 
2 Soorah ash-Shu'araa 26:214. 

·' Collected by Muslim and al-Bukhaaree See Sahih Muslim (English Trans.) , 
vol.I, p . 136, no. 402, and Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English). vo l.4, 

pp.478-9. nos. 727 & 728. 
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eluded his statement to the Prophet ( ~) with the phrase, "It 
is what Allaah wills and you will." The Prophet ( ~ ) 
immediately corrected him saying, "Are you making me an 
equal to A°Ilaah? Say: 'It is what Allaah alone wills. "'1 In spite of 
this clear opposition to praying to the Prophet ( ~ ), many 
Muslims not only do that, but they also pray to a hierarchy of 
saints . This heretical practise is based on the claim of mystics 
(Sufis) that the cosmic order is preserved by a fixed number of 
saints called Rijaal al-Ghayb (The men of the unseen world). 
When a holy man among them dies, his place is immediately fil
led by a substitute. At the peak of the hierarchy is the Qutb 
(pole or mystic axis of the world), or the Ghawth (Succour). 
'Abdul-Qaadir al-Jeelaanee (d.1166 CE) is popularly referred 
to as "al-Ghawth al-A 'dHam (Ghaus-e-Azam): the greatest 
source of help", and in times of calamity many turn to him for 
help crying out "Yaa 'Abdal-Qaadir Aghithnee (0 'Abdul
Qaadir, save me)." Such unmistakable pronouncements of 
Shirk are common even though practising Muslims repeat at 
least seventeen times per day in their prayers the phrase 
"Eeyaaka Na 'budu wa Eeyaaka Nasta 'een - You alone do we 
worship and from You alone we seek help." 

Both of these methods of prayer involve the grave sin of Shirk, 
which Islaam vigilantly opposes, yet both methods have man
aged to creep into the religious practices of the masses of Mus
lims today in one form or another. In so doing they inadver
tently confirm, the veracity of Allaah's Ominous statement in 
the Qur'aan 

1 Collected by Ahmad. 
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"Most of them (claim) belief in Allaah, while com
mittjng Shii-k."1 

as well. as the Prophet's warning reported by Abu Sa'eed al
Khudree "You will follow the-practises of your predecessors, 
inch by inch and yard by yard; so much so that if they were to 
enter a lizard'$ hole, you would also follow them." When he was 
asked if he mean_t the Jews and the Christians, he replied "If not 
them, who else?2 

Thawbaan also reported that he said, "The Last Hour will not 
come until some groups of my nation worship ido/s"3 and Abu 
Hurayrah reported that he said, "The Last Hour will not come 
until women from the Daws.tribe wiggle their buttocks (as they 
circumambulate) around the temple of the ido/4 al-Khalasha. "5 

It is, therefore, essential that Muslims have a clear understand
ing of religion, its origin and its historical development, from an 
Islamic perspective. After so doing, such practices may then be 
comprehended in their proper context and the Islamic ruling on 
them will become quite obcio.us. 

1 Soorah Yousuf 12:106. 
1 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English). vol.9. 

pp.314-5 , no. 422) and Muslim. (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.4, 
p. 1403, no. 6448) . · 

3 Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English Trans.) vol.3. pp. 1180-1. no. 
4239), lbn Maajah and at-Tirmidhee. 

4 lbn Atheer. An-Nihaayah fee Ghareeb al-Hadeeth wa al-Athar, (Beirut: al
Maktabah al-Islaameeyah . 1963). vol. I , p.64. 

5 Collected by al-Bukhaaree and Muslim . See Sahih Al-Bukhari, (Arabic
English). vol.9, p.178, no. 232 and Sahih Muslim. (English Trans.). vol.4. 
p.1506, no. 6944. 
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The Evolutionary Model of Religion 

Under the influence of Darwin's Theory of Evolution, most 
social scientists and anthropologists have concluded that relig
ion began with early man's pantheistic deification of the forces 
of nature . 1 According to them, early man was amazed by the 
more cataclysmic and devastating forces of nature , like lightn
ing, thunder, volcanoes, earthquakes, etc .. which they sup
posedly conceived of as supernatural beings. Consequently, 
they sought ways and means of appeasing them, much in the 
same way that they sought the aid of their leaders or more pow
erful tribes. In this way, early rites of worship, like prayer and 
sacrifice, were supposed to have developed. The North Ameri
can Indians , who believe in spirits of the river , forests etc., are 
used as examples of this early stage in the. evolution of religion 
known as animism. 2 At this stage, they claim, every individual 
had a personal set of gods. As families developed, family gods 
replaced personal gods. The polytheistic situation among the 
Hindus of India , where every family has its own personal god, is 
cited as an example of this stage. Economic necessity and the 
struggle for survival eventually caused family links to expand. 
and thus tribes evolved. Tribal gods, in turn, gradually replaced 
the old family gods and with each successive generation, tribes 
became larger and larger and the number of idols got fewer and 
fewer. Eventually ditheism emerged in which all of the super
natural powers were confined to two main gods. a god of good 
and a,god of evil. According to evolutionists. an example of this 
stage can be seen in the religion of the Zoroastrians of Persia. 

1 David Hume ( 17 11-76) followed Thomas Hohhcs ( 1588-1679) in propnund

in p. thi s t heo rv in the Na111ml Hisrorr o( Rl'ligion ( 1757) / l)icrio1111n· o( Rl'lig

ions. p.::58). 

2 Oictio1111rr of l'hifosop/1r and ffrfigio11 . pp. 16. 19.1. 
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Prior to the appearance of the Persian "reformer", Zarathustra 
(Greek: Zoroaster), Persians were thought to have believed in 
nature spirits, clan gods and family gods. According to the evi
dence gathered and interpreted by anthropologists, during 
Zoroaster's time tribal gods were reduced to two; Ahura Mazda 
who, according to them, created all good in the world,and Angra 
Manyu who created all evil. 1 When tribes gave way to nations, 
tribal gods in turn gave way to the national God and 
monotheism was supposedly born. The God of Israel, as por
trayed in the Old Testament is a national entity, fighting on their 
behalf against their foes . The Israelites in tum are referred to as 
His chosen children. The Egyptian ruler, Akhenaten of the 
fourteenth century B. C., also known as Amenhotep IV, is also 
cited as proof of the evolutionist concept of religion. At a time 
when the prevailing belief in Egypt was polytheism, he intro
duced the monotheistic worship of one God called Ra, which he 
symbolized by the disc of the sun. 2 

Thus, according to social scientists and anthropologists, religion 
has no divine origin. It is merely a by-product of the evolution 
of early man's supersitions based on his lack of scientific know
ledge. They believe that science will eventually be able to 
unlock all of the·secrets of nature, at which time, it is assumed, 
religion will disappear. 

The Degeneration Model of Religion 

The Islamic concept of religion and its development is exactly 
the opposite of the previous view. It is one of a process of degen
eration and regeneration and not one of evolution. Man began 
as a monotheist, but in time strayed into various forms of 

1 Dictionary of Religions. pp.28 & 42. 
2 Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion. p.141 
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polytheism. Sometimes it was di theism, sometimes it was 
tritheism and sometimes it wa~ pantheism. Prophets were sent 
by God to all the nations and tribes of the earth to guide them 
back to the straight path of monotheism. But, with the passage 
of time, they went astray and the teachings of the prophets were 
either changed or lost. The proof of this reality lies in the fact 
that all the so called primitive tribes which have been found 
have the belief in a Supreme Being. No matter what their stage 
of religious development may have been according to the 
evolutionary theory, most believe in a Supreme God over all the 
other gods or spirits. From Itzamna, the creator-god of the 
Central-American Mayans1 to Ngewo, creator of the universe 
and spirits of the Sierra Leone Mende2 

, and from Hinduism's 
Brahman, the impersonal Absolute3 to Marduk, the ancient 
city deity of Babylon and Supreme God of the pantheon4 , the 
Supreme Being can be clearly seen. Even in the ditheism of the 
Zoroastrians, Ahura Mazda, the God of good is greater than 
Angra Manyu. And the day of judgement, according to their 
beliefs, is the day when Ahura Mazda defeats Angra Manyu! So 
Angra Manyu is really their supreme God. 5 According to the 
evolutionary model, this should not be the case, as the belief in 
One Supreme God supposedly grew out of limited polytheism 
and thus could not co-exist with animism. However, the concept 
of a single Supreme Being remains in most of the religions as 
evidence that the masses strayed away from the monotheistic 

1 Dictionary of Religions, p.93 . 
2 (hid .. p .210. 

3 Ibid. , p.68. 
4 Ibid , p .204. 

5 Dictionary of Religions, p.28. 
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teachings of the prophets by giving some of God's attributes to 
other aspects of creation, which came to be regarded as lesser 
gods in some cases and as intercessors in others. 

Another proof of the correctness of the degeneration model can 
be found in the historical transition of monotheistic Judaism 
into polytheistic Christianity. Monotheism taught by Prophet 
Jesus first degenerated into ditheism according to those who 
held that Jesus was not God the father, but a created divine son. 
This was also the case among Greeks who identified Jesus as the Logos, 
found in the philosophies of Anaxagoras through to Aristotle. 1 

Later it further degenerated into tritheism among the Romans 
who officially sanctioned the trinitarian concept. 2 Finally, it 
degenerated into full-fledged polytheism in the Roman Catholic 
Church, wherein Mary and a series of so-called saints were 
given the powers of intercession and protection. Similarly, if we 
look at the pure and final message of Islaam, as brought by the 
last Prophet Muhammad ( ~ ), and compare it with the pre
sent day beliefs among many Muslims, we find that a degenera
tion of beliefs and practices has also occurred. The pure 
monotheism of early Islaam has degenerated over the ages. 
Among the _various sects which have arisen , Allaah's attributes 
have been given to the Prophet ( ~ ), his descendants, as well 
as to pious and impious individuals designated as saints among 
later generations. 

1 According to these philosophers, Nous was the immaterial motivating prin
ciple of the universe whi le Logos was its material manifestation - (Dictionary 
of Philosophy and Religion, p .314) . 

2 The finally acceptable trinitarian formula, as worked out by the Cappado
cians and approved by the Roman council of Constantinople in 381 , held that 
God is one Being, existing externally in three persons, the Father , Son and 
Holy Spirit (Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion, p. 586). 
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The Darwinian concept of organic evolution proposes that all 
life forms around today evolved from single celled amoeba-like 
organisms. These simple life forms later developed into increas
ingly complex forms due to their struggle for survival. If this 
theory were to be directly applied to the development of relig
ions, it would, in fact, support the degeneration model, which 
proposes that religion began in its simplest form, monotheism, 
but in time it changed into increasingly complex forms of 
idolatry as its simplicity was lost. Ditheism, tritheism, 
polytheism and pantheism emerged in varying localities, 
depending on the prevailing socio-economic conditions. 

The Beginning of Shirk 

Prophet Muhammad ( ~ ) described in vivid detail exactly 
how polytheism first found its way among mankind after eons of 
monotheism, which began with Prophet Aadam. The Prophet's 
companions related the picture to us in their explanation (Taf
seer) of verse 23 of Soorah Nooh, wherein Allaa'h describes the 
reaction of Prophet Noah's (Noah) people when he invited 
them to the worship of only one God. 

, ~ -'fa-~~~~ ~;(;_;~~1;~__1:~i~ 9~~ 
0_; j~_; 

They said to each other: "Do not leave your gods! Do 
not give up Wadd and Suwaa', nor Yaghooth, 
Ya'ooq and Nasr!" 

Ibn 'Abbaas said the following m his commentary on this 
Qur'anic verse: "These were idols of Noah's nation which in 
time ended up among the Arabs. Wadd became the tribal god of 
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the Kalb tribe in the region of Dawmatul-Jandal. Suwaa' was 
adopted by the Hudhayl tribe, Yaghooth by the tribe of Ghutayf 
at Jurf near Saba, Ya'ooq by the Hamdaan tribe and Nasr 
became the god of the Dhul-Kalaa I clan of the Himyar tribe. 
These idols were named after some righteous men among 
Nooh's people. When these righteous men died, Satan inspired 
the people to make statues of them named after them. These 
statues were placed in their favorite meeting places as reminders 
of righteousness and no one of that generation worshipped 
them. However, when that generation died off, and the purpose 
of the statues were forgotten, (satan came to their descendants 
and told them that their predecessors used to worship the 
statues, because it was due to them that it rained. The descen
dants were fooled and began to worship them as idols . )2 The 
following generations (continued to) worship them. "3 

The Ta/seer of the verse given_by these two illustrious compan
ions of the Prophet ( ~ ) , paints a clear picture of the process 
by which idolatry and polytheism found its way into the pure 
monotheistic system of beliefs held by our ancestors. It confirms 
the degeneration model. identifies the historical origin of 
ancestor worship , and it also explains why Islaam is so firmly 
opposed to the depiction of human and animal forms in statues 
or paintings. The prohibition of images can also be found among 
the ten commandments given to Prophet Moses and recorded in 
the Old Testament: 

1 A Himyarite king of Yemen (Muhammad ibn MandHoor, Lisaan al-'Arab, 
(Beirut: Daar Saadir. n.d.). vol.8. p .313). 

~ From the narration of Muhaamad ihn Oays collected hy at-Taharcc. 

3 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari, (Arabic-English). vol.6. 

pp.414-5. no. 442). 
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"You shall not make for yourself a graven image, or 
any likeness of anything that is in the heave,1 above , 
or that is in the earth beneath or that is in the water 
under the earth . " 1 

Early Christianity maintained this attitude until an infusion of 
Greco-Roman thought thoroughly distorted Prophet Jesus' 
teachings. This change produced a rash of statue making in 
which martyrs, saints , apostles, Mary, Jesus and even God Him
self were depicted. 2 

On the other hand , the last Prophet ( ~) warned those who 
made pictures and statues. as well as those who kept them hang
ing on display, that Allaah would give them a grave punishment 
in the next life . The Prophet's wife , 'Aa'eshah bint Abee Bakr, 
said, "Once the Prophet came to see me and I had my closet 
covered with a woolen curtain which had pictures of winged 
horses on it. When he saw the curtain, the colour of his face 
changed and he said, 'Oh 'Aa'eshah, those receiving the most 
severe punishment on the Day of Resurrection are those who 
compete with Allaah's act of creation. They will be punished and 
asked to bring to life what they have created.' The Prophet went 
on to say, 'Certainly, angels do not enter houses in which pictures 
and statues are present.' "'Aa'eshah then said, "So we cut it (the 
curtain) up into pieces and made out of it one or two pillows. "1 

1 Exodus '20:4. 

~ The second council of Nicea (787 CE) officially approved the veneration of 
icons (symhlic sacred images) as a sign of faith in the incarnation . According 
to the m. the divine L ogm (word) hecamc full y human as Jesus Christ and as 
such could be portrayed ( Dictionary of Religions, p.159). 

·
1 Collected hy al-Bukhaa rcc (Sahih Al-Bukhari. (Arahic-English) . vol.7 . 

p . 542 no . 838 and pp. 545-6 , no. 844) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim, (English 

Trans.) . vol.3 , p . 1158, no. 5254). 
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Excessive Praise of the Righteous 

The previously mentioned story about the appearance of Shirk 
during the time of Prophet Noah's people also indicates that 
excessive love and praise of the righteous provided a foundation 
on which idolatry could be established. 1 The worship of images 
of Buddha and Jesus, in Buddhism and Christianity, represent 
clear examples of contemporary idolatry based on excessive 
love and praise of the righteous. Due to the dangers inherent in 
excessive praise, the Prophet ( ~ ) ordered his companions 
and Muslims in general not to praise him beyond his real worth. 
'Umar ibn al-Khattaab reported that the Prophet ( *) said, 
"Do not praise me excessively as the Christians did to the son of 
Mary. Verily I am merely a slave, so (refer to me) instead as 'A b
dullaah wa Rasoo/uh (the slave of Allaah and His messenger). " 2 

Since it was the practice of Christians and Jews of that time to 
build places of worship over what was believed to be the graves 
of the prophets and saints, the Prophet Muhammad ( m ) 
cursed this practice. He al6o cursed anyone in the future who did 
likewise, in order to make it perfectly clear that Islaam was 
totally opposed to such idolatrous practices and to warn people 
about the great danger of excessivly praising the righteous. 

On one occasion the Prophet's wife, Umm Salamah\ told him 
about a church with pictures (on its walls) which she had seen in 

1 Tayseer al- 'A zeez al-Ha meed, p .3 11 . 
2 Collected hy hoth al-Bukhaarec and Muslim. Sec S(l/,il, AI-Rc1klwri, 

(Arabic-English) , vol. 4 , p. 435, no. 054 . 

J Umm Salamah 's name was Hind hint Ahee Umayyah and shi.: was from the 

trihe of Quraysh. She and her husband . Ahu Salamah. sought refuge in 

Ethiopia from the persec ution of the Ouraysh pagans and later they mig

rated to Madcenah afti.:r the Prophet ( ~ ) did so. Whi.:n her husband died 
in the 4th year after thi.: migrat ion , thi.: Prophet ( ~ ) married her. lJmm = 
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Ethiopia. He said, "If a righteous man dies among those people, 
they build over his grave a place of worship and paint in it those 
types of pictures. They are the most evil of creation in Allaah's 
sight. "1 

It is worth noting that U mm Salam ah 's mention of the church to 
the Prophet ( ~ ) was while he was on his death bed, and his 
description of its builders as being "the most evil of creation" 
indicates that their practices are strictly forbidden to Muslims, 
without any exception. The reason for them being so severely 
cursed by the Prophet ( ~ ) is due to the fact that this practice 
of theirs combined two major sources of idolatry: 1. Edification 
of graves and 2. Making images.2 Both of these acts invariably 
lead to Shirk as is obvious from the story of the idols from the 
time of Prophet Noah. 

Grave Restrictions 

The fact that grave-worship was among the last things which the 
Prophet ( m ) warned ~gainst before leaving the world indi
cates that this practise would become a serious test for his 
Ummah. In the formative years of lslaam, the Prophet ( ~ ) 
had even forbidden his followers from visiting graves and it was 
not until Tawheed (belief in God's unity) was firmly established 
among them that the ban was lifted. The Prophet ( ~) was 
reported to have said,"/ used to forbid you from visiting graves, 

= Salamah was among the most scholarly women of her time and she continued 
to teach Islamic law after the Prophet's time until her death in 684 CE (62 
AH) (lbn al-Jawzee . Sifah as-Safwah (Cairo: Daar al-Wa'ee, 1st ed. , 1970). 
vol.2 , pp. 40-2). 

1 Narrated by 'Aa'eshah and collected by both al-Bukhaaree (Sahih A/
Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.1, p.251, no. 419 and vol.2, p.238, no. 426). 
and Muslim (Sahih Muslim, (English Trans.), vol.I, p.268, no. 1076). 

2 Ibn Taymeeyah quoted in Tayseer a/- 'Azeez al-Hameed, p.321. 
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but now you should visit them, for surely they are reminders of 
the next /if e. "1 

However , in spite of this allowance, the Prophet ( ~ ) placed 
certain restrictions on the visiting of graves in order to avoid its 
deterioration into grave worship in later generations. 

a. As a means of setting up a barrier in the way of grave wor
ship, formal prayer was totally forbidden in graveyards 
regardless of the intention . Abu Sa'eed al-Khudree reported 
from the Prophet ( ~) that He said: "All the earth is a mas
jid (place of worship) except graveyards and toilets. "2 Ibo 
'Umar also reported that the Prophet ( ~ ) said, "Pray in 
your houses, do not make them graveyards". 3 Voluntary 
prayer is recommended in the home as an example for the 
family. If no prayer takes place there, it then resembles a 
graveyard in which no prayer is allowed. Although praying 
to Allaah in a graveyard is not in itself Shirk, the ignorant, 
under Satan's influence, may assume that prayers in 
graveyards are to the dead and not for them. Consequently, 
this avenue to idolatry was decisively blocked. On one occa
sion the second Caliph , 'Umar ibn al-Khattaab, noticed 
another of the Prophet's companions, Anas ibn Maalik, 
praying near a grave and called out to him, "The grave! The 
grave~" 4 

1 Narrated by Buraidah ibn al-Husaib and collected by Muslim (Suhih Mus

lim , (English Trans.). vol.2, pp.463-4 no. 2131) . Abu Daawood Sunun Abu 
Duwud, (English Trans.) vol.2 . p.919. no. 3229). an-Nasaa 'cc. Ahmad and 
al-Bayhaqcc. 

2 Collected by at-Tirmidhcc, Abu Daawood, (Sunun Abu Duwud, (English 
Trans.) . vol. I . p . 125 . no. 492) . and lbn Maajah. 

-' Collected hy al-Bukhaaree (Suhih A l-Bukhari. (Arahic - English) vol. 2. p . 
156, no. 280) . and Muslim (Suhih Muslim, vol. I. p.376, no . 1704.) 

4 
Collected hy al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English) . vol.1. = 
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b. A second barrier was placed by the Prophet's ( ~ ) prohib
ition of purposely praying in the direction of graves because 
such an act may be later understood by the ignorant as prayer 
directed to the dead themselves. Abu Marthad al-Ghanawee 
reported that the Prophet said, "Do not pray towards graves 
nor sit on them. "1 

c. The recitation of Qur'aan in graveyards is not allowed as 
neither the Prophet ( ~ ) nor his companions were known 
to do so. Particularly since the Prophet's wife, 'Aa'eshah 
asked him what to say when visiting graveyards and he told 
her to give Salaams (greetings of peace) and a prayer but did 

= p.25 I, no. 48). These Hadeeths also confirm that the Prophet's prohibition 
of prayer in graveyards was not due to the area being considered ritually 
impure (Najis). The graves of the prophets are pure, because, according to 
the Prophet ( ~ ) , Allaah has not allowed the earth to eat their bodies. 
Hence, the Prophet's curse on the Jews and Christians for taking the graves 
of their prophets as places of worship was due to the Shirk involved and not 
the impurity of the area. (Tayseer al-'Azeez al-Hameed, p.328). 

1 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.) vol. 2, p. 460, no. 
2122), Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud, (English Trans.), vol.2, p.917, 
no. 3223), an-Naasaa'ee and lbn Maajah. This includes even Du'aa (infor
mal prayer) in their direction, because the Prophet ( ~ ) had said that 

Du'aa is worship (Collected by al-Bukhaaree in al-Adab al-Mufrad), Abu 
Daawood (SunanAbu Dawud, (English Trans.) , vol. 1, p. 387, no. 1474), at
Tirmidhee and lbn Maajah. Du'aa should be made in the same direction as 
Salaah (Formal prayer, towards the Qiblah (Makkah). 
Note: 
It should also be noted that in Islam the funeral service is not held in the 
graveyard, but in a prayer area set aside for large congregational prayers or 
in a masjid . Furthermore, because the body is placed at the front of the con
gregation, directly in front of the lmaam (prayer leader), the funeral prayer 
(Salaatul-Janaazah) does not have any bowing (Rukoo') or prostration 
(Sujood), so as not to give anyone the impression that the prayer is to the 
dead and not merely for the dead as the wordings of the prayer clearly indi
cate. 
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not tell her to recite al-Faatihah or any other chapter from 
the Qur'aan. 1 Abu Hurayrah also reported that the Prophet 
( ~) had said, "Do not make your houses graveyards, for 
verily Satan flees from the house in which Soorah al-Baqarah 
is read. "2 This narration and others like it imply that the 
Qur'aan is not to be read in graveyards. Qur'anic recitation 
is encouraged in the house and making it like a graveyard, in 
which no recitation should take place, is forbidden .3 

d. The Prophet ( * ) forbade the white-washing of graves, the 
building of structures over them, 4 writing on them, 5 or rais-

1 Naasir ad-Deen al-Albaanee, Ahkaam al-Janaa'iz, (Beirut: al-Maktab al
Islaamee, 1st ed., 1969), p. i91. The text of the Du'aa is as follows: 

<lill ~ J!J ~IJ ~jl.l ,:r ;4..ul j-AI ~ r')l_)t 

i:.i.JA>~ ~ .Ji, ,.u i:.,1 l;!J ~;>f.::...J.tJ l:.. ~.u:...1.1 

"As-Salaamu 'alaa Ahlid-Diyaari minal-Mu'min·een wal-Muslimeen 
Yarhamullaahu al-Mustaqdimeena minnaa wal-Musta'khireen wa lnnaa in 
Shaa Allaahu bikum Laahiqoon. Peace be upon th"e Believers and Muslims 
among the inhabitants of these dwellings. May Allaah have mercy on those 
who have gone ahead of us, and those following us. And we shall-Allaah wil
ling - be joining you." (Sahih Muslim , (English trans.). vol. 2, pp. 461-2 . no. 
2127) 

2 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim, (English Trans.) vol. 1, p. 377, no. 1707). 
at-Tirmidhee and Ahmad. 

J As for the recitation of Soorah Yaseen, there is no narration concerning 
graveyards and the narration about its recitation over the dying is inauthen
tic (Da'eef). See Ahkaam al-Janaa'iz p.11 and p.192 ftn.2. 

4 Reported by Jaabir and collected by Muslim, (Sahih Muslim, (English 
Trans.), vol. 2, p . 459, no. 2116) and Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud, 
(English Trans.), vol.2, pp.216-7, nos. 3219 & 3220). 

5 Reported by Jaabir and collected by Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (En
glish Trans.), vol.2, p.216, no. 3219) and an-Nasaa'ee. 
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ing them above ground level. 1 He also taught that any 
such structures should be torn down and the graves made 
level with the ground. 'Alee ibn Abee Taalib reported that 
the Prophet ( ~ ) ordered him to demolish all idols h,e came 
across and to level all graves, which were more than a palm's 
width high, with the surrounding earth.2 

e. The building of masjids over graves was expressly forbidden 
by the Prophet ( ~ ). The Prophet's wife 'Aa'eshah, 
reported that when death wc1· descending upon Allaah's 
Messenger, he drew his stripeJ cloak over his face saying: 
"May Allaah's curse be on the Jews and Christians for taking · 

1 Reported by Jaabir and collected by Muslim, (Sahih Muslim (English 
Trans.) vot.2, pp.459-60, no . 2116) and AbuDaawood (Sunan Abu Dawud 
(English Trans.), vol.2, p.216 no.3219) and an-Nasaa'ee. 

2 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim, (English Trans.), vol.2, p.459, no. 
2115), Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud, (English Trans.) vol.2, pp.914-
15, no. 3212), an-Nasaa'ee and at-Tirmidhee. The text of the Hadeeth is, 
reported by Abu al-Hayy~aj al-Asadee wherein he said that 'Alee ibn Abee 
Ta;i.lib said to him , "Shall I send you as the messengef of Allaah sent me? To 
deface every statue or picture in houses and level all elevated graves': 
Note 

These Hadeeths have been forgotten in many Muslim lands where 
graveyards have become filled with a variety of structures built over graves 
in imitation of other nations. In some lands li,ke Egypt, graveyards resemble 
towns with well defined streets. Tombs to hquse the dead resemble houses, 
so much so that in some places poor families have broken into them and set 
up permanent residence in them. Based on this Hadeeth and others like it,not 
only should such tombs be demolished, but also mausoleums like the Taj 
Mahal in India, the _one erected over the grave of the founder of Pakistan, 
Muhammad Ali Jinnah, in Karachi , Pakistan, the tomb of the claimed 
Mahdi in Sudan, that of Sayyid al-Badawee in Egypt, etc. Such a step would 
also cancel t~e role of the Sadanah (-custodians) of the shrines who live off 
the generous donations of visitors who believe that generosity to the cust(?dians 
can facilitate prayers to saints and guarantee results. 
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the graves of their prophets as places of worship. 1 

f. In order to prevent grave worship, the Prophet ( ~ ) also 
forbade annual or seasonal gatherings even around his own 
grave. Abu Hurayrah reported that he said, "Do not make 
my grave an 'Eed (place of celebration), nor make your 
houses graveyards, and ask (Allaah's) blessings for me where
ver you may be, because it will reach me. "2 

g. Setting out on journeys to visit graves was also forbidden by 
the Prophet ( ~ ). This practise forms the basis of idola
trous pilgrimages in other religions. Abu Hurayrah and Abu 
Sa'eed al-Khudree both reported that Allaah's messenger 
said, "Do not travel except to three masjids, Masjid Haraam 
(the Ka'bah in Makkah), the masjid of the Messenger, and al
Aqsaa Masjid . .. J While returning from a trip Abu Basrah al
Ghifaaree met Abu Hurayrah and the latter asked him 
where he was coming from. Abu Basrah replied that he was 
coming back from at-Toor where he had made prayer. Abu 

1 Collected hy al-Bukhaarec (Sahih Al-Bukhari, (Arabic-English). vol. I. 
p.255. no.427), Muslim. (Sahih Muslim, (English Trans.) . vol. I. p.269 no. 
1082). Ahu Daawood, (Sunan Abu Dawud, (English Trans.), vol.2, p.917. 
no. 3221). and ad-Daarimec . 

2 Collected by Abu Daawood (S111w11 Abu Dawud. (English Trans.). vol.2 p.542-3 
no. 2037) and Ahmad. If annual gatherings around the Prophet's ( ~) grave 
are forbidden. then the huge gatherings and celebrations held on different 
occasions. like birthdays. at the shrines built over the graves of so-called 
saints, are completely outside the teachings of lslaam. Not on~ should the 
shrines be demolished. as indicated hy the Prophet's command narrated hy 
the fourth Righteous Caliph. ·Alec. hut these religious festivals should also 
be stopped. 

·' Collected hy al-Bukhaarec (Sahih Al-Bukhari, (Arahic-English). vol.2. 
p.157 no. 281) . Muslim (Sahih Muslim, (English Trans.). vol.2, p.699, 
no.3218), Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud, (English Trans.). vol.2 , 

p.540. no.2028). at-Tirmidhce. an-Nasaa'ee and lbn Maajah. 
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Hurayrah said, "If only I had caught you before you left, for 
I heard Allaah's messenger say, 'Do not travel to other than 
three masjids .. ·. " 1 

"Taking Graves as Places of Worship": 

Ibn Mas'oud reported that the Prophet ( ~ ) said, "The most 
evil of mankind are those who will be alive when the Last Day 
arrives and those who take graves as places of worship. "2 Jun
dub ibn 'Abdillaah reported that five days before the Prophet's 
death he heard him say, "Those before you took the graves of 
their prophets as places of worship. Do not take graves as places 
of worship for verily I forbid you to do so. "3 After understand
ing clearly from the previous Hadeeths that taking graves as 
places of worship is forbidden by the Prophet ( * ) , it is neces
sary to define exactly what is meant by the phrase "Taking 
graves as places of worship." There are three possible meanings 
which can be deduced from the phrase in Arabic: 

1. Making Prayer or Sujood (prostration) on or Towards a 
Grave. Praying on the grave is forbidden explicitly in lbn 
'Abbaas' Hadeeth in which the Prophet ( ~ ) said, "Do not 
pray towards graves nor on them "4 as well as the Hadeeth 
narrated by Abu Marthad mentioned earlier. 

2. Building a Masjid over a Grave or Putting a Grave in a Mas
jid. Building masjids over graves is forbidden by Umm 

1 Collected hy Ahmad and at-Tayaalascc and rated Suheeh (authentic) hy al
Albaancc. Sec Ahkuum ul-Junau·iz, p.226. 

2 Collected by Ahmad. 

-' Collected hy Muslim. (Sahih M11.1·lim. (English Trans.). vol.I . p .269. 
no . 1083). 

~ Collected hy at-Taharaancc. 
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Salamah's Hadeeth in which the Prophet ( ~ ) explained 
that those who build places of worship over graves are the 
most evil of creation in Allaah's sight. Placing a grave in a 
masjid was also forbidden according to 'Aa'eshah's interpre
tation of the Prophet's final statement, "May Allaah curse a 
people who take their Prophets' ( *) graves as masjids. "1 

When the suggestion was made to bury the Prophet ( ~ ) in 
his masjid, she opposed it based on the Prophet's ( * ) last 
words. 

3. Praying in a Masjid Containing a Grave. Praying in a masjid 
built over a grave is forbiddenpecause it is a natural consequ
ence of the prohibition placed on building masjids over 
graves. The prohibition of a path necessarily prohibits what 
is at the end of the path. For example, the Prophet ( m ) 
forbade wind and stringed musical instruments (Ma'aazif). 
Abu Maalik al-Ash'aree reported that he heard the Prophet 
( ~ ) say , "There will be among my followers those who 
make allowable (Halaal) fornication and adultery, the wear
ing silk (for men), taking intoxic~nts, and musical instruments 
(Ma'aazif)." 2 Both the playing of these instruments and lis
tening to music are automatically prohibited as they are the 
purposes for which musical instruments are made . Simi
larly, neither the prohibition on building masjids over graves 
nor the order to build them elsewhere is aimed at the act of 
construction, for building is in itself permissible. It is , in fact , 
aimed at the performance of Salaah in them, which is the 

1 Collected by al-Bukhaarec (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.I , 
p.255 , no.427 and vol.2, p.232 no.414), Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English 
Trans.) , vol. I, p .269 no .1082). Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu Dawud (English 
Trans.) , vol.2 , p.9 17 no .3221) . and Ahmad . 

2 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari, (Arabic-English) , vol. 7, p. 

345 , no . 494 (Bl). 
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purpose for which they are built. Thus, the prohibition of 
building masjids on graves automatically implies the prohib
ition on Salaah in such masjids. 

Masjids with Graves 

Such masjids are of two types with regard to their origin: 

a. A masjid built over a grave, and 
b. A masjid in which a grave has been put, sometime after its 

construction. 

Naturally , there is no difference in relationship to Salaah in 
them. In both cases, Salaah in them is despised if no regard i~ 
paid to the grave, and Haraam if Salaah to the grave is intended. 
However , the method of correcting such masji~s varies accord
ing to their origin: 

1. A masjid built over a grave should be demolished and the 
grave levelled if it has a structure over it. Because such a mas
jid was originally a grave, it should be returned to its original 
state. 

2. A masjid in which a grave has been placed should be left 
intact , but the grave should be removed. In this case the mas
jid was originally a masjid and not a grave , thus, it should be 
returned to its original state. 

The Prophet's Grave 

The presence of the Prophet's grave in his masjid in Ma'deenah 
can neither be used to justify the placing of bodies in other mas
jids nor the building of masjids over graves. The Prophet ( $ ) 
did not order that he be buried in his masjid , nor d id his compan
ions put his grave into the masjid. The companions of the 
Prophet ( $ ) wisely avoided burying the Prophet ( ~ ) in the 
local graveyard for fear that later generations would become 

overly attached to his grave. 'Umar, the freed slave of Ghafrah, 
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related that when the Sahaabah (companions of the Prophet [ * }) 
gathered to decide on the Prophet's ( ~ ) burial, one said: 
"Let us bury him in the place where he used to pray." Abu Bakr 
replied, "May Allaah protect us from making him an idol to be 
worshipped." Others said, "Let us bury him in al-Baqee' (a 
graveyard in Madeenah) where his brothers among the 
Muhaajireen (migrants from Makkah) are buried." Abu Bakr 
replied: "Verily burying the Prophet in al-Baqee' is detestable 
because some people may try to seek refuge in him which is a 
right belonging only to Allaah. So, if we take him out (to the 
graveyard), we will ruin Allaah's right, even if we carefully 
guard the Messenger's grave." They then asked, "What is your 
opinion OAbu Bakr?" He replied, "I heard Allaah's Messenger 
say: 'Allaah has not taken the life of any of ,his prophets except 
that were buried where they died'." Some of them said, "By 
Allaah,what you have said is pleasing and convincing." Then 
they made a line around the Prophet's bed (in 'Aa'eshah's 
house) and dug the grave where his bed was. 'Alee, al-'Abbaas, 
al-Fadl and the Prophet's fatnily took his body and prepared it 
for burial .1 

'Aa'eshah's house was separated from the masjid by a wall and 
it had a door through which the Prophet ( ~ ) used to enter the 
masjid to lead Salaah. The companions sealed off this doorway 
in order to complete the separation of the Prophet's grave from 
his masjid. Consequently, the only way that his grave could be 
visited at that time was from outside the masjid. 
Expansions of the masjid took place in the time of the second 
Caliph 'Umar, and the third Caliph 'Uthmaan. But both of them 
cautiously avoided the inclusion of either 'Aa'eshah's house or 
that of any of the other wives of the Prophet ( ~ ) . Expansion 
in the direction of the houses of the wives of the Prophet ( ~ ) 
1 Collected by lbn Zanjooyah and quoted by al-Albaanee in Tahdheer as-

Saajid, (Beirut: a l-maktab al-lslaamee, 2nd. ed. , 1972), pp. 13-4. 
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would have automatically included the Prophet's grave in the 
masjid. However, after the deatl! of all the Sahaabah who were 
in Medinah, 1 Caliph al-Waleed ibn 'Abdil-Malik (reign 705-
715 CE) was the first to extend the masjid in an easterly direc
tion. He included 'Aa'eshah's houses inside the masjid, but 
demolished the houses of the other wives of the Prophet ( * ). 
The expansion was reported to have been carried out by al
Waleed's governor 'Umar ibn 'Abdul-Azeez. 
When 'Aa'eshah's house was included inside the rriasjid, a high 
circular wall was built around it so that it would not be visible at 
all from inside the masjid. Two additional walls were later built 
at an angle from the two northern corners of the house in such 
a way that they met each other forming a triangle. This was done 
to prevent anyone from facing the grave directly. 2 

Many years later, the familiar green dome was added to the roof 
of the masjid and was placed directly above the Prophet's ( * ) 
grave. 3 The grave was later surrounded by a brass cage with 
doors and windows, and the walls of the grave itself were draped 
in green cloth. In spite of the barriers which have been placed 
around the Prophet's grave, the error still remains to be cor
rected. Walls should once again be placed to separate it from the 
masjid so that no one could pray in its direction nor visit it inside 
the masjid. 
Salaah in the Prophet's Masjid 

The prohibition of Salaah in masjids with graves in them is 

1 The last Sahaabee to die in Madeenah was Jaabir ibn 'Abdillaah. He died 
there in 699 CE during the reign of Caliph' Abdul-Malik (reign 685-705CE) 

2 Narrated by al-Qurtubee and quoted in Tayseeral-'Azeezal-Hameed, p.324. 

3 Sultan Kalawoon as-Salaahee built the first dome over the chamber in 1282 
CE and it was first painted green by order of Sultan Abdul-Hameed in 1837 
(see Ali Hafiz, Chapters from the History of Madina, (Jeddah: Al Madina 
Printing and Publication Co., 1st ed., 1987), pp. 78-9). 
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applicable to all masjids except that of the Prophet ( ~ ) . This 
is due to the many special virtues attributed to prayer in it, not 
found in any other masjid containing a grave1 . The Prophet ( ~ ) 
himself pointed out this special feature saying, "Do not journey 
except to three masjids: al-Masjid al-Haraam, al-Masjid al
Aqsaa, and this Masjid of mine. "2 He also said: "A single salaah 
in this masjid of mine, is better tha_n 1,000 Salaahs elsewhere, 
except al-Masjid al-Haraam. "3 He even assigned special 
significance to a part of his masjid saying: "The area between my 
house and my pulpit is a garden from the gardens of paradise. "4 

If Salaah in the Prophet's masjid was considered Makrooh (dis
liked), the virtues of his masjid would be negated and it would 
be made equal with all other masjids. Just as Salaah in general 
has been forbidden at certain times, yet allowed, if it has a 
defined purpose ( e.g. Janaazah) other than optional prayer, 
Salaah in the Prophet's masjid is likewise desirable due to its 
exceptional nature. 5And, Allaah forbid, if a grave were to be 
put in either al-Masjid al-Haraam or al-Masjid al-Aqsaa , Salaah 
would still be desirable in them due to their special virtues and 
place of honor in the sight of God. 

1 There is no truth to the story that Prophet Ismaa'eel and his mother or any 
of the other prophets are buried in the open portion of the Ka'bah Com
monly called "Hujr Ismaa'eel". 

2 Reported by Abu Hurayrah and collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al
Bukhari (Arabic - English), vol.2, p.157, no.281), Muslim (Sahih Muslim 
(English Trans.), vol.2, p.699, no. 3218) and Abu Daawood (Sunan Abu 
Dawud (English Trans.), vol.2, p.699, no. 3218). 

3 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic - English) , vol.2, 
p.157, no. 282).and Muslim. (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol.2, p.697 , 
no. 3209) 

4 Collected by al-Bukhaaree (Sahih Al-Bukhari (Arabic-English), vol. 3, pp. 
61-2, no. 112) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim (English Trans.), vol. 2, p. 696, 
no. 3204). 5 Tahdheer as-Saajid, pp. 196-200. 
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CONCLUSION 

True faith of a standard acceptable to Allaah has to be based 
on Tawheed free from Shirk as outlined in detail in the preceed
ing chapters. Anything less than that represents an aspect of 
idolatry and or disbelief, regardless of how firmly those who join 
partners with God profess their faith in Him or how skillfully 
they rationalize their unsanctioned practises. Allaah's unity 
must be maintained spiritually, intellectually and practically in 
all facets of human life within which the pleasure of God is 
sought. Monotheism, as brought by the prophets of God, was 
not merely a theory to be philosophically appreciated or emo
tionally championed, but a pragmatic blueprint for human exis
tence in submission to the will of Almighty God, Allaah. The 
significance of this fact lies in the purpose of man's creation. 
Allaah said; 

"I only created the Jinn and man for my worship."1 

However, the creation of man is itself a manifestation of 
Allaah's perfect attributes. He is the Creator (al-KhaaUq), and 
thus man was brought into existence from non-existence. He is 
the Most Merciful ( ar-Rahmaan), and thus the pleasures of this 
world were granted to him. He is the Most Wise (al-Hakeem), 
and thus He prohibitted the substances and acts which are harm
ful to man while allowing those which are not. He is the Most 
Forgiving (al-Ghafoor) , and thus He pardons those who turn to 
Him in sincere repentance. Abu Ayyoub and Abu Hurayrah 
both reported that the Prophet ( ffi) said: "If you did not com
mit sins, Allaah would have swept you out of existence and 
replaced you by another people who would commit sins, ask 

1. Soorah adh-Dhaariyaat SI : S6. 
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Allaah's forgiveness and He would pardon them. "1 Similarly all 
of the other divine attributes are manifest in man's creation, by 
God's will . On the other hand, man's worship of God is for his 
own benefit, as Allaah is in no need of man's worship. In the 
worship of God man realizes both his material and spiritual 
potential for all aspects of goodness and thereby earns for him
self the everlasting abode of bliss at the end of this brief earthly 
journey. Consequently, the Godly way of life, Islaam, provides 
a means of turning each and every human act, no matter how 
insignificant or mundane it may seem, into acts of worship. As 
long as the following two basic conditions are fulfilled: 

1. the act must be consciously done for the pleasure of God 
alone 

2 . it must also be done according to the Sunnah of the mes-
senger of Allaah' 
man's whole life can enter completely into the service of Allaah 
as He prescribed: 

,,,, ·~ > / ,,,, ·> ~,~:t .& -~----~--~--J~51Ji ~,, ;.~.,, ... --! ~'-> - J ,, .J ,, ~ 

"Say: Truly, my prayer, my sacrifice, my life and 
my death are all for Allaah, Lord of all the worlds"2 

However, such a state can only be attained through the know
ledge of Tawheed and its careful conscious implementation 
according to the methodology taught by the final Prophet of 
God, Muhammad ibn 'Abdillaah ( • ). 

Thus, it is the duty of every sincere believer in God to put aside 
his or her cultural experiences and emotional ties to family , 
tribe or nation, and acquire a working knowledge of Tawheed, 
the foundation of faith. For, it is only in the application of that 
knowledge that man may achieve salvation. 
1 Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim, (English Trans.), vol. 4, pp. 1436-7, 

no. 6620-22). 

2. Soorah al-An'aam 6 : 162 . 
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INDEX OF HADEETHS 

"( A group of) angels stay with you at night ... " 

"A Jew by the name ofLabeebibn A'samcast a spell on the 
Prophet ... " 

"A single Salaah in this masjid of mine is better ... " 

"A woman is married for four (reasons): her wealth ... " 

"All the earth is a masjid except graveyards and toilets ... " 

"Allaah 's Messenger made me responsible to protect the 
Zakaah of Ramadaan .... " 

"Allaah then pointed to some of the descendants which 
He had extracted from Aadam ... " 

"Are you making me an equal to Allaah? ... " 

"Bad omens are in three things; women. riding animals and 
houses ... " 

"Be aware that if the whole of mankind gathered together 
in order to do something to help you .. .• , 

"Certainly, angels do not enter houses in which 
pictures and statues are present ... " 

" Did they make forbidden what Allaah made allowable ... " 

"Do not journey except to three masjids .. . " 

"Do not make my grave an 'Eed nor make your houses 
graveyards ... " 

"Do not make your houses graveyards . . . " 

"Do not praise me excessively as the Christians 
did to 'Eesaa ibn Maryam ... " 

"Do not pray towards graves nor sit on them." 

" Do you have any medicine or incantation for a man 
possessed ... ? 

"Each child is born in a state of Fitrah .. . " 
"Everyone of you is a shepherd, and everyone is ... " 
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" Everyone of you has been assigned a companion from the Jinn ... " 78 

"He who saw me in a dream in fact saw me ... " 147-8 

"I created my servants in the right religion 
but the devils made them go astray . .. " 49 

"I had a servant girl who used to tend my sheep in the area of 
Mo.untUhud .. . " 

"I have a son with me who is insane ... " 

" I have created these people for Paradise ... " 

"I used to forbid you from visiting graves . .. " 

"ldh-habil-ba's Rabban-naas washfi antash-Shaafee ... " 

"If a man whose practise of the religion satisfies you ... " 

"If a righteous man dies among those people, they 
build over his grave ... " 

"If any of you marries a woman or hires a servant .. . " 

"If any of us enters ah ouse he should say: 
A 'oodhu bi kalimaatillaah .. . " 

" If I'm not wrong, this person is still following 
his religion of pre-Islamic times ... " 

"If there were to be bad omens, they would have been in ... " 

"If;you ask in prayer, ask only Allaah ... " 

"If you did not commit sins, Allaah would have . .. " 

"Keep to my Sunnah and that of the rightly guided Caliphs ... " 

"Look at those below you and not those above you ... " 

"Look! Surely you are not better than a brown man ... " 

"May Allaah cause failure and unrest to 
whoever wears a talisman. " 

"May Allaah curse a people who take their prophets' 
graves as masjids ... " 

.. May Allaah's curse be on the Jews and Christians ... " 

"No one who made the pledge beneath the tree will 
enter the hellfire ... " 

"None of you is a true believer until I become more beloved . . . " 
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"0 Messenger of Allaah, verily there are some people 
among us who visit oracles ... " 84 

"0 people, beware of secret Shirk ... " 40 
"0 people of Quraysh, secure deliverance from Allaah, 

I can not avail you at all against AJlaah ... " 180 

"Oh Messenger of Allaah, this boy has been afflicted ... " 109 

"Once a group of men approached Allaah's messenger 
to give their allegiance to him ... " 9, 61 

"One day Allaah's Messenger delivered a sermon 
saying, '0 people, fear Shirk ... " 41 

"One day as he sat with his companions, he drew 
a straight line in the dirt ... " v 

"Pray in your houses, do not make them graveyards ... " 192 

"Prayer ( Du'aa) is worship" 21 

"Shirk is more hidden than a black ant creeping 
on a black stone ... " 41 

"So and so is a martyr, and so and so is a martyr ... " 156 

"So who infected the first one?" 68 

"That is a bit of truth which the Jinn steals 
and cackles in the ear ... " 82 

"The angels were created from light. .. " 82 

"The area between my house and my pulpit is a garden ... " 202 

"The Day of Resurrection is the first day that 
any eye will look at Allaah." 145 

"The Last Hour will not come until some groups 
of my nation worship idols ... " 

"The Last Hour will not come until women from 
the Daus triae ... '' 

"The most beloved thing with which My slave may come 
close to me ... " 

"The most evil of mankind are those who will 
be alive when the Last Day arrives ... " 

"The prescribed punishment for the magician is 
that he be executed by the sword." 

"The Prophet ( ) forbade Muslims from 
calling anyone 'Abdee (my slave) ... " 
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"The Prophet ( ) taught the sick to pray for themselves: 
Rabbanallaah alladhee fis-Samaa 'e ... " 

"The Salaah of whoever approaches a 
fortune-teller and asks him ... " 

"The thing I fear for you the most is 
ash-Shirk al-Asghar . .. " 

"The worshipper of the Dirham will always be miserable" 

"There are some who follow bird omens ... " 

"There are three types of Jinn: One type which flies .. . " 

"There is no contagion nor Tiyarah, but I like Fa'l" 

"There was only light, how could I see Him?" 

"There\will be among my followers those who make 
allowable fornication and adultery ... " 

"They (the Jinn) would pass information back down until 

it reaches the ears of a magician ... " 

"This is my path leading straight, so follow it ... " 

"Those before you took the graves of their 
prophets as places of worship ... " 

"Treat each other's sickness, but do not treat 
sickness with forbidden things" 

"Verily Allaah does not sleep nor is it befitting ... " 

"Verily an 'lfreet from arriong the Jinn spat on me 
last night..." 

"Verily it was Jibreel, may Allaah's peace be on him ... " 

"Verily some forms of speech are magic" 

"Verily the dreams a man sees in his sleep 
are of three types ... " 

"Verily when the spirit is taken the eyes follow it." 

"Verily your creation is combined in your mother's 
womb for forty days ... " 

"What I fear the most for my nation after my time is ... " 

"When a man dies, his good deeds come to an end ... " 

"When Allaah completed creation, He wrote in a Book ... " 

"When Allaah created Aadam He took a 
covenant from him ... " 
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"When Allaah's messenger ( ) set out for Hunayn, 
they passed by a tree called Dhaatu Anwaat ... " 

"Whe n the people deserving paradise have entered it ... " 

"When the Prophet ( ) and a group of his 
companions set out for the UkaadH market..." 

"When the Prophet ( ) saw a brass bangle on 
a man's upper arm ... " 

" 'Where is Allaah?' and she replied,' Above the sky"'. 

"Whoever acquires knowledge of any branch of astrology ... " 

"Whoever approaches a fortuneteller and believes 
what he says ... " 

"Whoever does Tiyarah or has it done for himself ... " 

"Whoever innovates in Islaam something ... " 

"Whoever is prevented from doing something by Tiyarah .. . " 
"Whoever recites a letter from Allaah's Book earns 

a good deed ... " 

"Whoever wears a necklace or bracelet depends on it." 

"Whoever wears an amulet has committed Shirk." 
"Will we see our Lord on the Day of Resurrection?" 

" Yaa Muqalliba/-Quloob ( 0, changer of hearts) ... " 

"You will be going to Christians and Jews, so the 
first thing you should invite them to ... " 

"You will follow the practises of your predecessors 
inch by inch .. . " · 
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